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ABSTRACT 

AN A~AL YSIS OF THE RETuRNS TO ADOPTION OF AGRICULTURAL 

TECHNOLOGIES IN SOUTH \VE TER~ KENYA 

Christopher Obel Gor 

ln Kenya. there is an understanding that good research has been done and that beneficial ne"' 
agricultural technologies have been identified. What remains unclear is the extent of adoption 
and the returns that accrue to the adoption of ne"' agricultural technologies particularly 
among the smallholder farming systems. The main objective of this thesis was to identif) the 
determinants of adoption and the returns associated "'ith nev. agricultural technologies and 
then assess their impact on the smallholder farm household food securit) in the study area. A 
socio-economic profile of the farmers ""as eStablished as a basis to pro" ide an insight into the 
similarities in organization. management. actual economic performance. and regional dispari~. 
A non-parametric analysis was done to ascertain the perception and opinion of agricultural 
researchers and practitioners as well as their ranking of various agricultural information 
sources. panems of response to questions raised. and the significance ofthe different panems. 

For identification of adoption determinants. contingenc) tables and odd ratios of technolog) 
adoption in the stud} area ''ere calculated. The cross-tabulation presented two distinct 
technologies. which are treated dichotomous!}. The odd ratio is the product of the on
diagonal cells di' ided by the product of the off-diagonal cells. A higher ratio indicates that 
farmers are likel) to simultaneous!) adopt or reject a gi .. en pair of technologies. 

Food securit) was measured in terms of maize equi,·alent \\hich estimates that 270 kg of 
maize. that is. 3 (90 kg bags) per capita as the threshold for hardcore po' e~ line. B) the 
same token. 440 h. g."' hich translates to 4.89 (90 kg bags) of maize was the minimum amount 
required per capita per year for a person to be food secure. or enjo) normal li\ elihood. The 
returns to adoption of ne" agricultural technolog) in the stud) area was therefore. assessed 
using the threshold production requirements for food security. The results of the analysis of 
the "ulnerabilit) status of population groups based on the Maize Equi,alent ranking "as 
based on major food crops produced in the stud) area. 



Results 

A socio-economic profile of the smallholder farm hou~chold in the stud) area would be 
described as t) picall~ middle aged resource poor male farmer. "• ith primar) level of 
education and a medium size family of bet,,een 5 and I 0 persons in the household. 
Respondents' rating of percei\'ed benefits from the different information sources showed a 
preference for interpersonal sources of communication than mass media t)pe. This \\as an 
important finding despite the current trend with emphasis on interactive modes of 
communication in the ''ake of retrenchment in the public sector. 

The returns to adoption of new agricu ltural technolog) in the study area were assessed using 
the threshold production requirements for food securit). The results indicated farmers "ho 
adopted farm inputs. for example, improved seeds were more likel) to receive higher yields 
and be more food secure than those \\ho did not adopt. E"idence of simultaneit) of 
technolog) choices impl) that fanners in the stud) area respond to extension services 
available in the region and this also underscores the need to design integrated de\elopment 
programmes. 

The Current Vulnerabilit) ·\ssessment (CVA) anal~sis based on the maize equl\alent 
estimates at the Regional level indicated that no district in the sample ''as food secure. For 
individual smallholder farmers in the stud~ sample. Rongo zone reported the highest !\1EQ 
ranking of 11.74 above the threshold minimum of 7.77 (90 kg bags) of maize required for 
normal livelihood. or enjoyment of food securit). Both Kendu Ba) (5.94) and Oyugis (4.93) 
regions recorded MEQ rankings '' ithin a range classtfied as moderate I) food insecure. that is 
ben,een 4.89 and 7.77 (90 1-.g bags) of maize per capita. 

Conclusion 

Socio-economic profile of respondents is important for idenufy ing recommendation domain~ 
and organization of farm household food securit) assessment. Interpersonal sources of 
agricultural information ''ere more preferred than the mass media. impl) ing caution on 
retrenchment in sectors pro' iding public sen ices such as agricultural extension. E' idence of 
simultanei[) of adoption implied that farmers in the stud) area respond to e'tension sen ices 
a"ailable in the region and undero;cores the need to design integrated de\elopment programmes. 
Regional data analysed for current 'ulnerabilit) assessment indicated existence of moderate. to 
high and extreme food insecurit) in the stud) area. 
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Recommendation~ 

1. Given the current official polic) of retrenchment in the public sen ice and emphasis on 
interactive modes of communication. it would be important to investigate this apparent 
contradiction bet\ .. een public polic} and needs of the people who require public services. 

2. Simultaneit) of adoption indicated that farmers in the study area responds to extension 
services available in the region. This underscore need to design integrated (package) 
approach to agriculrural development 

3. Need for a more in-depth analysis of the food insecurit) status of the region as this may 
have far reaching polic) implications. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.0: I~TRODl'CTIO"'\ 

1.1: Background Information 

\\hen considering the problem of economic development and gro,,1h. one of the basic 

realities that must be faced is that a large proportion of the population in developing countries 

is engaged in a form of small-scale agricultural production and marketing that is 

characterized by a multitude of constraints and market imperfections. Limited land 

availability. poor physical and legal infrastructure. high transactions costs and fe"" available 

and more remunerati"e Ji,eJihood alternatives often lead these rural agricultural households 

imo lives beset b} chronic po'ert} (Abdoulaye. 2002). 

Compared to other major regions of the developing countries. Sub-Saharan Africa has had the 

most rapid gro\\1h of population and the siO\\ est gr0\\1h of food output during the past t\\O 

decades. This has lead to a dramatic increase in demand for food against a bac"drop of 

insufficient food production "' hich has depended more on gr0\\1h in crop area and labor force 

and much less on yield increase compared to other pam of the "orld. Pre' iouc; stud ies on 

African agricultural development (Jeffrey. 2005: and \\orld Ban". 2000) sho'" that sub

Saharan Africa b characterized by poor and deteriorating performance and little 

modernization. E:\pectations \\ere that lower population gro'' th rates should be associated 

with higher incomes as e" idenced in other regions of the "orld: however. the opposite has 

been the case in ub-Saharan Africa. This stud} ''as focused on identification of important 

determinants of adoption of ne"' agricultural technologies b} smallholder farm households 

and then assessing the impact of the returns to adoption on the household food securit) . 



Though technicall~ there is substantial scope for bringing more cultivable land under 

cultivation. in the majorit~ of cases. it is not economical!~ 'iablc due to IO\\er fertilit) ofthe 

marginal land and higher imestment costs. Increase in crop productivity has resulted from 

what may be grouped under technological changes. "hich include mechanization of different 

agricultural operations. use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides. and improved seeds among 

others. In the livestock sector. increased productivit~ has been brought about b} adoption of 

improved grade livestock. vaccination. use ofaccaricides. and dipping. 

Trends in the use of agricultural inputs in Sub-Saharan Africa provide clues about reasons for 

the slo'' increase of food output in the past l"\\ o decades and suggest a need for accelerating 

production growth in the future. Compared to other regions of the developing countries. Sub

Saharan Africa, has linle cropped area per worker. linle irrigation. and little use of fertilizer 

and tractors (Ndjeunga et al. 2003 ). 

Table 1.1 suggests an explanation. shO\\ ing 1961-3 and 1996-8 le\els of three t..e~ farm 

technologies: irrigation. fertilisers. and tractors. Their differing spread leads to differing 

growth in output per worker and or per hectare. A..:cording to Lipton et al (200 I). this 

explanation is pro:\imate since countries, farming S) stems. innovations. and farm products 

var) huge!~ in the ultimate explanations of\\ h~ technical improvement~ are adopted. and in 

the effect of such changes and resulting outputs. 

The huge (but shifting) 'agro technology gaps' in 1 able I do not simply and solei) reflect 

(changing) differences in farmers' capacity to generate income per hectare or per hour of 

work - let alone human de,elopment. Local soil. \\ater. prices, and other techniques (ne" 

seeds. pesticides) maner too. Table clearly sho,,s that Ken)a compares quite poorl) \\ith 
., 



other de\eloping countries such as Brazil and India in the adoption of irrigation, fertilizer 

consumption. and tractor use over the 1963-96 period impl) ing missed opportunities for 

increased food production in the face of a relative I) robust rate of population growth over the 

same period. 
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fable 1.1: lrriAa tion, fertilisers, tractors: 1961 -J and 1996-8 

-- --
I 

land .trea arable lrriguted area r:crtiliser consumption Tractors in usc (ml ha) 

m ha ~o /\rca 111 arable m tonnes kg per ha in I housands number 000 ha 
~ permanent arable .. perm. art~bl..: crop l'lll) 

crops crops 

1961-3 1996-8 1961-J 1996-R 1961-3 1996-8 1961-.3 1996-8 1961-.3 IQ%-R 1961-J 1996-X 1961-1 1996-8 
World 1269.7 1379.7 141.7 268.1 11.2 I 9.4 3-t .J ,_136.2 25 90 ~ 262-11 9.3 IJ.L_. (Developed) ___ 6t6R_ 631.0 37.9 -

19753 
1t7.2 - 1 ~3 1.3 66.3 5.7 10.1 29.11_ I-53.:!_. 45 82 11125 -IJ.!:?cvelo.e_ingl __ 622.9 - _748.7 103.7 201.9 15.2 23.6 4.3 82.4 6 96 742 6·t96 1.2 8.7 ---r-14..3 -(I cast developed) 98.1 121.5 6.0 5.8 10.8 0. 1 2. 1 I 16 33 94 0 .3 0.8 

/\sin, developed 6.0 4.9 3.1 2.9 45.2 53.8 . 1.7 1.6 267 300 20 223 3.4 -l'i.4 -Asia, dcvc~ng_ -
6 - - -405.4 432.0 88.6 _ 172..1 20.5 33.9 2.7 68.6 135 207 4447 0.5 Q.8 (China) -· - - - -103.1 124. 1 30.1 51.8 ,29.5- 38.~ - 1.0 35.5 9 262 56 6QQ 0.'\ - 5.6 -- -- - -- -(India) 156.7 161.6 25. 1 57.0 15.5 33.6 o .. 1 I 5.8 3 93 35 1447 0.2 ()_() 

I - -· - -!\ frica, dcvckl ping_ _ _ 129. 1 - 162.6 66 - II. I ~5 6.0 0.5 2.9 4 16 116 -tS2 _o C) ~.8 - - ~ 

5·t-
!\ frica, S of Saha@_ 108.9 llR.4 '2.7 - '\.2 21 3.3 0.2 1.3 I 7 158 0.5 + 1.1 -

- - -- -JKcnya) 3.5_~ -1.0 0.014 0.067 OJ 16 1.1 . I 1-12.7 3 34 6.J 1-1.4 18 H>__ -----· 
-~ I /\mer, Caribhcan 88.1 I 36.7 8 5 18.3 8.1 11 .5 7. 1 10.9 II 68 415 1580 4.7 ll)l} (Bralil) 21.3 53.3 

- - ---- - --- '82 15.1 -
0.5 2.6 1.8 4.1 0.3 5.4 9 8.3 805 J.R 

N. A mcrica (developed) 222.3 
.,.,., , ____ ) 

14.7 22. 1 6.6 9.8 9.0 22.8 40 101 528-t 5551 23.8 24.8 
ru 1s 875 75.6 6.7 1~ . 1 6.8 14.0 ..!_2.0 _ _ 17.5 123 202 3514 6894 40. 1_ .2_2.JL_ USSR (former area) - - 214.4- -

f- -235.0 9.5 20.2 27 6.4 3.1 u 13 20 1128 2036 I '\.7 l>.S --· ' -----Source. rood and Agrrcultural Orgam?allon-StnltSII<.:s ( 1 /\0~ I!\ 1, Januar} 200 I) 
I 
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According Todaro (2000). it is in the agricultural sector that the battle for long tenn economic 

development will be \\'On or lost and the main burden of development and cmplo)ment 

creation will have to be borne by the part of the econom) in \\hich agriculture is the 

predominant acti\ ity: that is. the rural sector. From independence to date. each of Ken) a's 

subsequent development plans has mentioned raising the standard of li\ ing of the rural 

community (an integral part of which are the small-scale fanners) as one of the primal) goals 

to be achieved. An overvie" of the overall growth of the economy by sector shows a mixed 

experience of peaks and troughs since independence. Republic Of Kenya (ROK. 2000). Table 

1.2 shO\\ s Sectoral Shares in the Real Gross Domestic Products (GOP) since 1964. In relative 

terms. there were marked structural transformation indicated by the changes in sectoral share 

contributions to total GOP (Table 2). The picture depicted a steady increase in the share of 

manufacturing sector from an a\ erage of about I 0 percent between 1964 and 1973 to 14 

percent in the 1990-95 periods. This trend supports the empirical e\ idence that as a count!') 

develops. the contribution of manufacturing sector to the GOP would increase and 

subsequently surpass that of agriculture and other prima f) industries. 

Table 1.2: Distribution ofGDP in Ken)'a, b) Productive ector(%). 

! I 1964-73 1974-79 1980-89 1990-95 I 1996-2000 

Agriculture 36.6 33.2 29.8 26.2 24.5 

~1anufacturing 10.0 11.8 12.8 13.6 13.3 1 
Public Sel'\ices 14.7 15.3 15.0 15.7 14.8 

Other Services 38.7 39.7 42.4 1 44.5 J 47.4 

Total 100.01 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 
I 

Source: Republic of Kenya. National Development Plan :woo -2008. 
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Though manufacturing still stands out as the engine of gro,nh e\cn at the ''orst of times. and 

despite considerable expansion in industr) and manufacturing sectors. agriculture remains the 

single most important sector in the Kenyan economy (ROK. 2000). Taking into account the 

size of the agricultural sector. its growth (though declining) will remain the ke) factor in 

stimulating rapid grov.th and attainment of higher income for the majorit) of the countr: 's 

population in the rural areas as shown in Table 1.3. In the past. growth in the sector had come 

from expansion of area under cultivation as \\ell as the transition from lo" value to high 

value agricultural activity. The potential for the above path has greatly diminished. first due 

to the lo" potential of the uncultivated areas. ''hich are. either lo'' in fertil it) or are too arid 

to produce" ithout irrigation. Secondly. though it is possible to continue the transition to high 

value agricultural acti\ it). there is a growing inclination for food crop production to keep 

pace with demand from the increasing population (ROK. 2003 }. 

Table 1.3: Ken)an Projected Sectoral Growth Rates for GOP, b) Sector hares: 

1997-2001 (Percentages) 
Sector Projected Gro,qh Sector Shares ProJected Sector 

I 
Rate 1002-2008 1000 Shares 2008 

l Agriculture .., "' •. L.> 24.0 22.4 
\1anufacturing ... ... 

.) . .) 13.1 12.2 
Finance. Real Estate 5.7 10.6 12.1 
Go\ernment Sen ices 2.5 14.6 13.0 
Pri' ate Household 8.1 2.9 4.0 
Other Ser\ ices 4.6 34.8 36.3 
GOP 4.0 100.0 I 100.0 

Source: Re ublic of Kenva. "\ational De,elo ment Plan 2002- 2008 p p 

Ken}a has in the past had t\\0 long-term policies and several 5-Y car De' elopment Plans that 

have guided planning and in,estment: The first \\3S Se\.\imwl Paper No. 10 of 1965 African 

SociaUsm and it.s Appltcmion to Ke1~ra. and the second was Sessional Paper No.I 1986: 
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Economic Mana~cmcnl for Rencued Grow/h. These plans attempted to confront the 

country's most entrenched problems- b) charting a 'ision of ho'" dc,elopmcnt \\OUid taclde 

them. Since 2003. the country has made tremendous effort to get the econom) back on track 

through the Economic Recovel) Strategy (ERS) "ith the GOP growth rate shooting back to 

5.8 per cent by 2005. However. the major concern remains on how to consolidate and 

increase this in the long-term (ROK. 2007). 

According to the Ministr) of State for Planning. J\ational Development. and Vision 2030 

(MSPNDV, 2008). as a minimum. there is need to transform the Socio-economic Structure 

from a situation '"here Agriculture still accounts for 23 per cent of GOP and 56 per cent of 

employment while manufacturing accounts for bare!) 9.9 per cent of GOP and less than 2 per 

cent of employment. Services account for the bul}.. of economic activity at 51.6 per cent of 

GOP constituted main I) by informal sector acth·ities. Ken) a Vision 2030 is the ne'' 

countr: · s development blueprint ,., hich cover the period 2008 - 2030 and aims at making the 

count!') ne\\ I) industrialized. that is. becoming a middle income countT) prO\ iding high 

qualit) life for all citizens b) the 2030. The six ke) sectors prioritised as ke) growth drivers 

in the journey to 2030 include: tourism. increasing value in agriculture. bener and more 

inclusive v-.holesale and retail trade. manufacturing for the regional marJ...et. business process 

off-shoring. and financial services. The Vision 2030 flagship projects for the Agricultural and 

Lhestoc}.. sector ,., ill comprise preparation and passage of consolidated agricultural polic) 

reforms and legislation: development and commencement of the implementation of 3-tier 

fertilizer cost reduction programme: impro' ement of the value gained in the production and 

suppl) chain through branding Ken) an farm products: the planning and implementation of 4-

5 disease free zones and livestock processing facilities in order to meet international 
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standards in the meat. hides and skins market: creation of publicly accessible land registries 

under improved governance framework: de' elopment of agricultural land use master plan: 

and the Tana river basin agricultural de\elopmem scheme (MSPl\iDV. 2008). 

There is evidence that over the past three decades. the Kenyan fanning community has. in 

general. understood the benefits of adopting ne\\ andlor innovative technologies and farming 

practices provided that the cost/return relationships are perceived as favorable (ROK. 2007). 

However. a closer look at the transfer and or adoption of technological advancement and 

improved farming practices shov. s that it is the Kenyan large-scale farming S) stems that have 

benefited from the use of heavy tractors. other large implements and' or improved farming 

practices. The small-scale farming system. \\ hich incidentall} accounts for the bulk of 

agricultural production. has lagged behind in farm mechanization and adoption of imprO\ ed 

practices. 

Kenya is among a group of countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa region. "'hich ha\ e a rich 

natural endovvment in terms of agricultural potential and a population density hea' il~. 

skewed towards the rural areas. Recent estimations (ROK. 2003) still put the bulk. of the 

population in rural areas and in spite of high percentages of population inllu\. in the urban 

centers. projections indicate that rural areas "ill remain relatively highl> populated for years 

to come. It is with this scenario in mind that an anal} sis of de,clopments in the agricultural 

sector. associated linkages and impacts in relation to smallholder producth ity particular() for 

increased food security in the rural areas needs to be undertaken. 
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The basic unit of the fanning systems anal) sis is the Farm-Household-Family (FHF) \\eb and 

its internal and external factors. The internal relationships in the FHF system would include 

factors such as cash now. investment. liquidity. family labor and supplies (for example. food. 

energy. household materials housing. water. clothing and medicine}. External relationships of 

the system would include: capital market. labor market, socio-cultural environs and services 

(for example, education. and extension}. 

This stud)' focuses on the analysis of smallholder fanning systems in the stud} area with the 

primai) aim of identifying the determinants to adoption of ne~ technologies and also to use 

the empirical results of this analysis as a basis for recommending solutions to the problems 

identified. The role of technological progress and1or improved fanning practices in raising 

the standard of living of the rural communi£: ''arranted a special interest for the study. 

In this study. ne\\ technolog} and improved fanning practices refer to agricultural equipment 

(for example, ox-plough. tractor). improved seed varieties. livestock breeds. use of fertilizers. 

artificial insemination. aile) cropping. pesticides and herbicides. and also 'accines and 

accuracies. Farming systems is used as a phenomenon in \vhich the "whole farm" setting is 

studied or taken into consideration: the basic units of fanning systems are the farm. 

household. and the farm-famil). The FHF \\eb has both internal and external relationships 

that affect its planning. development. and producth it). Subject to the limitations of this stud) 

in terms of resources and scope. external factors (for example. environment. and off-fann 

activities) will not be considered in the calculation of the economic returns to the adoption of 

ne" technolog) and imprO\ed fanning practices on the small farming systems. 
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1.2: tatement of the Problem 

Adoption of new and innovati\e agricultural technologies has emerged as an important pre

occupation of man) development economists tirst because the majority of the population of 

the developing countries derive their livelihood from agricultural production: and secondly 

because new agricultural technologies apparently otTer opportunity to increase production 

substantiall} (Baidu-Forson. 1999). Sutlice it to sa) that \vhile tremendous breakthroughs 

ha\e been made in designing ne'' agricultural technologies and recommending impro\ed 

fanning practices in regional and detinite agro-dimatic zones to precision ,., ithin countries. 

success in use and adoption of the a\ailable technological progress and practices has onl) 

been partial. In Kenya. there is an understanding that good research has been done and that 

beneficial new agricultural technologies have been identified (RoK. 2000). What remains 

unclear is the extent of adoption and the returns that accrue to the adoption of new 

agricultural technologies particularly among the smallholder fanning systems. In addition 

adoption of new and innovati"e agricultural technologies is thought to enhance smallholder 

household food security and therefore pia~ sa crucial role in poverty reduction. 

Although previous studies, for e:-.ample. ~ekesa et al ( 1999). and \llakhokah et al ( 1999) 

tended to assess fanner perceptions on adoption, however at the micro level, not much is 

known about the linkage benveen the returns to adoption of new agricultural technologies and 

smallholder household food security and poven} reduction. Adoption of new and innovative 

agricultural technologies is also believed to increase productivity in the smallholder farming 

systems through increased yields. incomes and commercialization of farming operations. 

Therefore. this lack of knowledge and understanding of the impact of returns to adoption of 

new agricultural technologies among smallholders shO\\S the need to investigate and identify 
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determinants which influence adoption and diiTusion rates of beneficial new and/or 

innovative agricultural technologies by smallholder farming S)Stems for effective household 

food security and poverty reduction strateg). Furthermore. National agricultural research 

institutions and local International research centers have also done much on generation of 

new agricultural technologies and information packages. However, the impact of this effort 

particularly on smallholder farming systems has not been clearly quantified in terms of 

returns and effects on the household food security and povert) reduction among smallholders. 

Typical agricultural research and development constraintS to adoption process include such 

factors as the lack of credit, limited access to information. inadequate incentives associated 

with land tenure arrangement. absence of equipment to relieve labor shortages (thus 

preventing timeliness of operations): chaotic suppl) of complementary inputs (such as seed. 

chemical, fertilizer. and water). inefficient transportation infrastructure, inappropriateness of 

technology in terms of form, time and cost, and risk aversion. Past technological design, 

transfer. and adoption have tended to favor large-scale farming S}Stems and by-pass the 

small-scale farmers (Mavrotas et al 2007: ROK. 2007). Even where proven farm implements 

and improved seed varieties. animal breeds. and innovative farming practices have been 

targeted to the small-scale fanning systems, adoption and economic impact of these 

technological developmentS have only been minimal in relation to productivity as measured 

in terms of net farm income. It is on the basis of these facts that this study analyzed the 

returns to adoption of new agricultural technologies and then examined their impact on 

smallholder farming systems in South Western Kenya as a strategy in improving the 

household food securit} and poverty reduction. 
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1.3: Objecti\·cs of the Study 

The O\ era II purp<1-;e of this study ''as to analyze returns that accrue t0 adoption of ne'' andfor 

innovati\e agricultural technologies and detennine their impact on smallholder farming 

systems· household food securit) and poveny reduction in the stud) area. 

The specific objectives of this stud) were to: 

I. Establish the socio-economic profile (i.e. characteristics) of the smallholder fann 

household as a basis for economic recommendation domains for specific 

interventions in the stud~ area. 

2. Analyze the returns to adoption of selected ne\\ agricultural technologies in the study 

area. 

3. I dent if) the socio-economic determinants of adoption of the selected ne'' agricultural 

technologies in the study area. 

4. Assess the impact of the returns to adoption on the smallholder farm household food 

securit~ in the study area. 

1.4: Hypothesis 

The study \\as set out to identify the returns and determinants of ne\\ agricultural technolog) 

adoption and assess their impact on smallholder farm household food security in the stud) 

area. The H) pothesis of the stud~ states that: Fann households that adopt ne'' agricultural 

technologies are likel) to have higher) ields. and income. and therefore would be more food 

secure. 

1.5: Justification of the Study 

Despite the undeniable e\ idence of continual change in farming practices. considerable 

disaffection concerning the ability of researchers and e\.tension officers to effecth el) pro' ide 

advice and technolog) to resource-poor fanners still persists. Man) varieties released for 
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fanners still find limited acceptance. Production campaigns and agricultural de\clopment 

projects often fail ( 'ina. 2008 ). Efforts to de\e)op technolog~ for small fanners frequent I~ 

meet v. ith IO\\. adoption and sometimes ne'' inpu~ remain unused or are misused (Rukuni, et 

al 1998: and Sibale et al. 200 I: Adams. 2002). 

In tenns of perspectives. farming s~stems re:,earch is. more than an) thing. a perspectJ\e on 

research. It requires that researchers take account of the whole fann and see the farm-family's 

v.elfare as dependent on a wide range of variables. Small farmers typicall} produce a number 

of crops and animals for subsistence and or sale. An understanding of the complexi~ of 

fanning S}stems and the trade-offs that farmers must make in taking production decisions has 

inspired a shift a\vay from searching for optimal technologies and to"ards identifying 

acceptable compromises (Byerlee. 1998: and Walker 2006). While it is true that a lot of 

research has alread) been done and quite a good number of useful technological and1or 

innovati'e fanning practices have been identified for agricultural development purposes in 

the developing countries. an impression still exists to the effect that development of a number 

of innovauons rna~ still be inverse to their appropriateness and efTectivenes~ as per the goals 

and needs of intended users. According to International Fanning S}stems Association (IFSA. 

2008). only a part of the farming S)Stems. \\hich exist in reality. is in,estigated. Crop 

oriented concept '' ith economic elements often restr:cted to simple gross margin calculations 

for single crops and based on one hectare. are still dominant as can be \erified b) the annual 

reports of most agricultural production oriented international research centers. 

To its credit. the farming S)stems perspecthes ha'e also encouraged a growing acceptance of 

a problem-oriented approach to planning agricultural research (Kell) et al. 2003). 

Agricultural programs are nO\\ less frequent!) planned from the "top-down". ''hile more 
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efTon is being made to understand local farming conditions and problem!> as a basis for 

planning re!>earch. Related to this change in strateg~ is a mo\c tO\\ards more panicipation b) 

farmers themseh es in identifying research priorities. This study first profile~ the ne, .. 

agricultural technologies adopted in the study area and then assess the returns and impacts of 

adoption on small-scale farming systems in the study area in relation to household food 

security and poven) reduction. 

Development approaches should concentrate more on the constraints and development 

potentials of small-scale farmers because: small farmers form the backbone of the econom~ 

in man} developing countries. the) often produce about 80 percent of the food crops (cereal 

and pulses} in de\eloping countries. the greatest scope for improving food production and 

rural incomes lies in the small farming sector. The contribution of large-scale or state 

cooperati\e farms on the total agricultural production is usually small. Small fanners are 

often neglected in polic) making and in the planning of extension and de\ elopment 

programmes of their farming S) stems. constraints and potential are rare I) understood. even 

b) the profession:1ls (Onyuma. 2008). 

South \\estern Ken) a was selected for the stud~ due to the dual agro-climatic zones that 

prevails in the area with the low-lying. relative!) dr) er regions closer to Lake Victoria as 

opposed to the high potential relati\el} \\et regions that dominates the foot-hills of Kisii 

highlands in the bacl,ground and the relative!) more mechanized farming in the Rongo

Migori sub regions. This t) pe of set-up pro' ides an ideal situation for a comparative analysis 

with the embedded ad .. antage of replicating the benefits else\\ here in the regions of the 

countT) '"llh similar agro-climatic characteristics. 
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CHAPTER2 

2.0: LITER>\ ITRE RE\'IE\\' 

2.1: Farming Systems Research and Denlopment 

The focus of literature re\ ie,,ed on farming systems is the quest Lll establish Farming 

Systems Research and Development (FSRD) as a viable alternative to previous agricultural 

development approaches. which have been variously tried with mixed success in improving 

the welfare of the rural comrnunit) in general and farmers in particular. The conceptual 

framework of the farming systems approach is addressed b) IFSA (2008). ''hen the twin 

questions of what are FSRD? and wh) farming systems development? Are answered. 

Taking the first question first. IFSA (2008) explained that as an approach in agricultural 

development. FSRD is concerned '' ith the development of the Fann-Household Systems 

{FHS) and rural communities on a sustainable basis. A distinction is made of the FHS as rural 

households consisting of three basic subsystems '' ith the household as the decision-making 

unit. the farm and its crop and livestod. activities. and the off-fann activities as the third 

component. Secondly. the systems anal) sis and de\elopment approach becomes more 

meaningful since it separates targeted groups into varied classes based on their socio

economic characteristics. It is these socio-economic clusters that form the S) stems or 

de,elopment domains used to tailor the priorit) needs and technology requirements 

appropriated to each group. For example. the priority needs of farmers in the lower income 

groups is expected to be quite different from those of their upper income group. Similarl). 

fanner~ '' ith more years of education are expected to be more responsive towards change as 

compared to their compatriots with less years of education. 
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Fanning S)stems are highly complex and stochastic. '"ith many interacting sub-components 

(Benin. 2006). They arc characterized by the acti"c role pla)ed b) fanners in an attempt to 

control the physic-biological systems so as to satisfy their objecthcs. The S)Stcm is dynamic 

and intrinsically stochastic with the climate and socio-economic systems acting as the 

environment. Climatic factors broadly limit the ph)sical performance of the fanners (or ''hat 

the) would like to do) and large!) determine the economic performance of their action 

(World Resources Institute. 2002). According to Eicher (2003) choosing policies for 

agricultural development requires the use of information about the existing fanning situation. 

The collection of information presupposes the ordering of the great number of phenomena. 

\\hich can be observed in a given rural area into entities. which are meaningful in terms of 

development. and these entities are systems (sets of related elements). Systems theol) is 

therefore employed as the guideline for Farming S) stems Research (FSR) description and 

analysis. for example. goal oriented systems such as. impro' ing the income of farmers. r or 

geographers. a region is often seen as a S)Stem. \\hilc -.ociologist rna) use' illage or a group 

of farmers as a system. and agricultural economists rna~ use farms as as~ stem. 

The farming S) stems is pan of larger systems. for e'\ample. the local community can be 

divided into target areas or target groups of fanners "hich can also be subdivided according 

to common ph) sica I. biological. and tor socio-economic characteristics. this is referred to as 

stratification. Such stratification separates en\'ironmental conditions and farming systems into 

reasonabl) homogeneous segments (Benin. 2006). Ho" e\ er. B)erlee ( 1998) e\plained that: 

by working '' ith these homogenous segments. impr('\\ ed technolog) for farmers operating 

under similar conditions throughout the target area can be developed. Thus. appropriate 

stratification systems enable the identification of farmers "ho are e'\pected to benefit from 

the same recommendations. 
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J FSA (2008) indicated that. a special form of FSR has been dabbed on-fann rescarchffanning 

S)Stems perspecti\e (OFR FSP). This type of FSR has the follov. ing characteristic. which is: 

I. Is conceptually based on a fanning S) stem perspective. that is. deals "ith the 

whole production S)stems. 

2. Aims to generate technology to increase resource producti\ity for an identified 

group of farmers. especially in the shan-run. 

3. Explicitly integrates socio-economic and biological circumstances of the 

farmers in developing the technology. Diverse objective of the fanners are 

incorporated. 

4. Is fanner based and a close research. extension. and fanner interaction is 

considered to be indispensable. 

5. Quickl) begins to focus on a few major problems (leverage points in the 

systems) even \\hile a broader systems perspective is maintained. 

6. Is complementary to on-station research and depends, heavil) on station based 

research results. 

7. ls multidisciplinar) 

8. Is site speci fie? 

9. Is cost effecti\e and focus on well-defined target groups. thus heterogeneity 

among farmers is gi,en explicit recognition. 

I 0. Strengthens research. extension. fanner linkages 
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At the initial stage of its establishment. Fanning S~stems Research and Experimentation 

(FSRE) ''as seen as an alternative approach to address the apprehension about the limited 

effectiveness of conventional research. Concerns about Jo,, Je,els of fanner adoption of new 

technology have continued to be a major engine behind continued refinement of FSRE 

techniques. Fanning S)stems Research and Experimentation aimed to overcome the problem 

of limited fanner adoption b) developing nev. technoloro as compatible as possible ,., ith 

farmer"s circumstances. Food and Agricultural Organization (F AO. 2007). This stud) 

adopted the systems approach of analysis based on the social-economic characteristics 

smallholders in the stud) area with the aim of making a comparative anal)sis between 

adopter and non-adopter of ne\\ agricultural technologies. 

2.2: Adoption/Diffusion of Agricultural Tecbnolo{t' and Impact Measurement 

Agriculture is the original technology. Adoption of agricultural techniques mo,ed humans 

from societies of nomadic hunter gatherers to geographicaii)-Stable sustainable communities. 

Ci,ilizations and governments rest on their abilit: to feed their people. All other technology. 

culture. and human ad,ance stand on the foundation of agricultural techno log). Von Braun et 

al (200-t) indicated that each ne" agricultural technolog) has ad,anced the ability of fewer 

farmers to feed more people. In a world "here rapid I) gro\\ ing populations are puning 

greater demands on our a'ailable arable lands and our em ironment. impro' ed agricultural 

technologies are critical for our future. Changing technologies are nothing ne\\ to agriculture. 

Ploughs. selective breeding. artificial insemination. vaccines. antibiotics, computers: all of 

these technologies once \\ere ne\\ and no'' seem .. normal:· Each new technology ''as 

introduced with its champions and its detractors. Sometimes new ideas never take hold and 

sometimes old technology is replaced. The market genera II) sorts out which technologies 

offer a competiti' e ad\antage and which do not. l\o technolog> is appropriate for ever: fann. 
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The issue for any single farmer is whether to adopt a nev. technolog~ on his o''n fann 

(Eicher. 2003 ). 

E:\pectations v.ere that adoption of the impro,ed practices and changes in crop composition 

would lead to increased average farm incomes. However. experience shows that immediate 

and uniform adoption of innovation in agriculture is quite rare. In most cases. adoption 

behavior differs across socio-economic groups and over time. Some innovations have been 

''ell recei\ed while other improvements have been adopted b) only a ver: small group of 

farmers (Kelly. et al 2003). 

In the Ken) an context. most of the avai lable ne'' agricultural technologies and or improved 

farming practices have largely only been adopted and benefited the large-scale fanner. the 

other half of the farming communi{) (the small-scale farmers'' ho actual I) produce the lion's 

share of the national agricultural output) cannot be referred to as users of the nc'' and/or 

impro\ed farming practices (RoK. 2007). If an~1hing the adoption of ne" technologies b) 

small-scale farmers has been negligible. According to Gabre-\o1adhin et al (2003) a ne'' 

technolog) is general I) useful only if fanners adopt it. lienee. an assessment of effects at the 

farm level is at the heart of any evaluation proces!>. The impact at the farm level and the 

probabilit) of adoption depend on how well the requirements of the technolog~ fit into the 

particular niche in which a farmer operates. 

The requirements of a technolo~ rna) be divided into the socio-economic and biophysical 

components. Similarly. the farmer's niche is described b) a particular endo"' ment of 

resources. Most of the time technologies have been designed in isolated research stations or 

abroad to be disseminated to fanners without due consultation with the target group. Probabl) 

small-scale fanners in Ken) a ha\e lagged behind due to this lack of consultation in the ne'' 
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technologies and/or impro\ed fanning practices which do not quite fit into their niche in 

terms of form. cost and time. t'djeunga ct al (2003) further explained that the introduction of 

high-} ield cultivation techniques in agriculture during the I 960s and the socio-economic 

impact of these innovations on agricu ltural sectors in the de\ eloping countries ha\C been 

subjects of considerable interest in empi rical economic research. 

Among the factors listed as constraints on adoption of ne\\ technologies and the importance 

of individual farmer characteristics are: farm size. land tenure. labor a\'ailabilit). credit 

constraints. sociological and other factors. In addition. poor information transfer between 

research and extension has been identified as a major factor limiting the suppl) of appropriate 

new technolog) to resource poor farmers in the developing countries. 

Nerlove et al ( 1996) indicated that focusing research and agricultural extension sen ices on 

farms of a particular size or t) pe is unlike!: to : ield greater returns than treating all farms 

alike. The report found that a I percent increase in total output ''ould generate a I percent 

increase in use of modem inputs no matter what combination of products is produced or ho'' 

stable the mix. Suppl) constraints. particular!) lack of credit. rna) large!) determine "hether 

a technolog) is adopted. and suppl~ constraints affect almost all farms equal I:. 

The report looked at how fanners' decided about what crops or livestock to produce and ''hat 

proportions ''ere linked to technolog: adoption. Since technologies are usuall: de\ eloped 

with certain crops in mind. a farmer's decision to gro\\ that crop rna) mean that he"' ill adopt 

ne" technologies as \\CJI. 

Conducted in the poor but agriculturally di\erse Zona da Mata region of Minas Gerais. 

BraziL and the stud: used statistical cluster anal:sis to identify farms b) their product mix. 

Farms. \\ere assigned to groups according to the share of farm output de\Oted to a particular 

product. and were di\ ided into fi\e categories: fam1s that produce coffee. com products. 
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dairy products. and rice; off-farm labour is the fifth categol) . These categories served a" a 

basis tor examining the factors that inOuence adoption of ne" technologies such as the size 

and scale of operation of a farm. its expenditure on modem inputs. its degree of specialization 

(the diversity of its agricultural products). and the quality of its land. Despite val) ing agro 

ecological conditions, farmers were readil) able to change their product mix among coffee, 

com. and dairy products. and off-farm labour. but rice requires flat irrigated land. 

The study found that fanners' decisions about changing product mix were inOuenced b) price 

policies and the agricultural extension services available. which vary from product to product. 

Many farmers in the Zona da Mata grev. coffee because input and output prices \\ere 

subsidized and preferential credit terms were available. The size and timing of investments 

and returns for different products also influenced farmers' choices. According to 'ina et al 

(2008) assessing fanner adoption of ne\\ technology and the impact of FSRE programs ha\e 

in the past tended to emphasis on three differenl Je,els of inquir:: monitoring farmer 

adoption behaviour: estimating economic returns to investment in agricultural research; and 

using general equilibrium anal) sis to examine the effects of fanner adoption on non-adopting 

population. An anal)sis of the returns to adoption of agricultural technologies in South 

\\estern Kenya investigated the inOuencc of socio-economic characteristics as like I~ 

determinants of the returns to adoption of ne\\ agricultural technologies in the stud) area. 

Diffusion studies do not consider the innovation process. but begin at the point in time \\hen 

the innovation is already in use. The earliest adopters rna) be called inno,ators. and the 

diffusion process is the spread of the ne\\ technique across the rest of the population. 

Adoption studies consider the reasons for adoption at one point in time, or reasons for time of 

adoption for indi' idual users. In contrast. most diffusion models are d) namic and stud) the 
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beha\ ior of the diffusion process over time. Thus. relative to adoption. diO'usion may be 

vie\\ed as a d) namic and aggregate process O\er continuous time (Thinle et al. 2003 ). 

According to Abdoula}e (2002) there are several important characteristics that determine 

adoption decisions including observed adoption choice on a given technology. for example 

improved crop variet). h) pothesized to be the end result of a complex set of inter-technology 

preference comparisons made b) farmers. 

The relation of perceived benefits derived from adopting improved seed as opposed to the 

traditional variet). socio-economic. and demographic characteristics of the farm households 

ma) affect the adoption decision. An inde:-. function approach can be used to determine the 

effect of perceptions of technology anributes on adoption of decisions by comparing the 

inter-varietal attribute preferences such that the farmer is adopts the improved variet) when it 

has a relative advantage to a traditional variet~. 

This study instead focused on analyzing returns that accrue as a result of adoption of ne\\ and 

innovative agricultural technologies. that is. the effects of adoption on smallholder farming 

S)stems which adopt as compared to the none adopter~. 

According to International Fund for Agricultural Development (IF AD. 2007). among the 

man) factors that contribute to gro" th in agricultural productivit). techno log) is the most 

important. The rate of adoption of a nev' technolog) is subject to its profitability and the 

degree of ris~ and uncertain!) associated with it. and is high I) innuenced b) the capital 

requirement agricultural policies. and the socio-economic characteristics of farmers. The 

question of adoption or non-adoption is important: howe' er. intensit) of adoption is actual!) 

the most critical criterion in the adoption process . 
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Measuring the effectiveness of a project in developing and transferring improved 

technologies to end-users is an imponant step in assessing its impact. This measurement can 

be achieved by: identifying and anal) sing the socio-economic characteristics that influence 

adoption. including the acceptance of technology. adoption rates. performance. and 

constraints in adoption: analysing the degree of adoption of a new technology: analysing the 

intensit) of adoption: measuring farm-level impact of introduced technologies: assessing 

market-level impact of technologies adopted (F AO. 2006). 

These components can be analysed using cross-sectional data from farmers in targeted areas. 

An understanding of how individual characteristics tend to influence adoption decisions 

could improve the effectiveness oftechnolog) in enhancing gro'\\1h in producti\ ity. 

Three methods are commonly used for assessing the economic impacts at farm level of a 

technology. The fi rst method is to calculate the relative cost and re,enue differences between 

the proposed technolog) and the existing production s~ '>terns. "ithin a set of gross-margin 

budgets: the second method is to build a set ofrepresentati\e-farrn linear programming 

models. '' hich incorporate the output from the gross-margin anal) ses. but in addition 

consider the overhead and other cost~ associated" ith the adoption of ne\\ techno log}: and 

the third method is multiple regression anal) sis of farm production data using information 

obtained from technolog) adoption surveys. A production function is also used to isolate the 

impact of varietal technolog) on total factor producti\ it) ( Diagnc et al 2000). 

\\ idespread adoption of ne\\ production technolog~ might also be expected to have important 

marJ..et effects. Mavrotas et al {2007) indicated that. a" idcl) used method in estimating the 

ex ante marJ..et impacts of a technolog} is to calculate the economic surplus changes and 

distributions from the technolog) adoption. Economic surplus comprises both consumer's 

and producer's surplus. This method is based on the assumption that technology adoption 
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leads to an outward shift in the product's supply cur\'e. Certain assumptions are required 

about the si •pes of the suppl) and demand cul"\es. the nature of the suppl) shift. and the 

relationship between producer and consumer prices. In addition. some base or initial 

equilibrium sets of prices and quantities are used for making these calculations (IF AD 2007). 

This stud) identified fann production le' els and income as the primal) return associated '' ith 

the returns to adoption of ne" agricultural technology in the study area. 

2.3: Access to Credit, Markets and Issues of Farmer Organizations 

The issue of rural finance and credit as a critical element for rural development as a "hole 

and agricultural sector in particular cannot be gainsaid. Important components of the sector 

requiring credit facilities include agricultural production. marketing. processing. storage. and 

long-tenn farm in"estments. Inadequate access to credit would therefore be a big constraint 

leading to lo'' productivit) and food insecurity. 

Kimuyu and Omiti (2000) found that given the \el") low incomes and sa' ings rate. micro and 

small scale enterprises usually fall bad, on a ,·ariel) of sources "' hich include O\\ n or famil~ 

funds. loan from famil) friends. and non-bank financial institutions. Table 2.1 shO\\ s a 

summa!) of the various sources of initial and additional capital used by micro and small-scale 

enterprises. The table indicates that O\\n famil} funds ''ere by far the most relied on source 

of initial and additional funds used b~ micro and small-scale enterprises. Thus the findings 

also suggest that Micro-Small Enterprises (MSEs) fall back on these sources for lad. of 

alternatives and out of desperation. Impl) ing that alternati\e c;ources are either costly or out 

of reach for the majorit) of these enterprises. 
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Table 2.1 : Sources of Initial and Additio nal Capital 

-------
j 

Relath e contribution of sources(%) 

Initial ca pita l Additiona l capital 

Sources 
1 O''n or family 88.6 80.4 
i Loan from family or friends I 7.0 6.2 
1 Commercial bank I 0.7 1.8 
l Fonnal and informal co-operatives I 1.2 1.3 
I Non-bank finance institutions I 0.7 1.1 

Rotating saving and credit schemes I 0.7 1.1 
1 Others (1'G0s, Government programmes. 

l trade crediL mone> lenders and others) 1.1 8.1 
Relevant sample size (n) I 1795 454 

• 0 Source: KtmU}U and Omllt (2000) 

In Kenya rural finance has been made available through various financial intermediaries 

such as Commercial Banks. the Cooperatives. Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) Rural 

and Urban Sa\ ings and Credit Cooperati'e Organizations (SACCOs). Non Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs). and Agricultural Boards. According to Omiti et al (2002) Agriculture 

gets bet\'.een I 0- 12 o,o of total credit disbursed and the stipulated target for agricultural 

ad' ances as a percentage of deposits is I 7 %. Ho" C\ er. the most important concern is that 

this stipulation has not been enforced by the Cemral Bank. As a result the volume of credit 

a\ailability in the agricultural sector had drasticall) declined over time (Kimu) u and Omiti 

2000). According to Omiti (2002). and Sharma et al (2000). apart from the o,·crall decline. 

available rural credit is biased towards large-scale farms and short term lending. A major 

pla)er in the agricultural credit pro,ision is AFC. ''hich started operations in 1969 with a 

mandate of enhancing agricu ltural lending through the pro' ision of short and long term loans. 

Records of its lending panems shov.ed the following breakdown: the corporation mostl) 

targets" heat and maize production for seasonal credit. one-year loans for other crops. 3-to-5 



}ears loans for mechanization. I 0 year loans for dair: developmenL and plantation crop loans 

'' ith repa) ment periods of up to 2 ~ears. The corporation has a nemork of 49 branches in the 

major farming areas. \vhich act a~ crucial avenues for disbursement of loans. Table 2.2 

shows the pattern of disbursement in the countr:' by farmer category. 

Table 2.2: AFC Annual Disbursements b} categof") offanns, 2002. 

Categor:· Average percentage I As % total approved 

• Large scale 27.0 I 4.1 

• Small scale I 15.0 I 38.0 

I 
• Seasonal I 3.2 I 1.0 

• Seasonal I 56.0 I 57.0 I I 
Source: Omiti et al. 2002. 

Although the figures from the table shov\ed that smallholders -were second only to the 

seasonal farms in disbursement. further anal~ sis of the seasonal farm categories , .. ould be 

warranted to ascertain the proportion of large verses small holders in that categor:. Similar!) 

it should be imperative to note that the Corporation onl) operates in the Medium to High 

potential agro-ecological zones of the countr:. The bulk of small holders reside in the Low to 

Arid Semi-arid agro-ecological zones in the country. Hence. nation " ide the disbursement b) 

the Corporation to smallholders as a whole '' ould be ranked quite I owl). The imp I ication is 

that the envisaged enhanced lending in the agricultural sector by the corporation. particular!) 

to smallholders still remains elusi,e. 

According to Omiti (2002). in terms of loan reco' er) trends. the Corporation has had a poor 

record in loan collections. which as a percentage of collectables. declined from 41% in 1983 

to 24% in 1994. Ho\\ever, opportunities e\ISt for increasing access to credit and banking 

services to farmers if ·\FC is restructured into a specialized commercialized banking 

institution for agriculture and rural development. Other notable sources of rural finance 
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include Cooperatives and SACCOs. Trends in Cooperative lending is exemplified by the 

Cooperame Banking ")stem '' hich has registered a decline in agricultural advances. as a 

percentage of the total. from 82% in 1990 to 60% b) 1994 on the one hand while on the other 

hand. total advances increased b) 99.5°-'0, agricultural advances had increased by onl) 46% 

berv.een 1990 and 1994 (Omiti et al. 2002). 

Distribution of SACCOs as imponant supplementary source of credit in the agricultural 

sector indicated that there were 57 rural SACCOs in the country with tea having the largest 

number of 2 I followed b) coffee 15. dairy 8. sugar 4. conon 3. handicraft 2. pyrethrum 2. 

fisheries and rice I each. Of the total number of rural SACCOs. 22 were based in Western 

and Nyanza provinces. 17 in Central, Eastern 13. and Coast 5. Institute for Policy Anal) sis 

and Research (IPAR. 2004). A sample of the primar: services offered b) the SACCOs 

included purchase of shares. withdrawable sa'ings. fixed savings as securit) for loans. 

\\elfare loans. and working capital and capital imestrnent loans. This indicates that SACCOs 

and Cooperative lending form an integral and complemental") channel of credit in the 

agricultural sector and by nature of being grassroots oriented would be a vital avenue for 

smallholder credit disbursement 

The last group of organizations \\ith important contributions in credit access for the 

agricultural sector are 1\GOs. parastatals. and pri,ate companies. \1inistr: of Agriculture 

(YtoA. 2008) shows that there ''ere over 500 registered NGOs engaged in various micro 

enterprises. most I) business and commercial oriented acti\ ities These organizations 

invariably utilize four models of lending arrangements including indi\'idual credit for those 

'' ith tangible collateral: credit using group guarantee \\here a group guarantees loans to 

indi\ idual members: integrated credit and technical assistance that utilizes project staff for 

assisting and formulating business plans and credit needs: and group oriented schemes , .. ith 
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technical assistance. Notable parastatals and private companies involved in the provision of 

agricultural credit sub-sector include Ken~ a ·rea De,elopment Agency (KTDA). 

Horticultural Crops Development Aithority (IICDA). and Kenya Planter~ Co-operative Union 

(KPCU) together this group pro' ide about Ksh. 1.5 billion a year to farmers. Among private 

companies. Mastennind Tobacco Company (MTC). British American Tobacco (BAT) and 

Kenya Breweries Limited (KBL) ha\e experiences in agricultural credit provision. BAT 

disburses credit to about 1200 tobacco farmers annually. A recent but increasingly major 

private company. '"hich has joined the agricultural credit sub-sector. is the Standard 

Chartered Estate Management Company with interests in sisal. ranching. coffee. tea. and 

sugar industl). However. this last group of organizations. particularly the private companies 

have little or no interest in smallholder credit pro' is ion except where proven cash crops are 

involved \!loA (2008). The implication is that smallholders with food crop oriented 

production are not important clients. Towards the national goal of adequate and accessible 

food for all. private companies and commodity parastatals have a role to play in agricultural 

credit provision to reverse the spiral increase in food insecurity and worsening incidence of 

absolute poverty among smallholders. A stud) on redressing institutional impediments to 

micro and small-scale enterprisec; access to credit b) Kimuyu and Omiti (2000) found that 

enterprises with poor access to credit tend to be less productive and are unable to operate 

efficiently. Hence inadequate access to cred1t means that the potential role of MSE sector in 

reducing povert) and in Kenya's socio-economic transformation will be difficult to realize. 

b identl}. rural Ken) a is less attractive tCl credit suppliers because these areas are more 

affected b) deteriorating infrastructure. Improving rural infrastructure to open up rural 

commerce and increase the profitability of rural-based enterprises can therefore increase 

credit availabilit). 
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On the issue of market access. it is one thing to encourage fanners to increase production and 

quite another to have a bumper harvest ~hich the~ arc unable to handle in terms of domestic 

consumption and marketing. The logical thing to do would be to approach farmers " .. ith a 

holistic viev. in terms of advice. That is to say. fanners should be given an information 

package that include improve production skills. as well as marketing skills. More often than 

not. even fanners who produce for subsistence purposes end up having a portion of their 

production offered for sale due to pressing socio-economic concerns. According to Siebel et 

al (2001) market development is one of the greatest challenges facing smallholder fanners. 

particularly in Africa. Thus. in order for smallholder fann business to grow. there is a need 

for access to reliable markets, at sustainable prices, and for appropriate crop choices. There 

are several markets a\ailable to the smallholder farmer. hov.ever the most appropriate of 

these need to be identified and exploited. At the heart of the debate for rural markets is the 

need to satisf) consumer demands ""hile at the same time balance this against the want for a 

decent profit to the producer. Man~ farmers small and large often complain either fairl) or 

unfairly that the} are often fleeced b} middlemen and that the bulk of the shilling paid by 

consumers often end up in the pockets of these middlemen. On the other hand. the consumers 

also often Cr)' foul concerning the assumed high prices the) pa) for agricultural commodities. 

It seems like the on I) \\a) to satisf) all stakeholders in the agricultural marketing system. just 

as in an) other market. is to ha" e an efficient market. This can be achie,ed in the rural setting 

by empowering smallholders to acquire ski lis that can allo'' them to analyze markets for their 

O\\n produce. starting with the market structure '' hich deals v. ith assessing the number of 

bu)ers and sellers. the marketing hierarchy. that is existence of middlemen and their function 

or contribution to the marketing S)stem. the number f markets available in the environs. the 

number of da)s the markets meet (i.e. once a \\eek or twice a \\eek). and unlimited access to 

marJ...et and marketing information. This \\Ould be followed b} analysis of the market 
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conduct. \\.hich concerns the behavior of participants in the market. that is. are there some 

rule and/or regulation about entry and exit to/from the produce market? What of the general 

arrangements and beha\ ior of the participants in the market? Are there any patterns or is it a 

free for all J...ind of situation in the market? HO\\ about information flO\\? Do all participants 

and stakeholders have equal access to information relating to the market and marketing? 

Finall}. the issue of price setting would be analyzed. This deals with understanding hO\\. 

prices are set. That is, are commodit) prices set by the free market forces of suppl) and 

demand? Or are the) set b) some vested Authority. which regulates and sets prices for the 

various agricultural commodities? These are some of the important issues and concerns. 

which the smallholder needs to be aware of and have the capacity and abilit) to analyze for 

own sun i\al. As imponant is the nagging concern that b~ and large. the African smallholder 

has not grasped the need to start taking farming as a business. In man~ cases. the smallholder 

fanner often take farming as a way of li fe. that is. farming for the sake of it. no plans no 

record keeping. This becomes an unattainable situation as progress and goals becomes 

difficult to measure. Additional!). in the true attitude of the smallholder, production is often 

seen as a wa) of satisfying the domestic needs rather than the profit moti\ e. E:\periences the 

world over. sho\\. that farming is indeed a business just like any other. And for sure. in any 

business. if one cannot make profit. then as the adage goes. one won't have an) business 

being in that business. Commercialization of the a!!ricultural sector would be one sure "a' of - - . 
helping the smallholder to appreciate farming as a busines:,. In this case. both production and 

marketing "ill be seen in commercial terms and the record keeping and accounting skills 

built to horn the entrepreneur prowess of the smallholder farmer. 

Where individual farmer's bargaining pov.er is limited. farmer organizational developments 

'"ould be encouraged to facilitate the formation of groups or organizational arrangements 
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which brings accrued benefits both at the production and marketing levels (Simtov.e et al. 

~006: Zeller. 2000). Examples include commodit~ associations. cooperati\eS. and group 

contract farming arrangements. These t)pe-. of arrangements would assist in the identification 

of ne''· reliable bu)e~ and establishment of linkages bet,,een producers and buyer!>. which 

would result into economic gains for the former. In this context. the major challenge would 

be developing producer organizations as the essential link bemeen individual farmers and 

buyers. Another area to consider in increasing access to markets by smallholder farmers 

would be to improve the smallholder household livelihoods through enhanced agricultural 

productivity and establishment of viable forward and back\\ard linkages between the 

smallholders and agribusiness including other related private sector enterprises. Farmer 

organizations. be it com mod it) based or muhi-facet. would be a major source of gro'' th at 

the smallholder farmer level. This is explained b) the improved bargaining power that such 

groups or organizations bring'' ith them. not to mention the economies of scale imp! icd in the 

arrangement for production purposes. \\'hat ha\e been lacl,ing in man} cac;es are not so much 

the formation of such farmer groups and organizations. but rather the organizational 

de,elopments of the groups. that is. the capac1t) to properly manage and develop the 

established entities. Many a cooperative mo,ement has often collapsed and farmer 

organizations disbanded due to un-ending "rangles and wanting management skills by those 

charged ''ith such responsibilities. Organizational de,elopment ''ould therefore be the 

number one strategy in the targeted initiati\ es. '' hich aspire to mak.e a contribut ion tO\\ ards 

this challenge. 
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2.4: Returns to adoption of new agricultural technologies 

While traditional technology still remains rele\'ant in agricultural production b~ 'inue of 

relative superiority in particular situations. for example. "here affordabilit) becomes an 

issue. there is a general understanding that adoption of ne'' agricultural technologies ha' e an 

imponant role to play in increased agricultural productivit~. farm income. and therefore 

improved food securit) and poverty reduction. In this context. productivit) as measured by 

improved yields. income. and farm size would represent pertinent returns to adoption. A 

study b:> lsinika et.al ( 1998) on returns to research and extension investment in crop 

production in Tanzania found that there was a strong principle linking producti\ it). technical 

change. and development. Thus. while agricultural research and extension components 

compliment each other in imprO\ ing agricultural producti\ i~. most studies on quantitative 

returns put emphasis on agricultural research. As~essing the performance of agriculture by 

measuring its producth it) is an important part of monitoring returns to previous investments 

in agricultural technologies in order to guide future im estments. This stud~ identifies the 

returns to adoption of ne\\ agricultural te::hnologics as improved ) ields. farm income. and 

farm size. Hence. the study uses the concept of food msecurit) as a control problem to 

analyze the effects of returns to adoption of ne'' agricultural technologies on smallholder 

household food securit) in the stud) area. 

The lsinil-a ct.al ( 1998) model measures the effect of ir.\estment in agricultural research on 

productiv it) and output b) using the production runction method in a t\\O step-process. First 

a research production function is established "here the output is knO\\ ledge. defined as 

agricultural technical information e-.,olving from research stations. Then the model 

incorporates an agricultural production function as an e~.planatory variable. The conceptual 

model is presented thus: 



11 = (R,. R1.J. R,.2 .... Rt·k· ~:. Z,) 

Where 

= increment in useful knowledge 

R = investment in research 

N = stock ofknowledge 

Z = a vector of other variables 

T = a subscript denoting time 

(t-k) for k = 1.2 .... k indicates lagged \-ariables. 

(2. J) 

The model further assumes that the implicit knowledge production function then enters the 

agricultural production function (Y1). as a flO\\ of sen ices (F1) . emanating from the stock of 

J...no\\ ledge (N1). This flov. of ser\ ices is augmented b} conventional inputs (X1) and random 

factors such as weather {\\'1). such that 

(2.2) 

Since the nov. of services (F1) is influenced b~ the stock of knO\\ ledge (1\1). relati\e prices 

(Pr1) . the educational level of fanners (H1) and expenditures on extension ((Ex,) among others. 

this can be expressed as 

T, = J (N,.Pr,.H1.Ex,.T1 ) 

Where 

Pr = factor relative prices 

H = the educationalle' el of fanners 

Ex = quantit) and qual it) of extension sen ices. 

(2.3) 

then b} substitution. it foliO\\ s that agricultural production (equation 2). which is a function 

of conventional inputs (X). random factors such as weather (W) and the no\\ of services from 

the stock of knowledge ({F). can be written as 
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Y, /(X~. W,.Pr,.llt.N·.Rr.R,., .... R1..:.E~t.EXt-l ····E~t-K·Tt) 

\\'here 

Y = agricultural output 

W =weather \ariable 

T = interaction between research and extension 

(2.4) 

All other variables are as previously defined. It is observed that in practice. researchers ha' e 

incorporated research and extension in the agricultural production function both di rect!) and 

indirect!). Thus using the direct method. expenditures on agricultural research and extension 

become a prox) for kno\\ledge produced in the research process. Hov.ever. using the indirect 

method. indices of output and inputs are calculated first. based on an under!) ing production 

function. The total factor productivity (TFP) for each time period is then defined as a ratio of 

the output index to the index of conventional inputs. In the second stage. the rate of change of 

total factor productivity'' ith respect to time is regressed against expenditure<; in research and 

extension. among others. to measure the time path of technological change. This stud) \\ill 

instead go further and e\.amine the impact of identified returns to adoption of new 

agricultural technologies on the smallholder household food securit) in the stud) area. 

Therefore. food securit) is identified as the dependent \'ariable which is affected b) the 

adoption of ne'' agricultural technolog). as estimated by increased productivity. that is 

improved ) ields. income and farm size. 

2.5: Povert) reduction and Food Securit) deba te 

Achteving food security in its totalit) continues to be a challenge not only for the developing 

nations. but also for the de\'eloped world. The difference lies in the magnitude of the problem 

in terms of its severity and proportion affected. In the developed nations the problem is 
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alleviated b~ providing targeted food security intenentions. including food aid in the fonn of 

direct food relief. food stamps. or indirectly through subsidized food production. These 

efforts ha'e significant!) reduced food insecuri~ in these regions. However. similar 

approaches have been emplo)ed in the developing countries but with less success. The 

discrepancies in results may have been due to insufficient resource base. short duration of 

mtervention. or different systems most of which are inherent!) heterogeneous among other 

factors (Jeffre). 2000). 

Food security is defined as a situation in which all people. at all times. have ph) sica I and 

economic access to sufficient. safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food 

preferences for an active healthy life. According to International Monetary Fund et al (2005). 

this phenomena is often affected b~ a complexity of factors which include: unstable social 

and political environments that preclude sustainable economic growth. war and civil strive. 

macroeconomic imbalances in trade. natural resource constraints. poor human resource base. 

gender inequality. inadequate education. poor health. natural disaster. such as floods and 

locust infestation. and the absence of good governance. It is imperative to notice that all these 

factors contribute to either insufficient national food a\'ailabilit) or insufficient food access to 

food b) households and individuals 

The root cause of food insecurit) in developing countries is the inabilit) of people to gain 

access to food due to povert). While the rest of the \\Orld has made significant progress 

tO\\ ards pO\ ert~ aile' iation. Africa. particular!~ Sub-Saharan Africa 

There are several variations (World Bank. :!000: Andre\\ ct al 2008: Benin et al 2006) of 

plausible strategies for po'"ert) reduction "ith a discemable evolution of the deepening 

understanding of the approaches spread over four decades including the 1950's 60's \\hence~ 
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large investments in physical capital and infrastructure were vie\\cd as the primary means of 

de\elopment. This was follov.ed b) a growing a\\areness in the 1970's that physical capital 

alone was inadequate. and that at least as important was other variables such as health and 

education. The debt crisis and global recession coupled with the contrasting experiences in 

Latin America, South East Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa in the 1980's saw impro,ing 

economic management and aiiO\\ ing grater pia} for market forces as the crucial area of 

emphasis. However. governance and institutions had moved to center stage by 1990·s as well 

as issues of vulnerability at both the local and national levels. 

According to International Food and Agricultural De\elopment (!FAD. 2007). Kenya's 

population has tripled over the past 30 ) ears. leading to increasing pressure on natural 

resources. a \\ idening income gap and rising poverty levels that erode gains in education. 

health. food security. employment and incomes. The causes of rural povert) include: low 

agricultural producti\ it). exacerbated b) land degradation and insecure land tenure; 

unemplo) ment and Jo,, wages: difficulty in accessing financing for self-employment: poor 

gO\ emance: bad roads; high coStS of health and education: and Human Immune Virus 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS). 

\gricultural growth has been ''ell beiO\\ potential in recent years due to a number of 

constraints. Those which result partl) from an accumulation of poor past policies and ''hich 

will take time to remedy include: (i) non availability of quality seeds and inappropriate 

production technologies especially for small holder farming. (ii) lack of access to credit b) 

the majorit> of small holder farmers. particular!) women. (iii) high cost of farm inputs. (h) 

poor and inadequate rural infrastructure. especially feeder roads. power supply and market 

facilities. Other constraints. \\hich Go,cmment intends to make relatively rapid efforts to 

ameliorate include (v) inconsistencies in policy 1poor institutional and legal framework. (vi) 

inadequate research. inefficient extension delivery systems as well as inadequate extension 
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senices and suppon.. (vii) poor sequencing of the liberalisation process. (viii) lack of 

effective co-ordination of investment activities among the ke) stakeholders in agriculture. 

Lastl). there are constraints\\ hich are almost entire!) e:-.ogenous. including (ix) insecurit) in 

high potential areas and cattle rustling in some Arid and Semi-Arid Land {ASAL) areas. (x) 

un favourable weather conditions and high dependence on rain fed production. and (xi) 

population pressure on the natural resource base. As a result. many indicators of rural 

livelihood have been worsening. indicating an increase in rural povert) {ROK. 2003). 

According to MSPNDV (2008) the Agriculture sub-sector needs to grO\\ at about 4-6% per 

annum if it is to contribute to national gro\\1h and increasing rural wealth. For this to happen 

in a wa) that effective!) supports povert) reduction over most of the sector. a number of 

important elements need to be in place and actions to facilitate them need to be taken. These 

include: (i) building an effective and efficient participator) extension and technology delivery 

sen ice~ (ii) undertaking affirmati\e action in agriculture by facilitating participation of 

\\Omen: (iii) establishing efficient rural finance and credit suppl) system for smallholders and 

rural primary agro processors~ (i\) ensuring policies. institutional and legal frame\\ orks are 

investor friendly: (v) implementing sound land use. water and em ironmental policies: (vi) 

fac ilitating long term investments in farm impro\ement: (\ii) protecting water catchments 

areas by developing forest plantations: and {viii) improving the governance of the co-

operative sector by empo\.,ering farmers. To address specific problems of A AL areas 

ll"estock marketing needs to be impro,ed and small-~cale irrigation investments undertaken 

10 po' ert} -stricken areas. 

ror effecti'e povert) reduction strategy to be: de,ised. an important starting point would be to 

have a v.:orking definition of \\hat is understood b) the term povert). According to 

International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI. 200 I) povert) is .. \'.elfare level belO\\ a 
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reasonable minimum .. with variations m dimensions. , .. ·hich include income security. 

education. health-nutrition. and multiple deprhations. The primal) focu~ is on individuals or 

groups suffering from multiple deprivations .. Howe\er. the World Bank (2000) defines 

poverty b} comparing the dail) cost of living. infant mortality rates. and malnutrition 

worldwide. Thus the poor are those who lhe on Jess than $1 a dav , .. ho are mostlv found in . . 
South East Asia. Sub-Saharan Africa. and Latin America ,., here as many as a fifth of the 

children do not live beyond their fifth birthda) and as man} as 50 percent are malnourished. 

This compares quite poorl~ b} the situation in rich countries. where almost half the people 

live on at least $2 a day. fewer than 1 child in I 00 does not reach its fifth birthday. and less 

than 5 percent of all children under five are malnourished (IF AD. 2007: Andre" et al 2008). 

There are often two issues in generating povert) estimates that is. fi\.ing a povert) line. 

"hich is concerned ,., ith identification as opposed to measuring povert~. ,., hich focuses on 

aggregation. Considering the cost of-basic food needs. that is. food-share method '' hich 

mvolves determination of the cost of basic food needs as , .. ell as the cost of basic non-food 

needs. can do methods of fixing po\e~ lines. Alternatively. emplo~ing the food-energy 

method. which considers the expenditure Je, el that meets the food energ) requirement. based 

on calorie-income relationships. and fitting and tracing calorie-expenditure graph can fix 

po,ert) lines. An illustration of the Cost-of-Basic-'\eeds \1cthod is thus presented: 

Total Povert) Line = Z 

and Z = ZF 4- V\ (2.5) 

\\here: 

ZF = Food Poverty Line 

ZN = Non-Food Povert) Line 
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Hence. Food Poverty Line can be calculated by calculating the a\crage household (HH) size. 

finding the minimum requirement of daily per-capita calories for World Health Organization 

(WHO). finding the typical food bundle tlf the relative poor HH. calculating the calories of 

this food bundle, and determining the cost of this food bundle. This can be expressed thus 

ZF = [ WAMCR CAFBRPH] * [ CAFB] 

Where: 

ZF = Food Poverty Line 

\\'AMCR =World Health Organization Minimum Calorie Requirement 

CAFBRPH = Calories in Average Food Bundle for Relative)> Poor Households 

CAFB =Cost of the Average Food Bundle. 

(2.6) 

Other measures of povert) often focuses on the incidence of povert). that is. povert) rate. 

''hich is derived from the use of head-count rate to calculate the poverty rate of the% of 

population belov. the povert) line. Another measure of po,erty is by considering the depth of 

po,erty. that is. ho'' far a person is belo~ the povert) line. Alternative!) povert) can also be 

measured through the assessment of the PoverT) gap. that is. aggregation of depth of poverT). 

Last I). measures of povert) can involve considering povert) severit). that is. aggregation 

"ith \\eights. This study" ill differ from these pre' ious models by recasting the debate on 

food securit) as a means of povert) reduction strateg). Thus eradication of food insecuril) 

has a direct link to poverT) reduction. particularly at the household level. Like po' erty. food 

<>ecurit) definition has also changed O\ er the ) ears such that earlier discussions of food 

securit) in the 1970's tended to have been influenced b) the shortfall in world food 

productions and rising prices of that decade. Hence food security at the time meant avoiding 

trans ito!') short falls in the aggregate supply of food. Ho\\ever. in the folio" ing decade of the 

1980's. despite the global availabilit)' of surplus food supplies. there , .. as'' idespread famine 

in Africa. This sho" s clearly that inadequate le .. els of global food suppl) "ere not the cause 
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of hunger (Jayne. 2007). Thus the focus had shifted attention to the lack of access b) 

,ouseholds and individuals to food due to lov. incomes (entitlements) as the primary cause of 

food insecurity in addition to the fact that for most of the hungf) in the \vorld. this lack of 

access is chronic. and not transitol}. Since then. the conceptual understanding of food 

insecurity has graduall) evolved to include not only transitory problems of inadequate suppl) 

at the national level but also chronic problems of inadequate access and unequal distribution 

at the household level. According to the Center on Hunger (1008). the World Bank defines 

food security as" access b) all people at all times to enough food for an active. health) life ... 

Therefore. lack of access to enough food is denoted as food insecurity. This implies that there 

is a special distinction between chronic and transitory food insecurity. that is. persistent as 

opposed to temporal}' failures of access to sufficient food. It foliO\\ s that transitory food 

insecurity can become severe. large-scale famine. It is therefore postulated that farmers~ ho 

adopt ne\\ agricultural technologies are e:\.pected to recei\e some returns. which ameliorate 

access to food. \\'hen adoption is properly and successfully done food security is imprO\ ed 

and povert) is reduced. 
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CHAPTER3 

3.0: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1: About the Stud~ Area 

T\\O distinct agro-climatic zones traverse the South 1\\anza districts of Mieori. Suba Homa 
~ . -

Ba). and Rachuonyo with the dryer lowlands in the Kendu!Homa Ba) -Mbita point sub-region 

along the shores of Lake Victoria and the wet high agricultural potential area over the Oyugis-

Migori sub region dominating the foothills of Kisii highlands. For comparative analysis 

purposes, the study area was partitioned into three sub regions: Kendu Ba). Oyugis and Rongo-

Migori sub regions as indicated in Map-1 below and Map-2. and 3 in the appendix. Each of 

these sub regions is characterized b) outstanding farming S) stems '' ith small-scale mLxed 

farming dominating the Kendu Ba~ area. The cropping S)Stem here compnses mostl) cereal 

grain (for example. maize. millet and sorghum) production. as \\ell as groundnuts. cotton and 

indigenous animal J..eeping. Farming systems in the Oyugis sub regions consist of intensive 

small-scale farming of fruits (for e:xample. pineapples. mangoes. bananas and oranges). 

\egerables. onions. S\\eCt potatoes and maize. Animal production systems concerns grade dai11 

farming plus indigenous animal keeping. The Rongo-Migori sub region is relative!) mechanized 

in farming \\ith tractors and commercialised cane production in addition to tobacco production 

as well as grains. such as mai1e and millet. 
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~ap-1: The Current Vulnerability As e meot of Food ecurity unc) Area NoHmber 
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3.2: R~ earcb Design and Sun·ey methods 

Diagnostic activities included a pretest of the study instrument. a formal sui'\ e). and t\\O sets of 

questiOnnaires. The study instrument "-as pretested so as to achieve a more meaningful 

de\elopment of the final study instrument administered during the formal sur\e) period. In 

addiuon, the pre-test pro-.ided an opportunity for an appraisal of the likely sub-systems and 

technologies available in the stud) area as , .. ell as providing the target group with a chance to 

infuse their views in the form of suggestions in the final instrument developed. One set of 

questionnaire targeted the small-scale farmers in the srudy area while the other set was directed 

to agricultural researchers and practitioners base in the field. The main reason for this strategy 

was to solicit views from both ends, that is. users and promoters of agricultural techno log). 

Addit1onal infonnation "ill be sourced from second~ data to recast the study particularly on 

impact of adoption of ne\\ agricultural technologies on smallholder farming systems household 

food securit). Over the \lovember'Decembcr 2007 period. validation data collected and analyze 

for purposes of updating information and factors related to the study. 

3.3: Sampling Method and Data Collection 

Then.: were two categories of data collected for the purpose of this stud). that is the first set 

targeted small-scale farmers in South Western Kenya. and the second set addressed agricultural 

researchers and practitioners based in the stud) area. The list of farmers was sourced through the 

di' is1onal agricultural officers at 0) ugis and Rongo. '' hile in the Kendu Ba) area. a list of 

fanners was accessed through the officer in charge of agricultural department at the Homa-Hill 

Centre (Kowuor Agricultural Institute). In all cases. a sequential random sampling was used to 

select potential respondents of 90 farmers in each of the three sub-regions for a combined total 

of 270-sample group. Trained enumerators bet\,een June and August 1993 administered the 

stud, instrument. In the case of the second target group of agricultural researchers and 
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practitioners. a cluster group of researchers and officers at the divisional head offices ''ere 

approached for the questionnaire inter. iew s bet\' een August and September 1994. Secondal") 

data on ne"' agricultural technologies, perfonnance indicators. and household budgets "'ill be 

compiled from the Central Bureau of Statistics. Annual district and provincial reports. and other 

technical reports covering the stud) area. 

For the small-scale fanners group. the stud) instrument consisted of a questionnaire '' ith 23 

questions. The questions ''ere divided into three major categories with the first section dealing 

~ ith administrative and personal information. the second pan concerned constraints and 

identification of ne\\ agricultural technolog> and farming practices available in the stud) area. 

and the last section considered the socio-economic anributes of the farmers. Most of the 

questions were closed. "hile others were open-ended. and structured. Control questions were 

constructed to cross check the valid it) of responses. 

3A: Conceptual Issues and Sune) Methods 

According to Byerlee ( 1998. Per~aran et al. 2000). a fe,, innovative researchers felt that 

suitable ne\\ technolog) could be de\cloped for farmers b)-passed b) the previous approachc$ 

in technological designs and transfer (for example. green revolution). Proponents of this 

argument were aware of the comple\it) of man) small farming systems and recognize that 

re~earch using a S) stems perspecti\ e. and featuring contribution from researchers. extension 

\\Orkers and farmers. might great!) increase the probabilit) of successfull) generating suitable 

ne"' techno log). Fanning S) stems research and experiment aimed to overcome the problem of 

limited fa rmer adoption b) developing ne"' technolog) as compatible as possible with farmer's 

Circumstances. 
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\\ nen widespread fanner adoption of productive new technolog) can be demonstrated. several 

Je, els of impact assessment rna) become important. Linking adoption of nev. technology '' ith 

impro,ements in the welfare of farm households and rural villages can be an issue (IFAD. 

2007). Questions of research efficiency. and the economic returns to adoption ofnev. technology 

cannot end '' ith the adoption b) fann households. Impact on non-adopting population (for 

e'\ample. consumers) mediated through product prices and wage rates may be equally important. 

Three methods of assessing fanner adoption of ne\\ technology and its economic impact on the 

small-scale fanners were featured, which were: 

I. Monitoring farmers adoption behaviour 

2. Estimating economic returns to adoption of nev. technolog) and/or fanning 

practices. and 

3. Using general equilibrium anal) sis to examine the effects of fanner adoption on 

non-adopting population. 

Previous studies on adoption and diffusion found that monitoring changes in fanners' 

circumstances and practices. including use oftechnolog) is crucial if meaningful and sustainable 

improvement in farmers' standard of Jiving is to be achieved (kell) et al. 2003: Lipton et al. 

200 I). Related to this fact is the postulation that ne" techno log) is rarely introduced into a static 

scning: rather. fanners' circumstances evolve and change over time. Roads ma) be completed: 

off-farm emplo) ment opponunitics rna) open up: product and input prices rna} change: nev. 

pests and diseases may become imponant. Thus. FSR teams are t)pically aiming at a moving 

tarl!et (f -\0. :!007). \\1hile it is true that theof"\ often differ from practice. monitoring adoption - . 
beha\ iour need to be periodically effected in order to refocus research towards higher propriet) 

problems. Problems ranking ma) change O\'er time as fanners adopt solutions to some problems 

and/or as ne\\ and important problems appear. In addition. monitoring is. at least in theor), a 
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stcmdard part of FSR procedure and is contained in the concept of diagnosis as a "continuous 

pr ocess" (Byerlee. 1998). 

When fanners at a given point define .. adoption·· in time. several interpretations come to mind. 

For example. adoption may then be interpreted as a binaJ) variable (for example. fertilizer dose) 

on the one hand. And yet on the other, it may be interpreted in terms of a particular point in time 

for example today: a time range; or over the last five years. In addition. adoption can be 

reversible. that is. fanners' use ofne\\ technology rna} onl) be temporaf). It is therefore possible 

to strati f) fanners' population into two categories, "adopters" and "non-adopters". However. this 

type of classification rna) be inadequate and a more exhaustive set of fanner categories "ould 

therefore be "users" (fanners full) using a recommended technolog: at the current time). "partial 

users" (farmers using on I) a part of a recommended technolog). for example. recommended 

cropping pattern. and non-recommended planting dates). e:'\-uscrs (fanners having tried a 

recommended technology. and consequently having decided that it is not suitable). and non

users. Non-users come in t\vo sub-categories: farmers "ho ha\e conscious!) decided not to use 

recommended technolog) and farmers ''ho do not )et ha\e enough information to make up their 

mmds one ''a) or the other (Eicher. 2003). This stud) considers onl) the ''users" and "non-

users". 

3.5 T he E mpirical .:\1odel 

The uncertaint) in the a priori cho1ce of an appropriate function fonn necessitates the 

speci fication of the multiple function forms. In estimating agricultural producti\ it) parameters. 

such functional forms other than the three-stage least squares. like single-equation. two-stage 

~uares. semi-logarithmic and double-logarithmic fonns rna) be tried. Evaluating our estimated 

parameters was based on the functional forms that give superior results. The model as implicit!) 
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e::\pressed in the function has the endogenous variable and exogenous variables defined as 

fc IO\\ S 

Y = Income 2007 (net cash fann earnings. in Ken~ a shillings). 

X = Crop yield 2007 ('000 kilogram's) 

X:= Number of cattle owned b) the fanner during the year. 

X· = Number oflabourers (both family and hired labour used for agricultural , .. ·ork). 

X:= Quanti() of ferti lizers used for major crop 2007. 

X, = Total expenses on pesticides/jnsecticides for 2007. 

~ = Quant it) of improved seed for major crop used in 2007 

X-= Educational level of respondent (number ofyearsofeducation). 

x~ = Famil~ size (numberofpersons in the household). 

x~ = Crop yield 2006. 

X (I == Total number of ne" agricultural technologies adopted for crop production. 

X ==Age o f respondent and 

X :== Gender status (male female) 

The a priori expectation of signs of the parameters is as folio" s: 

I. The parameter 131 for the variable X· is expected to have a positive sign. This is 

based on the expectation that farmers "ith high annual yields (surplus) in 2007 

"ill have more produce for sale and therefore higher net-cash earnings of2007. 

, The parameter 13~ for the 'ariable X:: is e\.pected to ha' e a positive sign on the 

ewectation that the larger the herd of canle. the higher the likelihood of the 

fa rmer's ability to meet required cash for purchase of agricultural inputs 

believed to influence) ields and annual net-cash earnings. 
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3. The parameter f.h for the variable X3 is expected to have a posithc sign on the 

intuition that fanners '"ith adequate labour capacity will be able to make 

effecti\e use of the fann inputs that rna' be made a'ailable. 

4. The parameter 13~ for the variable ~ is expected to have a positive sign based on 

the belief that should the fanner be able to use an appropriate quanti() of 

fertilizer, the productivit} of the farm in terms of) ields is expected to increase 

and thus the possibilit} of increased sales of the surplus and hence the expected 

increase in net cash fann earnings. 

5. The parameter 135 for the variable Xs is expected to have a positive sign based on 

the postulation that those who spend more on pesticides and insecticides are most 

likely to have bener }ields "·hich in tum can increase the net-cash farm earnings 

for the fanner. 

6. The parameter Bo for the variable Xt- is expected to have a positive sign on the 

basis that farmers ''ho use improved seed varieties are expected to have higher 

yields (surplus) which can be sold to increase the net cash farm earnings. 

7. The parameter 6, for the variable X7 is expected to have a positive sign based on 

the expectation that those "ith higher education (more years of school) would be 

more responsi\e to change and usc of ne\\ technolog) and farming practices 

hence increased productivi~ and increased net cash farm earnings. 

8. The parameter Bs for the variable Xx is expected to have a negati\e sign with the 

postulation that larger families arc more likel) to spend less on farm inputs as 

there are more mouths to feed thus competing" ith expenses on inputs. 

9. The parameter 6<) for the variable XQ is expected to have a positive sign on the 

basb that higher) ields in 2006 rna) result into a surplus for sales thus enhancing 
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the fanner's ability to purchase inputs for use in 2007. hence the expected high 

) ield in 2007 translates into increased productivity. hence higher incomes. 

I 0. The parameter B10 for the 'ariable X1• is predicted to ha\e a posithe sign "ith 

the expectation that the higher the number of ne"' technologies adopted by the 

farmer. the higher the probability of increased productivit). hence higher 

incomes. 

I I. The parameter 1311 for the variable X11 is expected to have a negative sign with 

the postulation that younger fanners are more responsive to change (adoption) 

hence the likelihood of increased productivit} and income. 

12. The parameter 131:! and for the variable X12 is predicted to have either positive or 

negati\e signs. because male farmers are more likel) to reach decision to adopt 

fasrer thus increased producti\it) and income. On the other hand female farmers 

rna) not have the leverage of making decision to adopt '"''ithout consulting the 

head of the household who is more often than not a male. Hence the lO\\Cr 

producti\it~ associated '' ith the longer time taken before adoption b) female 

farmers. 

3.6: Model specification 

Baidu-Forson ( 1999) recognised that the problem of choice of technique arises from the fact that 

an~ relationship of economic theol) is almost certain to belong to a S)Stem of simultaneous 

equations, ''hose parameters may be estimated b) \arious econometric techniques. A structural 

s~ stem of simultaneous equauons rna) be obtained either b) single equation techniques. that is. 

methods "hich are applied to one equation of the system at a time, or b) complete systems 

technique. that is. methods "hich invol\e the solution of all the equations simultaneous!) and 

the estimation of the parameters of all the coenicients of the S) stem at the same time. 
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Ac.:ording Patrick (2005) the efficacy of the simultaneous equation system is imponant, but 

being constrained b) lack of adequate computational facilities. used the single equation 

procedure. lt therefore suffices to 5a) either of these techniques may be used in estimating the 

coefficients of economic relationship. 

The choice of technique depends to a considerable e~tent on the purpose for which the model is 

being estimated. For example. in testing economic theory the researcher is interested in 

obtaining as accurate as possible estimates of the indi,idual structural coefficients of the model. 

because those coefficients are the elasticities and other parameters of economic theor). 

Second!) , the purpose may be for policy making or evaluation of alternative polic) measures. In 

that case. the researcher is interested tn obtaining as accurate as possible. estimates of the 

reduced-form coefficients of a model, given that these coefficients are the basis for eStimation of 

policy multipliers. or impact multipliers. And lastl). the purpose rna) be for forecasting. Thus. 

the model in this case is for predicting the magnitude of the endogenous variable. given the 

value of predetermined variable. that is. prediction of the values of the endogenous \ariables on 

the condition that the predetermined variables'' ill take the assumed values (\1ad .. inon. 2004). 

Shenggen and Rosegrant (2008) observed that the single-equation procedure does not 

necessaril) produce bad estimates e\en though the true model involves simultaneous equations. 

\'ogel and Adams ( 1999) has argued that the two-stage least squares has pro\ ided satisfactol) 

results estimates of structural parameters and has been accepted as the most important of the 

single-equation techniques for estimation of over-identified models. Jlo,,ever. the two-Stage 

least squares technique does not have an) advantage over the ordinary least squares in the 

esumation of the recursive models. It also has the disadvantage of requiring a large number of 

ob-.ervattOns. especiall) if the model includes man) predetermined \ariables. According to 
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Shenggen and Rosegrant (2008). the three-stage least squares is a S) stem~ method. that is. it is 

applied to all equations of the model at the same time and gives estimates of all the parameters 

simultaneous)). It takes into account the entire strucrure of the model ,., ith all the restrictions that 

the structure imposes on the values of the parameters. The single-equation technique make use 

only of the variables appearing in the entire model. but the) ignore the restrictions set by the 

structure on the coefficients of other equations as \\ell as the contemporaneous dependence of 

the random terms of the various equations. 

Kunter eta) (2004) indicated that. taking into account the nature of economic phenomena and 

the simplification which we adopt in specifying the econometric models. we may \\ell expect the 

random variables to be contemporaneous!) correlated. that is e:(~~. J.!J) # o. ''here i refers to the irn 

equation and j to the /' equation. Thus. for various reasons. we include explicitly in a 

relationship onl) the most important variables. lea,ing the influence of other less important 

"ariables to be absorbed by the random variable of the relation. If some variables are omined 

from more relations of the S) stem. it is ine' itable that the random \ariables of these relations are 

correlated and hence the application of the three-stage lea<;t squares is appropriate. Appl ication 

of t\\o-stage least squares under these circumstances \\Ould ignore pan of the information 

in~luded in the entire system and hence the estimates of the parametc~ ,.,ould be less efficient. 

For this study. there "ere several 'ariablcs. "hich ''ere dropped from further anal) sis due to 

correlation (Anne:-. I and 2). and ,.,e expect that in the relatrons established in our model. there 

are obviously other random variables that might innuence the relations but have not been 

L "nsidered in our model. 

This study \\ill adopt the Logit!Probit Maximum Likelihood model as used b) Baidu-Forson 

C 1999) to identify the detenninants to adoption of selected ne" agricultural technologies. 
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According to Demographic Surveillance System (DSS. 2008). food security can often be 

determined in terms of levels of grain calorie consumption. TillS can be measured b\ the dail\ . . 

dietal) energ) and protein intake levels, adjusted for household size. age and composition as 

re,ommended b) FAO WHO. (DSS. 2008). Ho,,e,er. since in many developing countries 

foods other than cereals contribute about 20% of energy in the diet, it is assumed that cereals 

suppl) 80% of energ) in diets of the people. Given that maize is the main cereal. food 

securit) is detennined based on maize and maize equivalent energ) content of other non-

maize carbohydrate foodstuffs. The average daily calorie requirement for a moderately active 

adult equivalent (AE) is 2850 kcal/day. According to WHO (DSS. 2008). a safe minimum 

dail~ intake should not fall below 80°'o of the above calorie requirement. which means that 

the minimum intake should be 2.280 \..:call A£ da). Based on the above data. the minimum 

dail)' maize requirement per adult equivalent per da) is 568 grams. which is equivalent to 

207.3 1-.g of maize (or any grain expressed in maize equivalents) per )Car. To measure food 

securit) at household level. all household members ''ere converted into adults using the 

formula: 

AE =(A.._ 0.5 C) 
Q (3.1) 

\\here: 

Ar= Adult equivalent units: 

A- "lumber of adults. grains bought. and grains received from relatives or other sources. 

C 1\.umber of children. 

The interpretation is that. based on the gi' en standard estimates. households v. ith AE of less 

than 2.280 l-eal per day or those consuming less than 568 grams of maize per da) per adult 

cqui\alent "ill be considered as food insecure. Eventually. all household members are 

convened into adult equivalents. then maize and other grains consumed b) household 

members per adult equivalent are compared ''ith the abo\e minimum of 207.3 kg of maize 
. ., 
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and maize equivalent per year to isolate respondents into food secure and food insecure 

households. Maize and other grains consumed include a sum of grains produced by 

respondent household (DSS. 2008). 

This srudy used a comparable model called the aggregation method of the income accounting 

approach in which the current vulnerability, that is food insecurity. was assessed by calculating 

the total income for each administrative unit_ that is, the district as derived from the 

summation of income from crop and livestock production. fisheries and non-agricultural 

income during a specified period, for example, annually. Per capita income for each district 

\\as then expressed in terms of maize equivalent as a measure of the ability to purchase 

maize and other expenditure items. The aggregation method is derived from the Vulnerability 

Assessment Mapping report for Zambia (FAO. 1998). T''o hundred and seventy (270) 

kilograms of maize per person per annum. that is. 3 Maize Equivalents v.ere considered the 

minimum amount of food required for survival. thus the hardcore poverl) line. Like\\ ise. 440 

kilograms of maize per capita per annum were required to ensure sufficient quantities of 

cereals. other foods. goods and sen ices just to attain the national po' erl) line. 

Although the conceptual frame\\Ork was based on the household. the Current Yulnerabilit) 

Assessment (CYA) takes the third administrative le,el. that is. the district. as the unit of 

analysis for two reasons: most complete data are often available at this level. and emergenC). 

mitigation. and development actions are also undertaken at this level. Where reJe,ant. 

anempts were made to describe food access conditions for homogeneous groups of 

hJuseholds within the district level \\ho ha,·e similar strategies for meeting their food needs. 

that is. livelihood. The approach is oriented towards estimation of a household's income and 

as. ets position. The household is used as a theoretical construct and is generalized at the 
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dic;trict or socio-economic group level. Therefore. as employed in this analysis. the term 

hou;,ehold senes as an illustrative construct to represent an average household across the unit 

of analysis. This stud} adopted the Vulnerability Assessment Mapping to assess the impact of 

the returns to agricultural technology adoption on small farm household food securit~ as used 

in the report for Zambia (FAO, 1998) based on the t) pe of data available for this study. 

3.7: Framework of Analysis 

3.7.1: Socio-Economics 

In order to bener understand the mode of operations of the small-scale fanners in the stud} area. 

a systems approach was used in , .. hich farmers ''ere classified according to their socio-economic 

anributes such as annual income level. agricultural technolog: adoption. years of education 

attained. constraints to adoption. region. family size. and age categof). It is these-socio

economic characterizations that are referred to as the systems "ithin '' hich farmers operate. 

There are three main reasons for this t) pe of systems analysis: first I}: grouping farmers (or farm 

populations) in terms of similarities in organization. management. actual economic performance. 

constraints. and problems gives an impetus for the desired analysis. econdly; the 

characterization of different small-scale fam1ers into various sub-systems in the study area 

pro\ ides a basis for economic recommendation domains for specific innO\ations. And thirdly: 

the systems approach will assist in the quantitati\e technical and economic description of the 

organization and structure of the small-scale fanning S) stems in the stud) area. 

Ustng the systems approach. respondents were classified into different sub-systems such as 

ad pters verses non-adopters. high income \erses small income. years of education. age 

categories. and constraints to adoption and adoption impact \\as measured in terms of annual net 



cash fann income and annual yields of major crops and live~tock produce obtained by different 

grt.ups. 

3.-.1.1: ~on-parametric 

A non-parametric analysis "'as done to ascertain the perception and opinion of agricultural 

researchers and practitioners as v.ell as their ranking of various agricultural infonnation 

sources. patterns of response to questions raised. and the significance of the different patterns. 

if an). Friedman's two-wa) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to generate the mean 

rankings of benefits associated with sources of agricultural information, probable statements 

on extension services. and respondent's opinion on ne\.\ technolog> adoption rates. Mean 

ranks '"ere computed b) di\iding the sum of ranks of each categor; b) number of cases. 

Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA "as used to determine whether there were an) significant 

diflerences in the pattern of responses based on explanatOI) variables (for example. region. 

)ears of experience. and personnel position). The result ""as detennined by finding out if the 

sums of the ranks of each group differ significant!) from each other at an alpha value set at 

0.05 or less. The Mann-Whitne) L-test was then applied to all possible pairs of contrasts. 

Alpha was set at 0.0 I or Jess in accordance '' ith the post-factum anal) sis procedure. The 

analysis was used to determine '' hether there was a significant difference in the wa} two 

groups rate the mdependent variables. for e\.ample. beneficial sources of agricultural 

information. statements on extension sen ices. and adoption rates of ne'' technology 

3\ ailable in the stud) area. Mean ranks. Z-scores. Chi-squares ''ere used to organize the data 

into groups in order to shO\.\ the significant differences in the relative order of ratings. 

patterns of responses. and rating panems within different categories ofthe variables studied. 
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Three variables were selected for non-parametric analysis imoh ing a qualitathe estimation of 

pra:titioners' opinions and perceptions. The \'ariables included perceived benefits associated 

\\ ith deferent sources of agricultural information. opinions about the adoption of agricultural 

technologies, and opinions about four statements on extension ser\ ices 

3.7.2: Returns to adoption of agricultural technology 

The returns to adoption of selected ne\\ agricultural technologies \\'ere determined b: comparing 

the levels of production and income of those farmer households v.ho purchased farm inputs.. 

hence adopters. against those farmers '' ho did not spend on farm inputs, that is, non-adopters. 

While previous studies on analysis of returns to adoption hinged on the reduction of a given 

enterprise production to specific management practices \\ hich determine the final production 

outcome. This stud~ ...... as focused on reducing the net cash farm income to specific use of a 

range of new agricultural inputs and farm implements "hich determine the annual net farm 

income for a maize farmer. For example. these practices \\Ould include quantit: of fenilizer 

used. means of land preparation. quantity of impro\ed seeds used. expenditure on 

pesticideslinsecticides. and 3\'ailabilit) oflabour forthe farm family. 

For a livestod farmer. the practices \\Ould include the breed of li\'estock raised. \accination. 

dipping and use of accaricides. The assumption here is that. fanners \\ ho adopt ne\\ agricultural 

technoloro and farm practices are lil\el) to ha\e higher producti' it). produce surplus. and 

e\entuall: higher net farm income. 

3.~.3: Determinants of Agricultural technolog) adoption 

L0gitffobit maximum likelihood anal) sis ... , as done to identif) the determinants to adoption 

of ..elected new agricultural technologies. Farm households in South-'' estern Kenya are not 

homogeneous systems on which ne'' agricultural techno log: ··c is adopted. There were 
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e\pectations of individual farm households with zero adoption of ne'' agricultural 

tec'lnolog1es. According to Baidu-Forson (2000) the application of Logit l"obit analysis b 

preterred in such cases because it uses both. data at the limit as ''ell as those above the limit 

to estimate regression. Maize equivalent (MEQ) for all farm enterprises was used as the 

dependent variable and v.as derived b) calculating the total annual value of each farm 

enterprise. for example sorghum. and then dh·iding the value b} the retail market price for 

ma1ze of a given base year. in this case 1997 was used as a base year when the price of maize 

in the country was relative!} stable. The maize equivalent for all farm enterprises was then 

arrived at by the summation of MEQ for all enterprises produced by individual farmers. A 

direct application of Logit'fobit estimation sufficiently provides the needed probability and 

intensit~ of use of technologies. This study will adopt the model as used by Baidi-Forson 

(2000). 

Thu ... let U (t) represent the perceived utility from adoption of improved technology ' t ' While 

thL utili() from existing traditional farming practices is U (0). Also let Xi represent the set of 

socio-economic. insti tutional factors and beliefs. which innuence adoption decisions of the 

farmer. Thus U(Xi1} and U(XiO) designate utilities from improved and traditional practices. The 

sto.:hastic model. \\hich underlies TobiL is then specified as: 

t1 = Xi~ J.li, if Xi +J.li >0. posithe unobser,cd latent variable. 

"here U(Xi1) > U(XiO) and adoption ofimpro' ed agricultural techno log) t occurs: 

ti = 0 if X.+ 1Jt S 0 in cases of non-adoption of t. 

"here t.: (Xio) >U{X.1); 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Here. i ::: 1.2 ... N denotes the sample size sur,eyed. t •. the dependent variable. and Xi represents 

a ,ector of independent socio-economic. institutional variables, J3 a vector of unknown 
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coefficients or parameters to be estimated. and J.1t the independent nonnalh distributed error term 

as..'umed to be normal with zero mean and constant variance a. The relationship bcmeen the 

expected value of all observations. E, and the expected conditional value above the limit E" 1 is 

given by: 

E, = F(z)E· , (3.4) 

\\'here F (z) is the cumulative density normal distribution function and 

z = xwa. (3.5) 

Consideration of the effect of the k.'th variable of X on t led to decomposition as 

oE, 'oX~. = F (z)( oE· ,loX..)+ E. ,(oF(z)/ oX~,) (3.6) 

This equation suggests that the total change in elasticit) oft can be disaggregated into: 

I) a change in probabilit) of the expected level of adoption oft for smallholders "ho are 

alread) adopter. 

Change in the elasticit) of the probabilit) of being an adopter and that consistent estimates of f3 

and cr are obtained b) using ma\imum likelihood techniques. \\here plim (b)= f3 and plim (s) = 

(J. 

3.7.4: Impact of the Returns to adoption on Farm Household food Security 

The impact of returns to adoption of new and innovative agricultural technologies on 

smallholder farm household food security was done b~ a comparati\e anal~ sis of the maize 

equi\ alent for adopters and non-adopters in the stud} area using the aggregation method of the 

income accounting approach to as~ess the current vulnerabilit). that is food insecurit). of 

indi' idual farmers in the stud) area. The CV A for indh idual farmers was then compared for 

adopters. non-adopters. and regionall~. 
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The CVA analysis is founded on a model of household income. or more specifically 

household's use of acquired food. that is. whether the food is acquired directly or through 

cash purchase or batter trade. The assumption is that household income is composed of 

production for home consumption and sales of crop. li\estock and fisheries production, 

income generating activities. abilit) to access transfers and assets, both current and acquired. 

The income accounting model was applied to the Kenyan CVA analysis. Total income for 

each administrative unit, that is. the district, is derived from the summation of income from 

crop and livestock production. fisheries and non-agricultural income during a specified 

period. for e>..ample. 1997. Per capita income for each district is then expressed in terms of 

maize equivalenL as a measure of the abilit) to purchase maize and other expenditure items. 

The method used to classif) districts b) their degree of food securit) is deri\ed from the 

\'ulnerabilit) Assessment Mapping report for Zambia (FAO. 1998) Two hundred and 

se,ent) (270) kilograms of maize per person per annum. that is. 3 Maize Equivalents \\ere 

considered the minimum amount of food required for survival, thus the hardcore povert) line. 

Likev.ise. 440 kilograms of maize per capita per annum ''ere required to ensure sufficient 

quantities of cereals, other foods, goods and sen ices just to attain the national povert) I in e. 

Although the conceptual frame,.,orl- was based on the household. the CVA takes the third 

administrative le\ el. that is. the district. as the unit of anal) sis for two reasons: most complete 

data are often available at this level. and emergenc). mitigation. and development actions are 

also undertaken at this level. Where relevant. attempts were made to describe food access 

conditions for homogeneous groups of households '' ithin the district level ,., ho have similar 

strategies for meeting their food needs. that is. livelihood. The approach is oriented towards 
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estimation of a household's income and assets position. The household b used as a 

theoretical construct and IS generalized at the district or socio-economic group lc\el. 

Therefore. as employed in this analysis. the term household serve~ as an illustrati\e construct 

to represent an average household across the unit of analysis. 

3.7.4.1: Setting Up the Analysis 

Table 3.1 shows theN) anza socio-economic groups' population. b) district. Three major 

Socio-economic categories \\ere considered namely: 

1. The mixed fanners situated in the high potential agricultural areas of Kisii Central. 

Nyamira, and Gucha districts 

1 The cereal and dair} farmers situated in the high potential grain-basket areas of 

Migori, Upper Rachuonyo. Kisumu. and Nyando districts 

3. The marginal agricultural farmers situated in the semi-arid areas of Bondo. Homa 

Bay. Lo\\er Rachuony o. Suba and Siaya districts. 

Table3.l: N) anza socio-economic groups' population. b) district, 2001. 

Category District Population Total 

Mixed bigb potential Kisi1 Central 498102 1.450.830 
'!\yam ira 491786 
Gucha 460939 

Higb potential Cereai/Daif) \1igori 50-1359 2.431.350 
Kisii Central 498102 
Kisumu 514897 
Gucha 460939 
Upper Rachuonyo 153126 
'\yando 299930 

\Jarginal, emi-arid Bondo 238780 1.3 I 7.170 
Homa Bay 288540 
Siaya 480184 
Suba 155666 
Lower Rachuonvo 154000 

(;,nurce. ROK. I 999 Census Results. 
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3.7.4.2: Livelihood Strategies Among the Socio-economic Catc~ories 

3.7.4.2.1: T he Mixed Farmers in the High Potential Areas of ~' anza Pro,·ince 

The mixed farmers in the high potential areas of the pro' ince derive bet\.\een 40 to 60 percent 

of their income from crop production. The rainfall pattern is large!~ bi-modal. The short rainy 

season runs from October to Janual). \\hile the long rainy season is from February to August. 

~earl) 60 to 70 percent of total output is derived from the long rains period. Food crops. for 

example maize. beans. potatoes. and bananas. contribute 5 to 15 percent of tota I crop income. 

\\h ile horticultural crops account for close to 20 percent of total income. Tea, coffee and 

p~ rethrum production are the main source of cash crop income in this socio-economic 

category. Improved livestock breeds also supplement household income in addition to rearing 

predominant!) for subsistence. In this category. more than 50 percent of the households 

possess between I to 3 acres of land. Hence. off farm income is an important contributor to 

household income. Over 30 percent of household income is derived from off-farm acti" 1ties 

such as pelt) trade. selling labor to local urban centers and artisan production. 

3.7.4.2.2: T he High Potential Predominant!) Cereal a nd Dail") Farmers 

The rain fall in these areas is large!) unmoral and subsequently. virtual!~ all crop output is 

derived normally from the reliable long rainy seasons. The farm households in this socio

economic categOI") often grO\\ cereals. predominantly maize. and rear grade dairy animals for 

both commercial and domestic consumption. Maize is grown both as the main food and cash 

crop. Cash crops in the area include tobacco, coffee. and sugar cane. Both daif) and crop 

pr<"'lductlon contribute bet\\een 30 to 40 percent each to total household income. Horticultural 

production supplements the household income and bet\\een 20 to 30 percent of household 

income is derived from non-agricultural acti' ities 
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3."7.4.23: T he Marginal Agricultural Farmers in the Semi-arid areas of ' 'anza 
P rovince · 

The rainfall patterns m this sub-region are bi-modal with the long rains C:\pcctcd from 

Februar)IMarch to August. while the short rains are expected from September/October to 

January. The marginal agricultural zones are often characterized b) frequent crop failures. 

The long rain) season is particularly susceptible to the failures. Despite the reliability and 

lov. rains. the relatively less resilient maize is the major crop gro\.\ n. Other important crops in 

the area include the more drought resistant sorghum. millet. pigeon 'CO\\ peas. green grams. 

beans. cassava. and sweet potato. Livestock production is dominated b) the relative!) drought 

tolerant albeit lov. yielding indigenous zebu cattle and goats. Important!), livestock are 

reared more as a .. fall -back" during poor seasons than as a source of income. Although crop 

production is undertaken large!) for subsistence purposes, crop out put is often sold soon 

after han.esting so as to finance other household needs. -\rea cash crops include groundnuts. 

cotton. and sugar cane. In this socio-economic categor:. crop production contributes an 

esumated 30 tO 40 percent of the total household income. while livestock supplement 10 

percent and non-agricultural acth ities contribute about 50 percent of the total household 

income. Major constraint-. to off-farm income include rural-to-rural labor migration to the 

high potential districts. proliferation b) artisan production. charcoal production. pett) trade 

and remittance. 

Specificall) the Income Accounting Approach considers four primal') sources of income: 

I. Crop production (food. horticultural. and industrial) 

') Livestod. production 

3. Fisheries 

4. Off-farm income 

For lack of reliable data. this stud) employed on I) crop and livestock production sources of 

income for the assessment of district vulnerability. The major food crops gro\\ n included 

maize. beans. sorghum. millet, cassava. CO\.\ pea, green grams. and S\.\CCI potatoes. The major 
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horticultural crops included vegetables and fruits for local and export consumption namel); 

tomatoes. onions. cabbages. mangoes. pineapples. and pa'' paw. All food und horticultural 

crops were used both as a source of food and income. Major industrial cum cash crops 

produced included Tea. Coffee. Pyrethrum, Conon. Tobacco. and Sugar cane. These crops 

were produced almost exclusively as cash crops. 

3.7.4.3: Calculation oflncome and Maize Equi,'alents from Crop Production. 

Income from crop production, namel}. per capita crop income and the respective per capita 

Maize Equivalent from crop production in each district during the year 200 I was calculated 

as follows: 

I. In each district. total 'alue of crop production is obtained by summing up the value of 

output for each crop. that is. food, horticultural and cash crops, for each district. 

') Dividing the total value of crop output b~ the distnct population derive~ the per capita 

value of crop output from each district. Human population data \\as obtained from the 

Government of Ken) a (GOK) district annual reports 

3. The per capita value of each crop enterprise. food crop. horticultural , and cash crop. 

for each district \\35 obtained by di\'iding the total income from each sector by the 

total population of the rele,ant district 

4. The earnings derived from crop production are converted to maize equivalents b~ 

di\ iding the total income b~ the districts average retail price of maize during the year 

200 I. The average retail price of maize ''as obtained from the Marketing lnfonnation 

Branch of the MOARD. The \alue of the maize equh alent depicts the purchasing 

power of crop output. 

5. Like\v ise. the maize equi,alent value for each of the crop sub-sector. horticultural and 

cash crop production for each district is obtained b) dividing separate!~ income from 

each of the enterprises b) the year 200 I average retail rnai.te price 
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6. The districts are then classified on the basis of their maize equivalent. It follows that 

the higher the per capita maize equivalent. the less food insecure the household is. 

The converse is also the case. 

3.""'.4.4: The Maize Equivalent Ranking in the Ken)an CVA. the ca e of Nyanza 
province 

Maize is the single most important staple food crop to the majorit} of the population. The 

ma1ze equivalent provides an easil) understandable and comparable yardstick of the 

purchasing capacil) from crop production and other farm and non-fann income. The 

classification of the various categories of food securil) is obtained from the Yulnerabilit) 

Assessment Mapping for Zambia, derived from the 1994 World Bank Poverty assessment 

stud) in \\hich 270 kilograms of maize (3 bags) was equated to the threshold food poverty 

line United Nations Development Programme (UNDP. 2007). Conversely. 440 kilograms of 

maize per capita (appro:\imatel) 4.89 bags) constitute the amount of maize per capita. 

necessal") for nonnal livelihood. On the basis of the Maize Equi,alent threshold values. 

derived from the 1996 Zambia Yulnerabil it) Assessment Mapping (YAM). (F AO. 1998). the 

folio'' in$! classification ''as used to categorize districts in terms of their food securitv status - - -
during the year 200 I. The classification encompasses on I~ nows of income from crops and 

livestock and the results are shown in Tab le 4.16 in chapter 4. The Maize Equi,alent 

categorization is defined as follows: 

I. Euremel) Food Insecure: Those districts with a ~1EQ \alue less than 3.00 

, Highly Food Insecure: Those districts "hose MEQ ranges ben .. een 3.00 to 4.88 

3 Moderate!) Food Insecure: Those districts whose MEQ ranges bet,,een 4.89 to 7.77 

4 Food Secure: Those districts whose maize equhalent is greater than 7.78. 
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These standards are comparable to the DSS ( 2008) estimations in '' hich food securit) can 

often be detennined in terms of le\.- els of grain calorie consumption. In the OSS standards. 

food securit} is detennined based on maize and maize equivalent energy content of other 

non-maize carbohydrate foodstuffs. The minimum dail) maize requirement per adult 

equivalent per da) is 568 grams, which is equivalent to 207.3 kg of maize (or any grain 

e~pressed in maize equivalents) per year (OSS, 2008). 

A maize equivalent ranking on the basis of auto-production. that is. exclusive of non-fann 

income is also possible to undertake. The results of such analysis illustrate the extent to which 

population groups are able to meet their livelihood needs through on-fann production. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.0: EMPIRICAL DATA 

4.1: Socio-economic Profile 

Annex 3 shov.s the socio-economic profile of the respondents in the study area. The issue of 

gender has emerged as one of the most critical socio-cultural variables in community 

de\elopment. Theoretically female farmers take longer adoption-decision periods than male 

farmers, this is often explained by the fact that female farmers rna) have to consult with 

their spouses. who sometimes may be a·way from home, before making a decision to reject or 

adopt. Data analyzed indicated that except in the Kendu Bay area where the gender 

distribution was equal. female respondents were fe\\.er than male respondents in 0) ugis and 

Rongo regions. Overall \\ ithin the area of study. female farmers constituted 43 percent "hile 

their male counterparts formed 57 percent of the respondents. 

Equall) important \\as the age structure distribution in the communit). The postulation ''as 

that the older the person. the more conservative. and therefore a tendenc) to resist change on 

the one hand. On the other hand. the younger the person. the more open-minded. and hence 

the propensit) to accept and adopt change. ocio-economic data anal) zed sho'' that '' ithin 

the age categories. Oyugis region had the highest. 44 percent. of younger farmers (less than 

31 ~ ea~ old) than Kendu Ba) and Rongo reg1ons. ''hich reported 31 percent and 15 percent 

in that age category respectively. Regionally. the majorit) (46.1 percent) were in the middle 

age categol'} of between 31 and 49 )ears of age. This means that given the dominant middle 

age category in the area of study. farmers would be fairly predisposed to,,ards change 

"~thout the extremes associated with either old or young age. 
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Adoption diffusion theol') states that the lager the family size. the less likel~ ''ere fanners to 

purchase fann inputs for agricultural production purposes. This notion ''as informed b) the 

fact thaL faced with a meager income. or profit level. the farmer was more likely to spend on 

famil> subsistence than purchase of farm inputs. Thus family size rna) ha\C an influence on 

adoption of farm inputs for increased production levels. Data anal)zed show that all 

respondents from the Kendu Bay region indicated having large size families. that is. more 

than I 0 persons in the household and most of the respondents from Rongo. 72 percent. had 

medium size families, that is. beh,·een 5 and I 0 persons in the house-hold. Over 55 percent of 

the respondents in the stud) area had medium size families. These results indicated a middle 

ground in terms of famil~ size distribution in the study area with the understanding that 

famil) stze as a \ariable in the adoption matrix rna~ not pose a major hindrance in the 

adoption cum diffusion process. Other important socio-economic variables anal) led included 

farm size. education, farm income. years of e~perience in fanning. and farm production 

le,els. The empirical results were as sho"n in Annex 3. 

4.1.1: ~on-parametric Aoat~·sis 

A non-parametric analysis \\as done to ascertain the perception and optnton of agricultural 

researchers and practitioners as '"ell as their ranking of various agricultural information 

sources. patterns of response to questions raised. and the significance of the different panems. 

if any. Friedman's t\"o-\\a)' anal~sis of variance (A'\0 \'A) ''as used to generate the mean 

rankings of benefits associated \\ ith sources of agricultural information. probable statements 

on e~tension ser\ ices. and respondent's opinion on ne'' techno log> adoption rates. Mean 

ranl..s \\ere computed b) di\'iding the sum of ranks of each categor) by number of cases. 

Kruskal-Wallis one-wa) A NOVA ''as used to determine \\ hether there were an) significant 

dtiTerences in the pattern of responses based on e~planator) variables (for example, region. 
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years of experience. and personnel position). The result is detennincd b) finding out if the 

sums of the ranks of each group differ significantly from each other at an alpha value set at 

0.05 or less. The variables selected for non-parametric anal)sis in,olving a qualitati\e 

estimation of practitioners' opinions and perceptions included perceived benefits associated with 

deferent sources of agricultural information. opinions about the adoption of agricultural 

technologies, and opinions about four statements on extension services 

Respondents' rating of perceived benefits from the different infonnation sources as indicated 

in Table 4.1 sho~ that extension officers had the highest rating ,-.ith 78 percent of the 

respondents ranking it as extremely beneficial with a mean rank of 6.13. The second most 

highly rated sources of agricultural information were neighbors/friendstfamil) members and 

'\on-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) with mean ranks of 9.13 each and 83 percent and 

89 percent of respondents ranking them as some" hat to extreme!) beneficial source. 

respective!). Government sponsored agencies. as a source of agricultural information was 

also favorabl:> rated with 70 percent of respondents ranking them as somewhat to e:-.tremel) 

beneficial with a mean rank of 13.5. The mean ranks of each information source was 

generated from the Friedman's t\\0-\\a) Al\0\A. and are indication of the relati>ve order of 

the respondents' ratings in descending order. The specific ratings of each of the information 

sources should be 'ie,,ed in terms of the relationship to each other. Dail) ne" spapers and 

farm maeazines \\ere rated as the least beneficial sources of agricultural information '' ith 3 7 
w -

anJ 22 percent of the respondents ranking them as some" hat to not beneficial sources with 

mean ranks of22.9 and 19.4. respective!). 
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Table 4.1 : Respondents' Rating ofPercei\ed Benefi ts from Different Information 

sources in South Western Ken~a. 

Ratio~ Cat~ori~ ( Frequenci~) 

Information Source E~tremel~ Some"' hat Some" hat !\or 
Mean 

Rank' Beneficial Beneficial ~ot Beneficial 
-Beneficial 

Fann Magazine 19.38 09( I 9.6) 22(47.8) 06(13.0) 04(8.7) 

Local Fann Newspapers 17.25 08( 17.4) I 6(34.8) 10(2 1.7) 04(6.7} 

Dail) Newspapers 22.88 09( I 9.6) I 5(32.6) 12(26. I) 05(10.9} 

Fann radioffel. programs 16.63 I 6(34.8) 19(41.3) 05(10.9) 0 I (2.2) 

Extension officers 6.13 36(78.3) 04(8.7) 0 I (2.2) 

Government sponsored 13.5 21(45.7) 11(23.9) 07(15.2) 01 (2.2) 

agencies 

~on-Governmental 9.13 24(52.2) 14(30.4) 02(4.3) 05(10.9) 

organizations 

Commodity associations 16.63 16(34.8) 13(28.3) 07(4.3) 

Nei!!hbors/friends/farn il\ 
~ . 9.13 19(41.3) 22(47.8) 02(4.3) 

members 

Others 14.38 03(6.5) 04(8. 7) 01(2.2) 

"ot~: Based on Friedman'!; Two-,, a~ A '\:0\ A: I =Extreme!~ Beneficial. 2•Somc\\h3t Bencticial. 3 <;,,Jmewhat 

non-beneficial. 4•!"11ot beneficial. 
Figures in brackets are percent of 46 respondents. 

In terms of experience. most of the respondents had more than 5 years of work e>.perience 

'' ith the over 12 years categof) being the most experienced ( 43 percent) followed b) the 6-11 

) ears group and 1- 5 ) ears group '' hich had 26 percent of the respondents as sho'' n in Annex 

5. The least reponed years' of work e:\perience was less than 1-) ear categor). ''hich had only 

2 percent of the respondents. 

The opinion of agricultural practitioners and re--earchers in the study area \\as sought on four 

statements concerning extension sen ices in the countr:. The specific ratings of each statement 

about the extension services should be \iewed in terms of the relationship to each other. Over 80 

percent of the respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed "ith the statement that "e'.tension 

~"ices are ineffective due to negati\e ani tude of extension officers" with the lo\\eSt mean rank 

of 24.5 and on I)' 13 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with that statement as 
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shO\\TI in Table 4.2. Similarly. there was a strong agreement"' ith the statement that 'extension 

sen ices are ineffective due to lack of personnel' '" ith O\ er 60 percent of respond ems approval in 

the affirmative and on I:> 24 percent disagreed or strong!} disagreed "ith that statement. 

On the other hand, 78 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement 

that ''extension services are not effecthe due to poor funding" with the highest mean rank of 12 

and onl} 15 percent of the respondents either disagreed or strong!) disagreed with that 

statement. Based on the data analysed. this would mean a consensus among field based staff that 

poor funding and lack of personnel were the main constraints to effective extension services in 

the countl). ln the opinion of field based staff. 'negative attitude of extension officers" and 

"inadequate research information flo,," '"ere not major constraints to effective extension 

sen ices. 

Table 4.2: Respondents' Agreement" ith Four tatements about the Extension 

Services in the Count I") . 

Rating Categories 

~tatement "Mean Strong!) Agree Disagree Strongly 
Rank agree Disagree 

E\.tension Senices 12.00 14 (30.4) 22(47.8) 03(6.5) 04(6.7} 

ineffective because of poor 
funding 
l \.tension senices 16.38 13(28.4) 20(43.5) 08( 17.4) 03(6.5) 

ineffecti\e due to lack of 
personnel 
lxtension services 19.38 16(34.8) 12(26.1) 14(30.4} 02(6.5) 

ineffective due to 
anadequate research 
information 00\\ 
E\.tension services 24.50 03(6.5) 03(6.5) 15(32.6) 22(47.8) 

neffecme due to negati\e 
attitude of e:xtension 
officers 

'\ote: "Based on Friedman's T''o-\\'a) ANOVA. I Strongl) .1\.gree. 2 Agree. 3=Disagree. 4=Strongly 
Disagree . .. F req uenc~ () The Figures in Parenthesis Represent Percent of ..t6 Respondents 
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Table 4.3 show that on the issue of adoption of various agricultural input!i and ne\\ farming 

practices: means of land preparation. that is. use of animal draft pO\\er or tractor. ''as the 

most highly rated technolog} adopted in the study area with 83 percent of the respondents 

ranking it as having a medium to high adoption with a mean rank of 11.4. In the opinion of 

the respondents, the second most highl} adopted agricultural input was livestock \accination. 

follov.ed b} environmental friendly farming practices. for example. crop rotation. mulching. 

terracing. and tree planting with 48 percent rating (mean rank. 15) and 70 percent rating 

(mean rank, 17.4) of the respondents respective)} ranking the t\\0 practices as having 

medium to high adoption. According to the respondents. fert ilizers was among the next 

high I) adopted agricultural input \\ ith 36 percent rating and a mean rank of 19.5 after the 

means of land preparation. livestock vaccination. and environmental friend!) farming 

practices among respondents in terms of medium to high adoption in the study area. The 

mean ranks for the least adopted technologies \\ere 28. and 24 for grade li\estock. and 

dipping of livestock. in that order. 

Table 4.3: Respondents' Opinion about the Adoption of Various Agricultural Inputs 

In South Western Kenya. 

Farm Inputs 
·~ean 

High 
Rank 

Adoption 

Fertilizers 19.50 03(6.5) 

\1eans of Land preparation 11.38 :!7(58.7) 

Pesticides.fJ nsectic ides 24.75 

\ 'accination of Livestocl-.. 15.00 05(10.9) 

Dipping of Livestocl-.. 23.75 02(4.3) 

Grade animals 28.38 04(8.7) 

Environmental friend!} 17.38 04(8. 7) 

practices 

··Rating Categories 

:\tedium Lo" 
Adoption Adoption 

14(30.4) 23(50.0) 

11(23.9) 05(10.9) 

10(21.7) 28(60.9) 

17(37.0) 17(37.0) 

09(19.6) 27(58.7) 

16(34.8) 15(32.6) 

28(60.9) I 0(2 1.7) 

No 
Adoption 

02(4.3) 

02(4.3) 

04(8.7) 

05( I 0.9) 

'\ote: Based on Friedman's T\\o-\\'a) Al\OVA; J•lligh \d<)ption. 2· \1edtum Adoption. JzLo" Adoption • 

.t=~o Adoption. ''Frequency The l'igures in hracket Percent of46 Respondents 
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4.2: Retu rns to Adoption of Ne" and Agricu ltural Technologies 

4.2.1: Agricultural Technology Adoption 

The gist of this study v••as to identif) new agricultural technologies in the stud) area by 

smallholder fanning systems and then assess the returns that can accrue to their acceptance 

and adoption. Furthermore. the study intended to identlf) the important determinants to 

adoption of the identified nev. agricultural technologies in the stud) area. Expectations were 

that adoption of new agricultural technologies would lead to higher productivity with the 

accompanying increased fann income leading to a food secure farm household. Annex 7 

shows the new agricultural technology adoption in southwestern Kenya, by region. 

Respondents were asked to estimate and state ho\\ much the)' spend per season on specific 

farm inputs listed in the questionnaire. Ten agricultural technologies were identified for 

adoption assessment based on their assumed importance and relation to ke~ farm enterprises 

pre\ a lent in the stud) area. These included crop based farm inputs such as improved seeds. 

fertilizers. pesticides/insecticides. and livestock based technologies including cattle veterinar) 

services. commercial cattle feeds. cattle dipping, poultr) veterinary services. and commercial 

poult!) feeds. B> far the most widcl) adopted (90 percent) relative!) ne" agricultural 

technolog) \\.as use of mould board plough in land preparation follo,a,.·ed b) use of improved 

seeds. 85 percent and cattle veterinal') services 80 percent by respondents in the stud~ area. 

Within each region. Kendu Ba) had 100 percent adoption of mould board plough. improved 

seeds and fertilizers. Rongo region had 87 percent adoption of improved seeds. and 70 

percent adoption of fertilizers and poultry vcterinar: services. In Oyugis region, the most 

prevalent ne\\ agricultural technologies adopted were fertilizers, 80 percent. mould board 

plough. 77 percent, and cattle dipping 73 percent. The least adopted agricultural technologies 

in the stud> area \\ere use of pesticides insecticides. 93 percent. use of tractor for land 

n 
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preparation. 92 percent. and commercial poultry feeds. 53 percent. The.e results indicated 

tha smallholder farmers in the stud) area arc a, .. are of and probabl~ use specific farm inputs 

identified as use of mould board plough. improved seeds. cattle veterinaf) sen ices. 

fen lizers. and poultry veterinaf) sen ices. 

4.2.2: Returns to Adoption, Ma ize Production and Food Security 

\\'hen fanners use ne"' fann inputs. the) are expected to achieve higher production levels and 

therefore higher income from the farm. It therefore follows that \\ith increased income from 

the farm. the fanner's purchasing power will be increased and ultimate!) attain a level of 

food security. A farmer is then said to be food secure either if the) are able to produce 

enough for subsistence or , .. hen the) have the purchasing power to acquire the needed suppl). 

Food security can be measured in terms of maize equivalent "'hich estimates that 270 kg of 

ma1ze. that is. 3 (90 k.g bags) per capita is the border line for hardcorc pO\ ert). Thus persons 

who cannot produce or afford that amount of mai7e in a year would fall under the hardcore 

po\erty line. B) the same token. 440 kg. , .. hich translates to 4.89 (90 kg bags) of maize is the 

minimum amount required per capita per )ear for a per~on to be food secure. or enjoy normal 

Ji,clihood. The returns to adoption of ne'' agricultural technolog) in the stud) area ''as 

therefore assessed using the threshold production requirements for food securit). 

S nee use of 1mpro.,ed seeds ''as considered as one of the most widely adopted technologies 

b~ smallholder farmers in the stud~ area. and given the imegral pan the variable plays in crop 

pr'XIuct10n. its adoption , .. as thought to impact positive)~ on increased chances of anaining 

the food securit} threshold. Table 4.4 shows the returns to adoption of DC\\ agricultural 

technolog) in south .. ,estem Ken~a. b) regionffood ~ecurity. In terms of food security 

cat ego!). all respondents from Kendu Ba) region who produced maize and v. ere food secure. 
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that is. produce amounts above the 440 kg threshold. had all adopted improved seeds. In 

Ron go region of those '" ho produced mai1c and were food secure. 85 percent had adopted 

impro,ed seeds and only I 5 percent did not use improved seeds. A similar picture is repeated 

in 0) ugis region where 70 percent of those v..ho produced maize and ,.,ere food secure had 

adopted improved seeds and only 30 per cent did not use improved seeds. The results 

indicate that farmers v..ho adopted farm inputs. for example. improved seeds were more likely 

to reap higher yields and therefore be highly food secure than those who did not adopt. 
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T:lhlc -lA: Retu rn "i to a doplicm uf nc'' a~ricultu ra l lcchnolu~y in Sou th-\H'ster n Ke nya, by rc~iunllmli~:c o utput, Novcmller 2007. 

-.-0) ugis (Main• rrollucliun)--
-- -- ---

Agricull u r:l l tcchnulogy catc~ory r- ---r--- --,. 2 3 Total --- ----:-:-:-:-- - - 0 2 6 8 
Improved Seeds Ad~tion {_QL l·requen9' 

25.0 75.0 100.0 
Percent within technology categor; () --- --
Percent within maize o~catcgory .0 50.0 30.0 29.6 

14 19 
Adopted .{1) I requcney 3 2 - -- -

Percent \\ ithin technology catcgOI) 15.8 10.5 73.7 100.0 
--- - --- -

Percent within mai7e output category 100.0 50.0 70.0 70.4 
---- -r-·-- -- - --- -

I otul 3 4 20 27 
-- - -- ---- ~ 

Kendu Ba)' (l\1aizc roduction) 

Improved Seeds AdEP.tion (0) hcquenC) - - - -
Percent within technolog> categorz - - - -
Percent within main: output categ_ory ___ - - - --

Adopted (I) l requenc) I 4 II 16 
- -

Percent \\ ithin tcchnolog} catcgor) 61 25.0 68.8 100.0 
-- - 100.0 -

Percent within mai1e output C!!_tcgol) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
-- -

rota I I 4 I I 16 
-- --

l~ongo ~ai1e production) 

Improved Seeds Adoption (0) _!"requenc) 0 I 3 4 
- 1-· ~ -- - - -

Percent within technolog; catcgor; .0 25.0 75.0 100.0 
--

- --

Percent within mai7e output category .0 33.3 15.0 IJ.J -
Adopted (I} r rcquenc)_ - 7 ') 17 26 l Percent "ithin teehnnlog) catcgnry 26.9 7.7 65.4 100.0 

100.0 66.7 85.0 86.7 Percent within maize output catcg£!'):' 
7 3 20 JO t otal . ) . Source. I nmar) d.llll I rom the '>tud~ <~rca 

~ey: (0) • none adopter: (I) • Ad11ptcr: * ~1ai1c output catl·gor) I= less than 271 l..g 111 mai1c J (<Xl l..g hags) ClJUatcd to the threshold l(lOd Jll'' crt) line: 2 271-t,,. 110 ~g ,,, 

maitc J"Cr capita, ma,imum 4.R9 (90 kg hag'>) cun,tituting the umuuntul maitc per capitancccs\ar) li1r nurmalli\clihuod: J greater than 4 Ill l..g nfmai7c pc:r l'llpit.l . 
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4.2.3: Returns to Adoption, Farm Income and Food Securit)' 

The returns to adoption of new agricultural technologies can also be estimated in the fonn of 

income from the fann enterprise\\ ith the understanding that even if a fanner rna' not be able . 
to meet their food securit} threshold from fanning acti\ ities. they can combine income from 

all sources including from the fann enterprise to boost their purchasing power to acquire the 

needed supplies to meet the goal of food security. Hence fann enterprise income becomes 

crucial in a farmer's efforts to achieve the food security status. Table 4.5 show returns to 

adoption of ne\\ agricultural technology in South Western Ken) a by region and fann income 

category. All respondent farmers from the Kendu Bay region ~ho were in the upper and 

medium income categories had adopted use of improved seeds. The same trend is repeated in 

O)ugis region. Additional)~. 75 percent of respondents in the upper income categol) from 

Rongo region had adopted use of improved seeds and onl~ 25 percent had not used improved 

seeds. The implication from these results is that fanners "ho use improved seeds tended to 

obtain higher yields and re,enue from the fann activities enabling them to achieve food 

securit: status. 
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l able 4.5: Rctum' hi nlluptinn of nc" :1gricultuml technology in South-\\ c<~lcrn Ken) a. by r~ion/l'arm income. NoH'mbcr 2007. 
r-

r------
Oyugi-; (Farm income cntcgory) 

Av,ric:ulturnl tcc:hnuluv,) c:ntcgof") 
I* 2 3 Total 

~ -- ,.. 
7 0 0 7 Improved Seeds Adoption c.Q1 I requency -- -- - -- -

Percent within technology category 
~ 1-

100.0 - .0 .0 
~ 

100.0 - --- - -
Percent within farm income category 46.7 .0 .0 33.3 ·-

f- -- -
~dop~ l'rcquenC) 8 _ 3 3 14 --- --- -- - -

Percent \\ ithin technology cntcgory 57. 1 21.4 2 1.4 100.0 ---- -- - - - - -- -
Percent within rarm income category 'i1.3 - 100.0 100.0 66.7 --- - -
Total IS 3 1 2 1 

Kendu Ba (_Farm income categoru -
Improved Seeds Adoption (0) frequency - - - -

Percent within technulog) catcgol} - - - ---
Percent" ithin thrm income catc~ - - - -

AdQEted ( 12 Frcq_uency ,_ 9 
- I-

3 3 15 -- - - - - -
Percent '"ithin technolosy category 60.0 20.0 20.0 100.0 ,_ -- - - -
Percent within tarm income category 100.0 100.0 

-~ 

100.0 100.0 -- -- -
I otal 9 3 3 15 -

Uongo {_Farn.!_incomc cat •oryl 
~proved Seeds AdoptionJQL l'requcnC) I ., I 4 

Percent '' ithin techno log)~~}' 
- 50.0~ - -

25.0 25.0 100.0 
Percent '' ithin farm income catego!:}' ·1.8 66.7 - 25.0 14.3 

Adopted (I) FrcquenC) 20 I 3 24 

Percent within tcchnolog) catcgor) 83.3 4.2 12.5- 100.0 - -
- - - Percent within farm income catcgOI) 95.2 33.3 75.0 85.7 -- -

Total 
Source. Pnmar) <.lulu I rum the urea ol -;lull) 

2 1 J _ 4 28 
-' 

Key: •t - hl\~er JOC(llllC cntc~clr) (le~~ than K~hs 30.0()() per annum). 2= middle incnrnc catC{Wr} (I rum Ksh Jll.!lll l tel- 60.000 per nnnum): and 3 = upper inctllllC c;l!cgur) 
(greater than "-.,h 60.0011 per UllllUIH) 
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-U: Determinants of Adoption of l"e\\ Agricultural Technologies 

C mmonly there are a series of hypotheses about the effects that different characteristics 

associated \\ ith the fanners, households and regions would have on adoption behaviour. 

Examples of such theories which were tested in this stud) include: young fanners tend to be 

more responsive to adoption of ne\\ ideas. practices. and technologies as opposed to older 

fanners: households that are characterised as large in size (number of persons) tend to spend 

less on new fann inputs as compared to households v. hich arc smaller in size: and that 

farmers from relatively high agricultural potential regions are more prone to adoption of new 

crops varieties than those from the lo'' agricultural potential regions. 

In addition. farmers decide v. hether or not to adopt nev. technologies or fanning practices as 

a package. Secondly. farmers decide ho\\ much to adopt. for example. how much area to 

fertilize. Last I). the) decide the intensil) of use. for example. the amount of pesticides to use 

per hectare. The introduction of improved seed varieties. for example. sorghum. beans. 

canon. and tobacco is an important element of increasing agricultural productivity in the 

countf) . Also. the factor::. influencing adoption of impro\e seed varieties of other crops. 

h)brid maize. fertilizers. culthation using animal draft power. and use of pesticides was 

analyzed. 

4.3.1: imultaneit) of Technological Choices 

Contingency tables and odd ratios of technolog) adoption in South \\estern Kenya "ere 

calculated. These are useful for e,aJuating the propensity of farmers to adopt the full package 

of technologies (consisting of h}brid maize. fertilizer~. animal draft po''er/tractor. 

pesticides/insecticides, and ne" crops) or to adopt certain components selectivel). Each 
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se;ment of Table 4.6 represents a cross-tabulation of t\\0 distinct technologies. \\hich arc 

rre-.ned dtchotomously. For example. comparing the decision to adopt h) brid maize ,., ith the 

chosen method of cu ltivation shows that 8 fanners use neuher h} brid maize nor animal draft 

power/tractors. while 159 fanners use both. The odd ratio is the product of the on-diagonal 

cells di\ided b} the product ofthe off-diagonal cells. A higher ratio indicates that farmers are 

likel} to simultaneous!) adopt or reject a given pair of technologies. 

Table 4.6: Cross Tabulation of Simultaneity of Adoption in South Western Kenya. 

Mean of Fertilizer Use Pesticide Use Nel\ Crop 

Cultintion 

Technology Hand Oxen 1\ot Adopted 'ot 
Adopted Not Adopted 

Option Tool Tractor Adopted Adopted Adopted 

H~ brid maize: 
~ot adopted 8 56 .. .., ,_ ... .., ,_ 31 33 47 

Adopted 16 159 86 89 70 105 I 

'Kew Crop: 
~ot adopted 7 41 ~0 ::!9 24 25 

Adopted 17 175 99 93 77 115 

Pesticide Use: 

~ot adopted 15 86 59 4:! 

Adopted 9 130 60 80 

Fertilizer Use: 

"\;ot adopted 9 110 
Adopted IS 106 

1'iote: For the adoption of h~ brid maize. the odd ratio to the use of o,en tractor is I .42. to the adoption of 

fertilizers. 1 .03. to the adoption of pesticides Insecticide:. I A I and to the adoption of ne'' crop:. 48 I I. 

17 
174 

For the adoption of ne" crops. the odd ratio to the usc of tractor is I. 75. to the use of fertilizers is 0.65 and to the 

3.,l(lption of pest cide~ insecticide:. I A3. 
Fo· pesticide'inSt.'Ctictde use. the odd ratio to the usc of oxen tractors i~ 2.52: to the use of fenili1.crs is I .87. For 

the use of fenili1cr~. the odJ ratio to the use of oxen tractors is 0.58. 

ource: Prim~ data. 

The following pairs of technolog) were more like I) to be adopted simultaneously: h) brid 

maize and ne" crops, pesticidestinsecticides and animal draft power. and 

pesticides/insecticides and fertilizers. The decision to adopt new crops and fertilizers. animal 

draft power and fertilizers. as well as hybrid maize and fertilizers \\ere made more 
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independent. Deciding to adopt hybrid maize. new crops. pesticides. animal draft 

po''erllractors. and fenilizers Simultaneously imply that farmers in the stud~ area resrond to 

e:\tension sen. ices avai lable in the region. E\'idence of simultaneity also underscore~ the need 

to design integrated development programmes. 

\ ali dation data results analysed in relation to objecti\ e 3 of the study . that is. identification of 

the determinants to adoption of ne'' agricultural technology in the study area. were as 

foJIO\\S: 

Validation d a ta Probit Maximum L ikelihood a nalysis : 

The results (Table 4.7) sho\\. that with oc .... 0.05. Farm income (f ARMI~CO) and use of 

fertilizers (PURCHFER) had significant innuence on smallholder farmers· adoption of ne\v 

agricultural technologies in the stud~ area. The interpretation ''as that fanners'' ith high income 

from the farm enterprises were more likely to use fertilizers and therefore achieve food security 

status than those who did not. 

Table 4.7. Probit Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Adoption of Fertilizers, improved 

Seeds, and C ultiva tion" ith Olen ( '\1ouldboard plou~h) in South~ estern Ken~ a. 

I 
\ ariab le Normalized Standard 8 /st.Er E last icitv~ 

coefficient error Adoption £ \ pected 

I l I in de~ Je, el of use 

I 
in tensih ( PHzl>zj) 

- -~ l Constant -1.589 2.257 I -.704 .482 I "')"'"') 

·--'-

l lOTHHOLD .001 .002 I .J·D .731 .535 I 

L MAIQUAN .0003 .0005 I .660 I .509 .~59 I 

l F.\R:'\1J ~CO .0004 .0001 3.0-'3 .002 .000005 

I PL RCHSEE 3.070 1.715 1.790 .074 .540 

r Pl RCHFER 
-~- -

3.38~ IA63 2.3 13 .021 .0-'3 

I \10ULDB0A -3.234 2.3"'7 I -1.360 .1 74 I .030 I 

I YRSINFRM I -.056 .033 I -1.700 .090 .008 

\1EDICALE .002 .00 1 I 1.840 .066 .004 

<sou rce: Pnmal) data . 
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~.4: Impact of the Retu rns to Adoption of AJ:!ricultural Tech nolo~ 

M:uze is staple crop for many people in Kenya. Its level of production can signal hard times 

ahead or vulnerabilit) to food insecurit} to many, panicularly in the rural areas. The 

vulnerabilit) assessment can be done on the basis of the \\ orld Bank determined threshold of 

440 kg an equivalent of 4.89 (90 kg bags) of maize per capita required b> an adult per year 

for nonnal livelihood and the 270 kg v. hich translates into 3 (90 kg bags) of maize per capita 

per year (F AO. 1998). Use of improved seeds for production purposes can increase chances 

of higher yields for the farmer and therefore increase the likelihood of food securit) 

achievement. Vulnerabilit) classi fication range from Extremely food insecure. that is. 

producing less than 270 kg or 3 (90 kg) bags of maize per capita per year. to Food secure 

status. that is. producing over 699 kg equivalent to 7.77 (90 kg bags) of maize per capita. 

Table 4.8 belov' shovv agricultural technolo~ adoption as a detenninant of smallholder 

farmers· household food security status in south\\estern Ken~a. b) region. Respondents who 

v.ere classified as food secure (categor) 4) "ere all from Ron go region and all had adopted 

improve seeds in production. Jfo,, ever. 92 percent of those '"' ho were e\tremely food 

insecure had adopted improved seeds and only 8 percent did not use impro\ ed seeds. All 

farmers v.ho were moderate!) to highly food insecure from both Kendu Bay and 0)ugis 

regions had all adopted the use of impro\ ed seeds for crop production. Therefore. the results 

did not give a clear picture to associated adoption of new agricultural technologies ''" ith 

anainment of food security status. 
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Tahlt• -l .R: A~-tril·ultu ru l l<'t'hntJIOg} ndupliou imp:tl't on ;,mnllhnldrr farmer hous(•holtJ food M.'Curity in South-Western Kenya , hy r~ion, 

N OVCill her 20007. --
Oyu~ Oegree of food security) 

J cchnolo • category_ 
,. 2 J 4 Total 

r-

~vcd Seeds Ado~tion tOl rrequcnct II 0 0 II -- - - -
Percent with in technology category 100.0 .0 .0 100.0 

Percent within food o,ecurity cute~ 11.0 .0 .0 36 7 --
Adopted ( I) Frequcnc} 14 4 I 19 

- - --- - -
Percent within tcchnolog; category_ 73.7 21.1 5.3 100.0 

- --- - - ---
Percent within food c;ccurity category 56.0 tOO.O 100.0 63 . .1 - -- - 30-
l otal 25 4 I 

1--- --
Kcndu Ba} l>~rce of food securil~ 

_Improved Seeds AdoptionJ.Ql_ I rcquency - - - -
Percent v.ithin techno~cates_orL 

I~ --

- - - -
Percent ,.,. ilhin food security category - - - -

1-- - -
~tcd ( l ) Freq~y 12 

., I 16 .) -- - t- IR.8 ~cent '' ithin tcchnoh~catcgory 7<i.O 6.3 100.0 - -
Pcn.:cnt within loud security category 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1., - -- --- - - -
1 otal J __ 1_ -'---- 16 - - ~ 

f.- -- r--:- t~ - i{ungu t llcgrce of food '!CCUril.)) 

Improved seeds f· rcqucm:y 2 2 0 4 

Adontion (0) 
f- --

Percent '' ithin techno log;. catego_ry 50.0 50.0 .0 100.0 

Percent '' ithin food c;ecurit) catcg~ry --
1-

8.3 so.o .0 IJ.J 
Adopted ( I ) Frequency 2:! 2 2 26 --

_Percent within techno log) category_ 84.6 7.7 7.7 100.~-- - -
Perc~n t "ithin food o;ccurit) catcgor) 91.7 'lO.O 10 86.7 

0.0 

L-
fotal 

--
Source: l'r1mary d.ttu I rum the stud) area. 

24 4 2 JO 

Ke) : • 1 · E dremtl) food inucurc (less 3 O.lg.' • 270 ~g of mai7e per capita per) car): 2- II i~hty food insecure (Oct\\ een J-to-·1.88 oag,o,): J= ~lodcratcty f()(HI in~ccu rc 

(Oci\\CCil 4 89-to-7 77 !lags): 4- I· ood ~ecurc (grater than 7.77 bago, rx·r c:apitn) 
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4.4.1: Current Vulnera bilit)· Assessment analysis; Ken)an Population Groups, The 

Case of !'Jyanza Pro' ioce 

The results of the analysis of the vulnerability status of population groups based on the Maize 

Equivalent are presented in the follov.ing tables. Table 4.9 illustrates the maize equi\:alent 

ranking based on major food crops produced in the stud) area. The districts with three (3) 

stars. i.e *** indicate those districts \\ith a maize equi\alent less than 3. while the districts 

'' ith •• depict those districts with a \1aize Equivalent value be~'een 3.0 I and 4.88 and 

district with • represent Maize Equivalent \alue between 4.88 and 7.77. The results indicated 

that no district in the sample was food secure. 

Table 4.9: Maize Equivalent Ranking, by all Food crops, Nyanza PrO\'ince, 2001 

F d 00 crop 

District Bean cas' Cowp grng Maiz Milt sorg I S\\ pt I M ZEQ 

Bondo* .. ·n .28 .02 _~.oo .48 l .00 .14 I .13 J 1.27 
I ·-- I I 

Gucha*• I .73 I .02 , .02 .04 J 2.07 .17 .03 l.lo 3.18 

I Homa Bay** .68 .53 , .04 .01 1 1.30 , .01 .26 1 .74 3.57 

1-..isii** "" .29 1.03 .02 1 1.19 .27 .01 I 1.80 ' 3.94 .. )) 

L 

Kisumu• .09 4.21 , .02 .OJ I .31 .00 .18 .27 5.09 

1-..uria* .46 1.27 1.00 .02 1.62 .47 .31 1 1.93 6.08 

I 

I 

I 
I 

\1igori** I ..tl .02 , .13 I .00 1.54 I .04 .17 1 1.13 3.44 J 
'1\~amira*** .1 .40 .05 1.00 I .01 ' 1.79 .06 .00 I .II I 2.42 

~yando••• I .03 .33 .00 ,.00 .85 .00 .26 .55 2.02 

I Rachuonyo** • .27 I .13 .00 I .00 ,.83 .00 .35 l .35 1 1.93 

Siaya*** .51 .00 .00 '.00 , 1.00 .01 .33 ,. II 1.96 

-
Suba*u I .66 .00 .00 .00 1 1.11 I .02 .29 1 .00 _l 2.08 

I 

Aggregate 4.79 7.13 I .26 . 11 14.09 j 1.05 2.33 , 7.22 I 36.98 

<; )urce: calculauons based on seconda~ data 

..._<._: • D1sLricts that are relati\el~ f01>d-m~cure:,.. Districts that arc moderate!~ food-inse..:urc: ••• Districts 

that are C\tremcl~ food-insecure 
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.. .4.2: mallbolder Fa rm Household Current Vulnerabilit) Assessment 

T e income accounting model \\as applied to the study area's CVA anal)sis. Total income 

for each respondenL was derived from the summation of income from all the farm enterprises 

and non-agricultural income during the year. Per capita income for each respondent was then 

e~pressed in terms of maize equivalent. as a measure of the ability to purchase maize and 

other e:-.penditure items. The regional degree of food security is then assesses by the 

summation of the respondents cumulative maize equivalent and divided by the population. 

that is the total number of reponed persons in the households in the sample for the region 

(Annex 9). 

The results of the analysis of the \Uinerabili~ status of population groups based on the Maize 

Equi,•alent were as presented beJo,, based on major food crops produced in the study area. 

Table 4.10 sho\\ the maize equi' alent ranking. b~ regional major farm enterprises in the 

stUd) area. 

Table 4.10: Respondents :Maize Equi\'aleot Ranking. b~ major Farm enterprises in Soutb

~estern Kenya. 

Sorghum 

Ron go 
2.1-1 

( 1.79)* 
0.09 

(0.31) 

Regional Maize equivalent 

1.03 
(0.83) 
0.13 

(0.35) 

Kendu Bay 
0.42 

(0.83) 
0.24 

(0.13) 

Aggregate 
3.59 

OA6 

I Legumes 0.18 
((0.41) 

0.'27 
(0.~71 

0.01 
(0.271 

OA6 

r Groundnuts 

Sugarcane 
. 

Dail') I 
Cattle I 
Poulll) I 
Total I 
Oistict I 

0.16 
(-) 

2.36 
(6 9) 
0.32 
{-) 

6.13 
( -) 

0.36 
(-) 

II. 7-' 
3.44 

I 

'nurce: Pnmal') data collected. 1\o,em~r 2007. 

0.39 
(-) 

0.17 
( ) -

0.69 
(-) 

1.89 
_1-) 

0.36 
(-) 

" .93 
1.93 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

0.33 
-) 

2.75 
( ) -
-

(-) 

1.74 
(-) 

0.45 
(-) 

5.9" 
1.93 

0.88 

5.28 
L 

1.01 I 
9.76 I 

J 
I. I 7 _j 

I 22.61 I 
I 7.3 
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CHAPTERS 

5.0: A~ALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESLLT 

5.1: ocio-Economics 

The socio-economic profile of respondents in the stud) area sho,,ed that a t) pical 

smallholder farmer from the stud) area would be described as medium aged (31 -to-45 )ears 

old) male. with primary level education. earning an annual farm income of less than ksh 

30.00 I. and with a medium size family of bet\veen 5 and I 0 persons in the household. The 

farmer was I ike I} to operate less that 20 acres of land. and have over I 0 years experience in 

farm in g. The implication of these results v.as that. socio-economic characteristics often form 

an important launching pad for sustainable intervention measures. This is explained b) the 

fact that polic~ makers need to pay due attention to the pre,ailing social and economic 

backgrounds of the 'arious publics they deal with. This would entail recommending 

interventions commensurate with the target group's social and economic domains, 

particular!) for agricultural technolog) adoption purposes. For example. it would appear that 

an) ne\\ agricultural techno log) '' ith expenditure requtrement might be spumed b) the 

majorit) of smallholder farmers in the stud) area given their meagre income in the lower 

income category. All the other socio-economic characteristics can similarly be used as 

benchmarks for recommendation domains. 
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51.2: :'lion-Parametric Anal}sis 

As a follow-up to the Friedman's two-\\ay A?\0\ o\. chi-squares \\ere used to organize the data 

into groups for the Kruskai-Wallis one-wa} A NOVA which tries to find out \\hether there were 

an) significant differences in the patterns of responses on rating of perceived benefits from 

ditTerent information sources. respondents' opinion about the adoption of various agricultural 

technologies, and respondents' degree of agreement with four statements on extension sen ices 

in the countT). Opinion about adoption of\ arious agricultural technologies as a variable did not 

generate adequate chi-squares to warrant further analysis. 

Table 5.1 shov' that Dail} ne\\Spapers had a high chi-square \alue to merit significant difference 

in the pattern of response on the rating of perceived benefits of sources of agricultural 

infonnation based on the number of} ear<:. of experience of work in the field. This means that 

respondents' opinion about perceived benefits associated \\ ith dail) newspapers as a source of 

agricultural information differed significant!) along )ears of experience at work. 

Table 5.1: Kruskal-\\>aJlis Analysis of Respondents' Perception of Benefi ts 

Associated \\ith Information Sources in South \\ estern Kenya b) Years of Experience. 

ource of in fo rmation 

Fann magazine 

Local fann newspapers 

Dail) newspaper 

Fann radio/tele\ ision Program 

E:.. tensJOn officers 

Go,emment Sponsored J\gencies 

~on-Governmental Organizations 

Commodit) associations 

'eighbour/friend 1fam i ly 

Others 

Chi-Square 

4.2805 

1.6756 

7.3"'29 

3.5622 

0.2895 

2.2264 

2.8444 

2.7739 

2.9307 

2.7000 

'\ore: "<;ignificant difference in the pattern of response ''ith a 0.5. 

•• Significant difference in the p;~ucm of response '' ith a. 0.05 
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Significant 

0.2327 

0.6424 

0.0609'' 

0.3128' 

0.8652 

0.5268' 

0.4162" 

0.4278' 

0.4024 ' 

0.2592' 



The Mann-Whitne~ U-test \\aS then applied to all possible pairs of contrasts. Alpha \\SS set at 

0.01 or Jess in accordance with the post-factum analysis procedure. The anal~sis is used to 

detennine \'-hether there is a significant difference in the way t\\0 groups rate the independent 

\ariables. for example. beneficial sources of agricultural information. statements on extension 

sen ices. and adoption rates of ne~ techno log) available in the study area. The results are 

shown in Table 5.2. 'v1ean ranks. Z-scores. Chi-squares \\ere used to organize the data into 

groups in order to shO\\ the significant differences in the relative order of ratings. patterns of 

responses, and rating panerns '"'ithin different categories of the variables studied. 

Table 5.2: Pairwise Contrasts of Respondents' Rating of the Perceived Benefits of 

Source of Agricultural Information in outbwestern Ken) a by '\umber of\ ears of\\ork 

Experience. 

Less than I 'I· ear• 
39.50 

X 

Dail) Newspapers 

1-to-5 \ears 
22.71 
X 

X 

6-to-1 I 1 ears -> 12 Year.> 

17.67 21.06 

X 

X X 

"ore: • The i'\umbcr of Years \\ orli.cd in the Field\\ ith c~lmmon under lim . .., did not di flcr ~igni licanll~ in 

thcar response paucrn. 
•• Friedman's mean ran~. 

There v.ere significant differences in the rating pancms b~ those respondents "ho had worJ..ed 

as Agncultural Officers for less than 5 years as opposed to those v. ho had \\ orked for 6-to-11 

~ear!). These results indicated the laner ~rceived the benefits from Daily ne\\ spapers more 

fa,ourably than the former. The other categories of) ears of v .. ork c\perience did not indicate 

an~ signi ficant differences in the panem of responses among themsei\CS. HO\\e\er. those \\ ith 

''ork e,perience of five or less )ears. together rated daily ne\\Spaper., less strongl) on the issue 

of perceived benefits. 
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The implication of these results to polic~ makers. particular!) in the sphere of extension 

sen ices. was that interpersonal modes of communication. for example. extension officers. 

neighbors friends. and Non-Governmental Organizations. \\ere percehed as being more 

bereficial than mass media modes of communication. for example. daily newspapers. farm 

magazines. and local farm newspapers. This \\3S an important finding in the face of the 

current trend. which has put emphasis on interactive modes of communication in the wake of 

retrenchment in the public sector. 

5.1.3 Empirical Results Descripti\e Anal~ sis 

In order to ascertain whether the estimated equation met the-three-stage least squares conditions. 

as specified in Chapter 3. autocorrelation \\as tested. According to Diagne (2000) the absence of 

autocorrelation can be accepted if the Durban Watson (0\\ 1 statistics is sufficient!) close to 2. 

Alternative!). values of DW that are close to zero or 4. suggests the presence of autocorrelation. 

This is corroborated b) Byerlee ( 1998) that if from the sample data the 0\\ statistics is 

approximate!) 2. ''e accept the absence of autocorrelation in the function. Since the 0\\ 

stat istics were all close to 2. as shO\.\n in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. \\C deduce the absence of 

autocorrelation. This indicated that there were more direct relationships among the variables 

considered in the stud). Table 5.3 bclo" sho" the 3-stage least squares ·statistical test results. 
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Table5.3: Three-Stage Least Squares Stati'ltical Tests for Maize Production in South 

\\estern Kenya: J 993 

Equations Constant R2 a·2 F D.W 

1 t-stage 
1 -3623.2 0.65 0.62 74 ., .. 

-·-' 
2 -110.7 0.42 0.36 74 2.0 

3 4.4 0.17 0.08 74 1.6 
4 1.1 0.33 0.27 74 2.1 

5 204.8 0.14 0.06 74 1.6 

2nd-stage 
1 -3861.0 0.24 0.20 0.01 1.8 
., -548.2 -1.22 -1.33 029 1.9 

3 2.8 0. 13 0.08 0.15 1.6 

4 3.9 0.09 0.07 0.95 2.0 

5 118.3 0.04 -0.01 0.90 1.7 

As shown in Table 5.3 above. onl~ the adjusted R~. that is R·~ values. of 0.62 and 0.36 for 

equation I and 2 in the I st-stage of the 3-SLS' regression on maiLe productiv it} indicated that 

the po\\er of our model to explain the variations in our dependent variable (Y) \vere reac;onabl~ 

high. Ho"'ever, the K~ value!> in the rest of the equations were quite Jo-.,. Indicating that the 

other equations could not explain much in terms of factors influencing maize productivity in the 

study area. Table 5.4 shm' the 3-SLS statistical test results for sorghum production in South 

\\estern Kenya. The negathe signs indicated inverse relationship bet\\een the explanato~ 

variables and the dependent variable. 
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Table 5.4: Three-Stage Least Squares tatistical Test' for Sorghum Production in 

South \\estern Kenya. 

Equations Constant R2 R"2 F D.W 

1 ~t-stage 

I 3218.7 0.89 0.87 53 2.0 

2 -386.8 0.86 0.84 53 2.1 

3 -0.9 0.30 0.21 53 2.2 

4 7.0 0.51 0.44 53 2.5 

5 32.1 0.31 0.22 53 1.9 

2nd-stage 

1769.1 0.84 0.83 56 2.2 

2 -4697.1 -3.2 -3.4 57 2.2 
.., -9.8 -1.9 -2.1 56 

.., ... 
.) - • .> 

4 22.6 0.09 0.06 58 2.2 

s 235.4 0.25 0.20 56 1.8 

In the 3-SLS (1-st stage regression) on sorghum producti\t~. equation I. 2. and 4 had high R": 

values as well as equation I in the 2nd-stage as sho'' n in Table 5.4 above. This meant the three 

equations adequate!} explained factors innuencing sorghum producti\' it) in the srudy area. We 

therefore conclude that these equations" ere relevant for variations e'planation of our dependent 

\ariable. 

The F-test \\aS perfonned to assess the O\erall significance of the regression using the 'ariance 

ratio. In performing the 1·-test, the null hypothesis: 

(5.1) 

''as tested against the alternative h) pothesis: 

(5.2) 
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From the summary of the 3-SLS' regression results for maize and sorghum production as -hown 

in -\ppendices 3 and 4. the calculated F values were 74. 53. 56 etc ..... , hile the tabular F value 

\\as 10.14 and since the calculated F values 74. 53. 56. etc .. were greater than the tabular F 

Ya lue of I 0.14. we reject H0 in favour of H8 at the 5% level of significance. The result of the F

teSt shows that under the linear equation analysis the combined influence of all explanatol') 

\'anables on agricultural producti\ it) (as measured b) 1\et-cash fann income) \\as significant. 

ln order to ascertain the significance of the individual coefficients, the students 't' was employed 

to test the null-hypothesis: 

~ = B = 0. against the alternative: 

Ha : Bt F 0. 

The results shows that the coefficients of the following variables were significant: 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

X . x~. and X7 in various equations. we conclude that not all coefficients were insignificant and 

therefore accept Ha: 61 # 0 

Principally we are interested in assessing ho\\ the algebraic signs of our estimated coefficients 

tall~ \\ ith or de\ iate from the a priori expc!ctations. Our a priori assumption of signs are as listed 

in chapter 3. 

Focusing on the 2nd-stage of the regression results. the coefficient of the \ariablc Xt. the annual 

total ~ ield"07 had the e:\pccted sign. Yields of 2007 therefore. had a positive influence on the 

income of2007. The implication is that. fanners \\ho obtained higher) ields in 2007 were more 

likel) to receive htgher net incomes at the end o£2007. 
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The coefficient of the variable X~. the number of canle O\\ned b) the farmer in 2007 had the 

expected sign. Thus. the number of canle owned positively innuenced the income of 2007. The 

interpretation was that farmers '' ith large herds had the possibility of selling the livestock. if 

need be. in order to purchase agricultural inputs used to increase productivity. hence the higher 

net income. 

The coefficient of the variable X3. the number of labourers (both family and hired ) of a farmer 

had an unexpected sign. Thus, the number of labourers a farmer had. negatively influenced the 

in~ome of2007. This implied that there was an optimal level of labour usage be)ond ''hich an 

e'Ira labour unit was not economical as decreasing returns abound. 

The coefficient of the variable X.. the quantit~ of fenilizers used for the major crop in 2007 had 

the unexpected sign. That is. the quantil) of fenilizer~ used negative!) innuenced the income of 

2007. This finding probably underscores the optimal application of fenilizer as an input as was 

that case with labour. The coefficient of the variable X5• the total expenses on 

in-.ecticides/pesticides for 2007 had the expected :)ign. Hence the total e:-.penses on 

pesticides insecticides for 2007 positive!) influenced income of 2007. Therefore. farmers "ho 

had higher expenditures on insecticides and pesticides were more likely to obtain higher yields 

and b~ implication. higher net income. 

The coefficient of the variable Xt-. the quanti!~ of impro' ed seed of major crop planted in 2007 

had the expected sign. This means that the quantit~ of imprO\ ed seed for major crop of 2007 

p0sithel) influence on income of 2007. This indicated that the quantit) of improved seeds used 

had a positive increase in) ields "hich lead to higher net income at the end of the year. 
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The coefficient of the variable X7. the income of2006 had the expected sign. fhat is. the income 

of 2006 had a positive influence on income of 2007. A possible interpretation was that the 

pre' ious )ear's income. that is, 2006 enabled the fanner to purchase agricultural inputs for the 

ne\.1 year enhancing productivit) and b) extension net income in 2007. 

The coefficient of the variable Xs. number of years of education had the predicted sign. Thus. 

the number of years of education positively influenced the income of2007. The implication was 

that farmers with more years of education tend to be more responsive towards change hence 

adoption of ne\\ agricultural technologies which spur productivity leading to higher net income. 

The coefficient of the variable x~. the famil) size in :!007 had the expected sign. That is. famil) 

size negatively affected income of2007. Hence. fanners who had larger families probabl) spend 

resources on famil) subsistence instead offann inputs leading to low producti\ it) and incomes. 

-~ ~.-: Retur ns to Adoption of Ne"M Agricultural Technology 

\\ hen fanners use ne'' fann inputs. the) are expected to achieve higher production levels and 

therefore higher income from the fann. It therefore follows that with increased income from 

the fann. the fanner's purchasing power "ill be increased and ultimate!) attain a level of 

food sccurit). A fanner is then said to be food secure either if the) arc able to produce 

ennugh for subsistence or" hen the) have the purchasing po, .. er to acquire the needed suppl). 

Food securit) can be measured in tenns of maize equivalent \\hich estimates that 270 kg of 

maize. that is. 3 (90 kg bags) per capita is the border line for hardcore poven) (FAO. 1998). 

Thus persons .... ho cannot produce or afford that amount of maiLe in a )ear would fall under 

the hardcore poven) line. B) the same token. 440 kg. which translates to 4.89 (90 kg bags) of 
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maize is the minimum amount required per capita per ~ear for a person to be food c;ccure. or 

enjo~ nonnal livelihood. The returns to adoption of ne'' agricultural technolog} in the stud~ 

area \vere therefore assessed using the threshold production requirements for food security. 

The mean estimated maize. and sorghum production level for the sample respondents during 

the ~ear \vas 1274.4 kg. and 744.3 kg. respective!~ (Annex 9). 

Since use of improved seeds was considered as one of the most wide I~ adopted technologies 

b} smallholder fanners in the study area, and given the integral part the variable plays in crop 

production. its adoption was thought to impact positively on increased chances of anaining 

the food security threshold. Table 4.4 show the returns to adoption of ne\\ agricultural 

technolog~ in south-western Kenya. b~ region/food security. In terms of food securi~ 

catego!"). all respondents from Kendu Ba) region who produced maize and were food secure. 

that ts. produce amounts above the 440 kg threshold. had all adopted improved seeds. In 

Rongo region of those who produced maize and were food secure. 85 percent had adopted 

imprO\ed seeds and on I) 15 percent did not use impro\ ed seeds. A similar picture is repeated 

in Oyugis region where 70 percent of those "ho produced mai1e and ''ere food secure had 

adopted tmproved seeds and onl~ 30 per cent did not use impro,ed seeds. Although the 

results showed there were non-adopters who were food secure. based on the maize cqui\alent 

esumatcs. overall. fanners "ho adopted fann inputs. for example. improved seeds "ere more 

like I~ to reap higher yields and therefore be high!~ food secure than those'' ho did not adopt. 
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5.3: Determinants of Adoption ofNe\1\- Agricultural Technology 

5.3.2: Simultaneity of Technological Choices (Estimation of Relationships) 

Due to the simultaneit) nature of some of the decisions to adopt the technologies presented in 

Table 4.6. a combination of instrumental variables ~ere used. A full description of the 

\ariables used m this analysis is provided in Anne:-.. 6. and the results of the probit ma\imum 

liJ..elihood estimates were summarized in Table 5.5. 

The following relationships within the equations were statistically significant. The income of 

(previous year before the study) the financial remittance during the }ear of study 2007. and 

regional disparit). significant!) influenced the use of fertilizers. Fanners v.ho recei\ ed higher 

reminance during the year \\ere more like I) to use fertilizers than those '' ho received less 

reminance. Fanners from relative!) high potential regions ''ere not liJ..el) to use fertilizers as 

tl,ose from relati\el) lo'' potential regions. Thus. fanners from O)ugis and Rongo regions 

''ere less likely to use fertilizers than those from the Kendu Ba:. Rangwe. and Homa Bay 

regions 
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Table 5.5: Pro bit Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the Adoption of Fertili7ers. 

H~brid !\taize. Impro\·ed Seeds, Pesticides and Culth·atioo with Oxenrrractors in South 

\\ estern Kenya. 

USEFERT MEAN LAP 'E\\ICROP 
---

Variable Coef. t-rat• Coef. t-rat Coef. t-rat. Coef. t-rat. Coef. 

EDCT -0.06 0.01 -0.01 -1 .27 -0.02 0.01 -1.00 0.28 0.01 

f"'\C91 0.00 -5.10" 0.00 -0.00 0.00 -2.40b 0.00 3.69" 0.00 

YLD91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0-t 0.00 0.40 -0.00 7.56b 0.00 

LAB AI\ 0.08 -0.06 -0.01 -0.00 -0.04 0.03 0.39 -0.01 

FINREM 0.00 8.77b 0.00 -0.00 0.00 2.30b 0.00 -1.30 0.00 

RSPST 0.12 -0.27 0.04 0.79 0.04 -0.26 -0.12 0.29 0.06 

AG 0.32 -0.05 0.08 0.29 0.94 0.00 0.32 0.03 0.63 

REG~ 0.00 2.6lb 0.96 -0 14 0.97 -0.03 0.19 0.70 0.19 

CONSTAN 0.52 -2.48b 0.22 -13.48b 0.75 1.25 0.01 -8.13b 0.87 

T 33.57. 14.01 I 1.60 

~Ole: The sample consisted of2.JO households/or l./SEFERT. \/£.1.\'L.fP CS£1.\/PRSE. PESTLSE and 

\Efi'CROP 
a =Absolute 1·alue oft-ratio 
b = Indicate significant /e1·e/s at 5 pt:rcem 

c =Coefficient 1·alue of the ~·ariab/e 
• Ch1-square 1·a/ues in the last rou 

ource: Primal') data 

Table 5.6 belov. shows significant variables dctennining the adoption of agricultural 

te.:hnolog) in South Western Ken)a. The \ariable for the pre\ious ~ear's. that is. 2006 

income carried an unexpected sign. A some" hat different set of interrelationships occurred in 

the equation for the means of land preparation. The educational le\ el of the head of the 

household was negative!) lint..ed to cultivation techniques. The regional differences that were 

so strong in the equation for the use of fertilizers d1d not occur in the equation for the means 

of land preparation. 
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1.91 
-6.60 
0.00 
-0.0~ 

-3.70 
-0.19 
-0.02 
-1.01 

-10.89b 



Table 5.6: Significant Variables Determining the Adoption of Agricultural 

Tecbnolog) in outb Western Ken~a. 

Technolog) Option 

Cultivation Fertilizer H)brid Pesticide 

\ ·ariable with Oxen Use Maize Use Nev. crop 

EDCT (-) (---) 

fNC91 ( -) (-) (+) 

YLD91 (+) 

L~BAN 

FI"KREM (-+-) (+) (-) (-) 

RSPST 
AG 
REG>-J (.,.) (+) 

Source: Primal) data. 

Income of the previous year. and the financial reminance during the ~car of significantly 

influenced the decision to adopt hybrid maize. The higher the remittance during the year. the 

more li~el) the adoption of h) brid maize. The income of the prcv ious year had an une~pected 

sign indicating a negative influence. 

Yield of the previous year. and income of the previous year. both strongly influenced 

pos tivel) the decision to use pesticides \Vhile the remittance during the )Car \\as negative!) 

related to the use of pesticides. Higher yields and income of the previous ) ear allowed 

farmer!> to positively decide on the use of pesticides as opposed to lo,.,er) ields and income of 

the previous year. 

A Lero (0) and one (I). that is. 0/1 Logit/Probit equation was applied on the decision to use 

impro' cd seeds of various crops prevalent in the study area to estimate the impact of the 

various variables included in the previous equations. Better-educated farmers were more 

likely than their less educated compatriots to adopt use of improved seeds. and farmers who 
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rece 'ed higher financial remittance during the year , .. ere more likely than those , .. ho 

rece \Cd IO\\er remittance to adopt use of impro,ed seeds. Similarly, farmers from the high 

potential regions were more likely to adopt impro,ed seeds than those from the low potential 

reg ns. 

Hov.ever. several vel) strong and interesting relationships carry through across equations. 

Reminance during the year tends to influence the use of fertilizers. adoption of hybrid maize. 

improved seeds of various crops. but not use of pesticides. The educational le\el of the 

resp 1ndents "as negati\ely related to the cultivation techniques used for cultivation but 

pos tively influenced the adoption of improved seeds. Regional disparities also tended to 

innuence use of fertilizers and improved seeds. This finding disapproved the a-priori 

expectation that farmers from the IO\\ potential regions were more likely to adopt use of 

fentlizers given the IO\\ potential of their land and more likely to adopt use of improved seeds 

gi' en the harsh conditions of their agro-ecological zones. In addition. farmers "ith better 

education would be e:\.pected to have higher propensity for change and adoption of nev. 

cuhi,ation techniques unlit-:e their Jess educated counterparts. 

Thl. deciston to adopt ne'' crops and fertilizers. animal draft po\\er and fertilizers. as "ell as 

hybrid maize and fertilizers "ere made more independent!). Deciding to adopt hybrid maize. 

ne'' crops. pesticides. animal draft po, .. erJtractors. and fertilizers simultaneous!) imply that 

farners in the study area respond to e\tension sen ices available in the region. Evidence of 

simultanett) also underscores the need to design integrated development programs. 

Furthermore, the results indicate that. the dectsion to adopt more than one technology at the 

same time could be innuenccd by se .. eral social and economic 'ariables. such as income. 

educational level, and regional disparity. of individual farmers at any point in time. 
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5A: Impact of the Returns to Technology Adoption on Farm Household Food 

ecurity 

The results of the analysis of the vulnerabilit) status of the population groups based on Maize 

Equtvalent ranking which '"as calculated from all sources of income from the major food crops 

in t~e stud)' area ( Table 4. I I). On the basis of the data generated. at individual district Je,el. 

Kuria Kisumu. and Kisii districts ""ere the most moderate!) food insecure secure districts in 

i\yanza province in that order. \\ith Kuria* having a rank of 6.08 "'ell above Kisumu* (5.09) 

and Kisii (3 .94). The Extreme!} and High!)' food insecure districts in "iyanza province were 

Bondo, Rachuonyo. and Siaya, in that order. with Bondo being the most extremely and highly 

food insecure district with a ranking of 1.27. followed by Rachuonyo (1.93). and Siaya (1.96) 

Looking at individual food crop production and their ranking in the maize equivalent method. 

there ''as no crop "'ith a food secure ranking. that is. more than 7.77 (90 kg bags) of maize had 

the best ranking among the cereals "ith a score of 2.07 in Gucha. follo\\ed by '.:yam ira (I. 79). 

and Kuria (I. 76). However. aJithese ''ere '' ithin the extremeb and highly food insecure ranking 

categOI'). Only cassava had a respectable score of 4.21 in the moderately food insecure category 

am, 'ng the tuber crops. In reflection of the socio-economic farming systems classifications. the 

~li\ed farming high potential districts of Kisii. Gucha. and 1\Jyamira had relatively better 

rankjngs fa lling "' ithin the moderately food insecure ranking categol') Ho"'ever. the best 

pertorming districts were from the High potential cereal and dairy farming systems group v.herc 

Kuria and Kisumu ''ere the most outstanding "ith scores of 6.08 and 5.09 placing the two in the 

m >derately food secure districts categot: in the pro' ince. Among the marginal semi-arid 

fanning systems categol}. the majority of the districts in this categol') had the worst 

performance with Bondo. Lower Rachuonyo. and Sia)a scoring \\ell belO\\ the 3.01 mark in the 

hrremely and highly food insecure ranking. HO\\C\er. it was surprising that Homa Ba) district 
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grouped in this category of fanning S)Stems had a relathel) good score of 3.18. ''hich places 

the d'strict among the moderate!) insecure ranking category. These results should be interpreted 

,,;th a caution smce population ,.,as a major factor in the calculation of the per capita maize 

equi,alent score. Hence. districts. which ordinarily , .. ould ha\e been expected to perform , .. ell in 

the High potential cereal and dairy farming systems such as Migori and Kisii ended up with 

une:-...pected performance. 

Results of the current vulnerability assessment based on the validation data collected over 

1\o\.ember/December 2007 (fable 4. 12). show that at the regional level. although Rongo area 

respondents collecti\'el) registered the highest MEQ status of being food secure. there were 

une:\.pected results at the individual enterprise MEQ rankings with Kendu Ba) area posting 

bener \IIEQ ranking in sugarcane and e\en dai~ enterprises than both Oyugis and Rongo sub

regions. The validation data analysed for MEQ ranl,ings contradicted the earlier findings v.hich 

sho,,ed the whole region of stud) classified as an exrremel) to high I> food insecure districts for 

Rachuonyo and Migori respective!). This can be explained b) the fact that data collated at the 

official regional level. for example at the District Reports. would be more reliable and 

authoritative those deri\.ed from indi\ idual research questionnaires. 
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CHAPTER6 

6.0 SUMMARY, CO~CLLSION AND REC0\1MENDATIO'\S 

6.1: Summary 

In henya there is an understanding that good research has been done and that beneficial new 

agricultural technologies have been identified. What remains unclear is the extent of adoption 

and the returns that accrue to the adoption of ne\\ agricultural technologies particular!) 

among the smallholder farming systems. The main objective of this thesis was to identify the 

determinants of adoption and the returns associated \\ ith ne\.\ agricultural technologies and 

then assess their impact on the smallholder farm household food security in the study area. A 

socto-economic profile of the smallholder farm household in the stud) area would be 

described as typical!} middle aged resource poor male farmer. with primal") level of 

education and a medium size family of between 5 and I 0 persons in the household. 

Respondents' rating of perceived benefits from the different information sources sho.,....ed a 

preference for interpersonal sources of communication than mass media type. This was an 

imponant finding despite the current trend with emphasis on interactive modes of 

communication in the "a"-e of retrenchment in the public sector. 

The returns to adoption of ne\\ agricultural technology in the study area were assessed using 

the threshold production requirements for food security. The results indicated fanners who 

ad0pted farm inputs. for example. impro\ed seeds were more likely recei\e higher) ields and 

be more food secure than those "ho did not adopt. E' idence of simultaneity of technoloro 

choices impl) that fanners in the stud) area respond extension services available in the region 
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am-. this also underscores the need to design integrated development programmes. 

y.,.,; Current Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) based on the maize equi,alent estimates at the 

Regional level indicated that no district in the sample v-.as food secure. For individual 

smallholder fanners in the study sample. Rongo zone reported the highest MEQ ranking of 

I: 74 above the threshold minimum of 7.77 (90 kg bags) of maize required for normal 

livelihood, or enjoyment of food security. Both Kendu Ba) (5.94) and Oyugis (4.93) regions 

recorded MEQ rankings within a range classified as moderately food insecure. that is 

between 4.89 and 7.77 (90 kg bags) ofmaize per capita. 

6.1: Conclusions 

Socio-economic profile of respondents is important for identifying recommendation domains 

and organization of farm household food security assessment. Interpersonal sources of 

agricultural information \\ere more preferred than the mass media. implying caution on 

retrenchment in sectors providing public services such as agricultural extension. Evidence of 

simultaneit) of adoption implied that farmers in the stud) area respond to extension ser\ ices 

a\Jilable in the region and underscores the need to design integrated development programmes. 

Regional data analyzed for current vulnerability assessment indicated existence of moderate. to 

h ;h and extreme food insecurit) in the stud) area. 

6.3: Recommendations 

I. Given the current official policy of retrenchment in the public sen ice and emphasis on 

interactive modes of communication. it would be important to investigate this apparent 

contradiction between public policy and needs of the people v..ho require public services. 
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., Simultaneity of adoption indicated that farmers in the study area responds to extension 

services available in the region. This underscore need to design integrated (package) 

approach to agricultural development. 

3. Need for a more in-depth analysis of the food insecurit) status of the region as this rna} 

have far reaching policy implications. 
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7.1: Additional Sources oflnformation on Food Security 

Organization 

Action Against Hunger 

Beta Sigma Phi 

I Bread for the World 

Capital One 

j Centre for Studies in Food Security 

I 
Centre for Sustainable Communi(} 

Development 

I Center on Hunger 
1 

Community Food Security Coalition 

jL 'N Millennium Project 

j Website 

W\\ '' .aah-usa.org 

I WW\\.betasigmaphi.orglindex.shtm 

"'w" .. bread.org 

,,..,...'\ ... capitalone.com/index.htm 

I ww'' .ryerson.ca/-foodsec/ 

ww'' .sfu.catcscd/default.htm 

wwv. .centeronhunger.org 

'' "''' .foodsccurity.Org 

www.unmillenniumproject.org/\\ho/inde:\.htm 
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H. APPEN l>ICES 

Appcndi'( I : T he Cor rela tion M:l trix I 
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Appcndi~ 2: The Correlation Matri~ (II) 
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\p{ICndi\ J: Ue5Eonclc.•11t .Sm;tllhohkr farmer~ • socio-economic characlcrislics in Soulh-\HSiern Kcnyn, bv region, Novemhc r 1007 . . . -
Socio-economic categol) frequency antl percentage l~c_gion 

Orugis Kendu Bny Ron go - Total . 
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-- -
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10 

o with in region 
- -
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--
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-- r- · 
0 o within income from all c;ourcec; category -

38.5 21.1 38 'i 100.0 - -- -
0 o \\ ith in rqpon 16.7 18.8 16 7 17 I 

~ than 60000 Count 9 6 8 23 
- 39. 1 26. 1 14 8 1000 no within income from oil sources category -- - -
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.... 

'- -
E'pcricnce in farming Less than I 0 Count 10 10 6 26 
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0 o within years of ~ience category 40.8 10.2 49.0 100.0 

Cfo within region 66.7 33.3 80.0 65.3 

-.:!2tal Count 30 15 JO 15 

- --
llighcsc lc,·cl of formal None Count I 0 5 6 

ed ucation 
0 o within highest level oflhnnal education 16.7 .0 83.3 100.0 - -0 o within~gion 3.3 .0 16.7 7.9 

Primary Count 9 8 12 29 
0 o \\-ithin h~1est level of formal education - f--

31.0 27.6 41.4 100.0 
- -

% within rc:gjon 30.0 50.0 40.0 38.2 

Secondary Count 9 6 4 19 --- -
0/o within highest level of fom1al education 100.0 47.4 31.6 21.1 . 
% within region 30.0 37.5: 13.3 25.0 . 

Post secondary Count II 2 9 22 
% \'itl~in highest level of formal education- - -50.0 9.1 40.9 100.0 

- % witl~in region 36.7 12~ 30.0 28.9 
_fotal _ Count 

- - 1-
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Appendix 4: Respondents' Staff Position in Agricultural and Linstock De\elopment in 

South Western Kenya: 1993 

Designation Frequen9 Percentage 

Frontline 13 33 

Di' isional 14 30 

District 4 9 

Others • 13 28 

~ote • - other designations such as Research Officers. and Subject matter specialists. 

Source: Primary data September 1994. 

Appendix 5: Staff Years of Experience in Agricultural and Livestock Development in 

South Western Kenya: 1993 

~umber of years Frequency Percentage 

Less than I year l 2 

1-to-5 years 12 26 

6-to-11 years 12 26 

O'er 12 years 19 43 

Missing 
. 2 4 

Note:*= l\umber of respondents with inadequate information on variable "years of 

experience". 
Source: PrimaJ) data. September 1994. 

Appendix 6: Description of Variables Used in Estimation ofProbit Maximum Likelihood 

Estimates of Adoption of Ne" AgriculturaJ Technologies in South Western 

Kenya. 

Yariable EAplaoation 

USEFERT Quantity of fertilizers used in 2007 (Kg) 

\fEANLAP Means of land preparation 

USEIMPRSE Quanti[) of improved seed used in 2007 (Kg) 

PESTEXP Total expenditure on pesticides and insectic ides in 2007 (Ksh) 

:\£\\'CROP Number of ne\\ (imprm ed) crop \arieties cultivated in 2007 (Nurn) 

EDCT Level of education (Years) 

I\C91 Yield obtained from major crop in 2007 (Kg) 

YLD91 l\et farm income received in 2006 (Ksh) 

LABA V Number of persons employed in the farm in 2007 (Num) 

FJ'\REM Financial remittance (assistance) received in 2007 (Ksh) 

RSPST Respondent's gender identit) (Status) 

AG Age of respondent (Years) 

REGl' Region of residence 

Note: Kg== Kilograms, Ksh = Kenya shillings. 1\urn =Number. Stu -c Status. 
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Dc,cripth c Statis tics 

Appendi-x '!: Farm Entcrprbc Productio n LC\cls, in South-\Yc~tcrn Kenya, :"ionmhcr, 

20(17 

N I Range ~linimum ~\,t\imurn 1\lcan Stu. 
i Deviation 

Dhis10n 76 .... I 3 2.00 .89~ -
A£C (~rs) of respondent 76 60 :o so 45.17 14.828 

~umb-.!r of years of formal cduc:uion 51 15 :! 17 10.~4 ·L~03 

:-.Jumbcr of l~mak orphans hou:.cholds :!9 7 I s :!.83 1.<>29 

~umba of male orphans households :!6 7 1 s 1.96 1 . .587 

Total number of female households 6:! 13 I 14 5.48 2.S5<> 

Total number of male households 56 9 I 10 4.41 

I 
.............. -·---

1 <J:al numb~r of hot15.chold:> 65 17 I IS 9.0J 3.885 

Lanll size 76 10 10 ~0 10.7C) ~.71 ·1 

Total Olllput or maize (Kg) i3 I -q9: 8 ISOOO 1274AO 2967.SJJ 

Total output of ~orghurnfmilktt K o.: l 41 83:'5 ..tS 8-tOO 744.27 1753.479 

Total output ofhorticuitur;1l crops (Kg) II 1360 so 1-140 485.91 495.736 

1 ct,il output of collon (Kg) C) 5970 30 6000 1416.67 ~J.I7.~5·1 

Total output of sugar clll 1 h'ns) '27 200 0 200 .t4.83 .t5 .. \6() 

Total output of pasture (Kg) '21 79S5 1.5 sooo 561.(,/ 1711..321 

Total output of cassa\oa (Kg} ·I l'lllS 7: IOSO ·tOS.OO 45·1.<).1(, 

Total output of s potato (Kg) <) 3550 50 3AOO 905.56 1168.002 

l'otal output of banana (Kg) 
.., 1::!.5 125 250 1~7.50 88.388 -

~-1Jizc re\'cnuc ( K 'hs.) 39 -194LJU 600 50000 8102.56 9-C0.910 

Lcgum.:s rc' ~nuc ( K shs.) 21 ISS-10 60 IS900 2488.57 -1273 .oi/<J 

Groundmns re' cnuc ( K:.hs.) -13 -147-10 :60 ~5000 855~.56 9816.183 

ln )Jl fC\'CilliC (Kshs.) 6 303(1 330 3360 15-18.33 1122.006 

\ nr hum mil kt revenue ( Ksh~. l :!0 35820 180 36000 6082.75 9062.259 

1101!!> r~\'enuc { Kshs.) ' 59-0 _, 30 6000 2080.00 33%.012 

""ks re' cm1c ( Kshs.) I) 
12 13760 :~o 1-1000 ·1 178.00 .1325.357 

OntCins rc,cnuc ( Ksh!>.) " I I ClO 10 1200 605.00 S-11.-157 -
Rc, ~nuc ( l(slh.) from cnuk ... aks .... ~ 

-·' 58000 :ooo 60000 2.3391.30 1<>707. H5 

Rc\CIHIC (K~h~.) from p0ultry sak.; ·13 8320 ISO 8.500 2018.26 I %9 .. 1211 

Rch•nuc (Kshs.) from d.tif)-milt..: sale~ 17 9S-IS6 1-l 9S500 7-t 16.29 ~37~X IJ~ 

Rc,~nuc (l''hs.) from goat-mill... sak ... 2 1665 15 1680 847.50 1177.33'3 

I g !' quanuty 76 .100.00 .00 ·100.00 15.2500 -18.7%·18 

l~l'\CilliC r Kshs.) egg.;; :.ak:. I~ 3-1-110 150 .34560 3116.77 '.)454.116 
~ 

\a lid :-..: dist\\ ist") 0 I 
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t>e-.\' 1 ipri' l' Sr:•li,tit·, 

Appl'lldh Ill: Farm Prndudion Cos! l cnls in Sourh-\\'l•sll'lll h.l'll)il, NoHml>cr 2007. 
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PART I 

Bach.(!round information: 

Ql (a) 1\ame ol I h:ad of Farm-family--------------------------------

(b Administrative Dh ision ---------------------------------------

(c Sub-di' isie:n ----------------- Location------------------

(u Date completed------------- Respondent l'\o. -----Age------

(e Relationship to the l·arm-lamily (circle a numlx:r plca~c) 

1. Father :!. ~!other 3. Son 4. Daughter 5. Other. please spccil~ ---------------

rtiliL.a tion of nc" tech nolo{!y 
\c'' tcchnolog) anJ fanning practices arc u"ed her~ t•) refer to: use of nnirnal drntl po"er. or 

tractor for land pn.:paralion: usc of imprO\cd seed "nnctics. impro,cd animal breeds: usc of 

li:rtilizcrs. insccticidcSipcsticides. ,·accincs for animal". accnricidcs. dipping. and artilicial 

insc "lination. Others arc: tree planting. rotation. mulching. terrae in g. :md aile) cropping. 

o:. 

Q3. 

Over the past fi\'e (5) years. \\ hich or the following farm cquipmcnt!implcmcnt h3\'C 

)L•U bcl:n using 1\.•r lanJ preparation'? 
(Circ le a number 1\)r each cquipmcnvimplcment u"cd) 
I. I land touh 2. 0\\ n-ox plough 3. llin:d O\.·plough 

'L o,,n-lraCtl'r 5. Pri,atcl~ hired tractor 

6. Go' crnment tracwr hire sl!n 1<:e 
7. Others. plcn~c spcci f~,. --------------------------------

" 
II \OU han.: been u ... in!! hand tools.\\ hat arc' our reasons for not S\\ itchirH! to other 

"' .... - -
equipment., machines'? 
I. I ad; of funds to purchac;c superior equipment 

') Limitmions due to Site of lann 
J. Unavnilabilit) or labour 
-L Lin,itat; •ns a~sociatcd "ith ::.!-ills for operations 

5. Other~. pku"c specify'?-------------------------

I r~ou use )OUr C'-\11 ox-plough. "h1ch ~car did ~ou acquire it:> 

tl) Pri,,rtoi9SS (2) 1988 (3) 1989 (4) 1990 

15) 2006 (6) 2007 (7) 1993 

f}\ (.1) I " )Oll ha' c C\Cr hired o:-.:-plough for land preparation since 19SS "hich ~car(!>) did 

~ ou do this? 
(II 19SS {:!) 19lN (3) 1990 (-t) 2006 (5) 2007 (6) 1993 

(h) I r ~ ou used hired ox-plough in recent ~car~. do~ ou plan to continue hiring? 

I . Yc.... 2. ~o. 
( i> 1 r ~ c::.. "h)? -------------------------------------------------------------------------

( ii) I r 1\:o. "hy? -----------------------------------------------------------------------



Q6 (a) If:- ou h:tve C\'er hired a tractor for land preparation since 1988. \\hich ~car(s) did you 

do this? 
t l ) 1988 (2) 1989 (3) 1990 (4) 2006 (5J 2007 (6) 1993 

(b) If you used hired Lractor in recent ) ears. do~ ou plan to con1inuc the sc:n icc? 

I. Yes 2. 0:o 
( i) t r vcs "h\'? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------. . -
(ii) I r no. ,,·hy? ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

{Q7) If) ou usc your O\\ n tractor. '' hich yc:ar did you a~quirc it'? (Circle a number) 

( I) Priorto 1988 (:!) 1988 (3) 1989 (·H 1990(5) 2006 (6) :!007(7) 1993 

Farm practice": 
(Q8} 1 a) Which of the folio'' ing annual cropping panc:rn" do you practice? (Circle: a numbc:r) 

1. \llonocullurc (produce only one crop) 
., vli:-.cd cropping (produce more than one crop on diOcrcnt liclds) 

3. Jntereropping (produces more than one crop on same licld) 

-1. Other. please spec.: if~ -------------------

(o) Which sccu l) pc did you u .. c and "hat quamity? 
Croe Seed quanti!' Type (Trad.IIIY\') 

(c) Which animal orccd do you raise and thc1r number? 
\nimal (l' pi:) '\;umber 0fanunaJ.. Brccd(TradXird) 

ld)l iow much lcrtJiizcr ''as used for \arious crops in 2007 and 31 ''hat cost? 
C'ron l'crtilit:cr (K!.!) rstimated CO!'.t (Kshs.) 

(c) I tow much pc::.ticidclinsecticidc did you usc in ::!007 and at ''hat cost? 
Cro..e Pc.,ticidc/inc;ccticidc Estimated cost tr.:c;hs.) 

I:rl' ironmcntal concerns: 
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Q9 Fro11 an environmental point of view. tree planting. rotation. terracing. mulching and 

allc)-cropping can harness the physical and climatic conditions that improve and sustain 

the agricultural productivity of a farm. 

(a) Which of the abo'c environmental practices do ~ou usc on your lann? 

(1} lrccplaming (~) Rotation (3) Terracing (4)i\lulching 

(5) Allc)-Cropping (6) Other. please specify--------------------------

(b) If you practiced an) of the above en\'iromnentol aspects since 1988. ''hich ycar(s) did 

you do t~1is? 
F.n\'ironmental Practice Year(c;) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

(c) lt")ou don't practise an) of' the environmental aspects abo, c. "hy? ------------------------

(d) 01 tho:-e '' ho hn\'0 adopted the cn,ironmental concern<> listed (Rotation. Tree plnnting. 

lcrracing. \ lukhing. and alley -cropping). \\ hat changes ha' c you obscr\ed in your 

!ann in terms of its agricultural productivity since~ ou adopted the practise(s}? 

I. 

~. 

C)IO.(a) 

The producti\ ity has increased 
I Ins decreased 
tins remained the same. 
Cnnnot tt:il 

,\1tilicinl Insemination can be used to produce superior breeds or animals in terms or 

producth ity. resistance to diseases and other' irtues such as adaptability. I lave you 

c\·cr employ cd this practice for your herds? 
Yes 2. l'\o. 

(b) If yes. '' h ich ycar(s) J iJ you u5c it -----------------------------------------------

(c) I r no. '' h y'? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(d) I h1\\ ollen do y 'll dip ~our animals..., 
(I) Once n \\'cck (2). T'' icc n Wed 
{4). Once.: month (5) T"icc a mont1

1 

(3). Three time" in a \Vcch. 
(6) ,c,er 

(e) If you nc\er dip) our animals. "hy? --------------------------------------------------------

(I) <her the pa~l lhe) cars.\\ hen "ere) our animals last 'nccinatcd anclagainc,t "hich 

dbeas.:? 
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Animal Y car vm:c i natcd Disease (spcci fv) 

Economic Im pact Analysis (L abour, Land usc, :\la rkct, Yield~. Income). 

Q II. 1'\c\\ techno log~ here rcfcr5 to: usc of animal draft pO\\ cr. tr.lctors: usc of imprm cd seed 

\·arictn:s. improved animal breeds: usc of fcrtili;ers. insecticides'pesticidcs. \accincs lor 

animals. nccaricides. dipping. and artificial insemination. Others arc: tree planting. 

rotation. mulching. terracing. and alle~-cropptng. 

(a) Labour: 
What changes ha\c occulTed in labour usc since you started using new teehnok1gics (e.g. 

tr.1ctor or animal-draft power) for fnnn operations? 

L~mJ prcparauon 
Weeding " 
I fan csting 

(b) lf)ou ll'>~ nc'' tcchth>lo~ics and limning pradi ... e~ and ~ou hire bnour. how many nt' 

)Our hired fann labour would you categorize as irnm igrants from other areas (e.g. other 

!)Ublocations. locations or di' is ions/districts) and how many arc pcnnancnt residents of' 

the area'? (Cirdc a number on the: ~cak). 

+------------------------------
Number or\\orkers in each CalC!!01'\ 

I 
0 ! ~ ~ :! 5 0r tnC'tre I 
I 

-t ---------------------------------:-

I. lmm igmnts 
1 Pamanc:nt residents 

., 3 -l 5 6 
1 3 -l 5 6 

(c) <;inc~ the adoption t't' the new technologic~ and fanning practices lor your farm 

opcr,1tinns. how \\Ollld you classi I~ the labour you usc? 

!)1 2. 
(::I) 

(Ci rck a number) 
I. 1\ lore 13mil!' labour than hirr.:d labour 
1 t\lorc hired labour than family labour 
3. Only fnmil) labour 
-1. Only hired labour 

Land u~c: 
What changes in land use ha'c )Oll made since you started using the nc" technologies 

(tractor. or animal drafl po\\cr) lor culti,ation? 
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(Circle a number) 
I. The area cultivated has been increased 

..., The area cultivat~o:d ha!> decrca~cd 
3. The area cultivated has remained about the same 

(b) In tcm1s of crop mixtures as it relate!> to land u~c "hat charu!C!> \\Ould 'ou sav have been 

ma lc since) ou ~tartcd using ne" technologies and fam1ing -practice!>?· • 

I. Only one more crop "as produced. :!. T" o-to-thrcc more crop!> ''ere produced. 

3. more than four more crops were produced. 4. S('rne mi:x ns bl!fore was produced. 

(c) How much land did you lca\c fallow? --------acres'' hy? -------------------------------------

Q13. :\Jarkct: 
(.1} \\hat changes have occurred in tcnns of the portion of your produce you sell in the 

market ')111CC ) vu aduph.:d the usc of nc'' technologies and fanning practices? (Circle a 

number) J\ 

I . it has increascJ 2. it hn~ decreased 
3. it has remained the ~ame 4. on!~ produce for subsistence 

{b) 0\cr the past live ~cars. during ''hich ~car did ~our produce fetch tht.: highest price in 

the market? · 
(Circle a number) 

(I) 1988 (2) 1989 (3) 1990 l4) ~006 (5)2007 

Yield~ 

Q ~ aJ Vhat effect hJ\C the adoption of ne\\ technology and fanning practices had on your 

) ickb? 
I. lncrea~cd 2. Decreased 3. Rcmaint.:d about the same 

(b) In your opinion how woulJ you describe the change in yicllls. since you adopted new 

technology and running practices? 
(Circle a numb~:r on the scale) . 

..:.. ________________________________________________ ______ -:-

~~ llllC\\ hat Som~" hat 
Significant ln~ignilicant Insignificant! 

-----------+ 
I . Inc rca sed 
2. Dccrc~1scd 

3 , 

1 Significant 
+-----------.------------------------.-.---

(c) \\hat would you sa~ is ~our m<lior crop? ............... or animal raised?------------------

(d) l·or the major crop'animal rererrcd to abo'c "hat \\ere ~our yields O\'Cr the p:bt li'e 

) ~ars? 
Y car Crop-~ iekl {bags. Kg) 
I 9SS ---------------------------
1989 --------------------------

Animal-Produce (Kg. litre. do;cn) 
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Income: 
Qi5.(a) 

1990 
2006 
2007 

\\hat was your Net Fann Income (0' er the pan fh e )Cars) 

Year Net Farm Income 

1988 Ksh ------------------
1989 -----------------------
1 990 ----------------------
2006 ----------------------

2007 -------------------------

(b) Do you have other business apar1 from farming? 
(Circle a number) 

I. Yes 2. No. 
If yes. ho'' much time do you spend on the business? ------- hrs. 

lfno. \\h)'? ----------1'\o opponunit) 
------------ Fann worl.. is enough 
-----------Other. please speci I) 

~.:) How man) faml-farnil) membl.!rs ha\'e on:rarm income?----------

On an:rngc how much remittance per year do they make? Ksh. ---------

Constraints to adoption: 

Q I 6. (a) What prevents you or limits you from adopting nC\\ technolog) and fanning practices? 

I. Limite<.! land 2. Limited labour 3. Limited power (e.g. machine) input 

4. Limited capital. please spccif) ---------------------

5. Other. please spcci f) ---------------------

lb} lfland. how much more would you need and "hat \\Ould you pa~ per acre? 

------ acres --------cost. 
(c) I f labour. "hat operations create the bottlcnecl..s? (circle a number) 

I. Land preparation 2. Planting 3. \\'ceding -L llarvesting 

5. Combination. please spec if) ---------------------------

(d) I r capital. have you tried applying for credit? (Circle a number) 

I. Y ..:s 2. ~o. "hy? ---------------------------

If) e~. did ) ou get it or not? 
i) Yes ii) No. lf\:o "hy? ---------------

(c) 'f)OUliS~ Ill:\\ tc~molog) and Ianning rracticcs. \\hat is their: 

Gn.:atcst -,hortcornrng? ----------------
urcatc::.t advantage? ------------------------------
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PART II 
The folio\\ ing questions ~onccrn the Farm-Family's Social charactcri~tics {e.g. Famil~ Site. 

:\,,;c. Gender comrosition. and Education) 

Ql7. What is th~ size of~our l~unily? i.e. family size (number 
of persons) [Circle a number] 

( 1) Less tlwn l\\ 0 persons. (2) Two-to-four persons (3) Fi' c-to-scvcn persons 

(4) Eight-tu-Tcn pasons (5) Ele\cn or more persons. 

Ql S. What is the age distribution in the f.mn-family'? (Circle a num~r on the scale tor each 

age group) 

. ---------------------------·-· .. ---
:\umber of Person" 
0 I 1 3 4 5 or more I 

I 

+-------------------------------------:-
I) Less than 15 yrs I , " .) 4 5 6 
..., , 
-I 15-to-30) rs I , .. 

.) 4 5 6 
3) 31-to-46 yrs I , " .) 4 5 6 
4) 4 7 -to-62 ) rs 2 

.., 

.) 4 5 6 
5) 63 or more ) rs 

.., 3 4 5 6 

019. What is the gendcr (SC:\) distribution in the fann-famil~? {Ctrck a number on the -..calc 

lor each gender category). 

C)20. 

<)21. 

I) f-'cmak 
2) M~llc 

• --·---·-----------------·---·--
1\umbcr of Pl-!rsons 

0 '1 3 4 S or more I 

+------------------------------------.:.. 
I , 3 4 S 6 
I 1 3 4 S 6 

llo\\ mam mcnO:H:rs ofthc l(trm-l~mil\"actualh li\C~ 011 the t:mn'! . . . 
( c i rclc a number pkasc) 

I . I c-;s than L" o persllll'>. 2. I "o-10-li' c 
3. '.h:-to-ninl". -+.Ten or nwrc. 

Of those: livin!! on the fann. h0"' man' arc a'ailablc for tann \\Ork'? - . 

Number ol' persons ~um~rofhours ~r day 
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Q.2:!. For members of the famil) living outside the fann. ''hen did they leave the farm? 
(circle a number) 

l) Lc-.-.thant\\oycarsago 2) T\\O·to-Four~rs. 

3) Five-to-scn:n yrs 4) > Eight yrs 

Q23. \\ hy did the) leave the farm? (circle a number) 
l. ln search of better income 2. Due to lack of land 
3 Lac!-. of uccommodation 4. A\'ailability ofland else" here 
5. Others. please spcci~ ·····-······. 

Q24. Please indicate your educational stotus. (Circle the number of highest educational level 

completed) 
(I) Cannot read nor write (2) Can read and" rite but no lonna! education 

(3) Attended primary school (4) Attended Secondar;/1-ligh sch(lol 

(5) Other. please spccif)' ---··········---·---. 
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P\RTI 
(Background information about respondents) 

Q I J} Name ,)f Respondent -------------------

(b) Station of duty--------------------------

(c) Official Dl!signation ------------------------

Q2. \\'hat is your position in the structure and administration of agricultural development in 

the country? (Please circle a number) 

I. Frontline E:-..tcnsion Worker 2. Divisional E:-..tcnsion!Yetcrinary Officer 

3 District Agricultural/Veterinary Officer 4. Agriculturai.Rcscarch Officer 

5. Others. please spec if)------------------

03. In terms of years, what is your experience in agricultural/ livestock de\'clopmcnt? 

I. Lcs:s than one (I) year 2. One (I )-to-Five (5) years 

3. Six (6)-to-Eicven (II )years 4. Grcaterthan ele\'cn (II) years 

Q4. \\!bat.~s ygur area of interest in agricultural/livestock development? 

I. Policy formulation 2. Research 3. Adoption, Diffusion of new technology 

4. Advisory role 5. Technology design 

6. Others, please specify---------------------------------

(ldenti fication of recommended technology) 

Q5 As an agricultural development policy-maker/practitioner. \\hich arc some of the latest 

agricultural technology or fanning practices you ha\'c recommended for fann use (e.g. 

since 1989)? 
I. Crop production technology/practices (e.g. fcrtiliLcr'crop rotation} 

2. Livestock production technology /practice (e.g. \'accinationldipping of livestock) 

3. Means of land preparation (e.g. animal drafl power) 

4. Other, please spcci fy ------------------------------------------

()6. Of the tcchnologics/practiccs recommended abo\'c (sec Q5) "hat would you say was the 

source of the information concerning its fonnulation'dc\'clopment? 

I. Public institution 
2. Private commercial institution 

3. "on-profit making ~GO 
4. Agricultural practitioners' personal intuition 

5. I anncr e'\pcricncc 
6. Other!:>. plea~c specify------------------------------------------
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Q/. Please indicate ho" beneficial you perceive the following sources ofinfonnation to be 

h I II I f; as t ey rc ate to sma -sea c arming operations. {Circle a number for each source) 
E:...trcmcly Some\\ hat Some" hat Not 
Beneficial Beneficial non- Beneficial 

beneficial 

Farm Magazine I 2 ~ 
j 4 

Local Fann l\ewspaper I 2 3 4 

Farm Radiorrv programmes I 2 3 I 4 

'\griculturaiNcterinary extension I 2 3 4 

officers 

Government sponsored agencies I 
.., 3 4 

\.on Governmental Organitations I 2 3 4 

Commodity Associations I 2 3 I 4 

Neighbours/Friends/Family I I 2 
., 
j 4 

Other. please specify -------------- I 2 3 4 

QS Plcac:;c indicate the degree of your agreement or disagrccmcm with thl.! folio" ing 

~tatemcnt-; oficn mndc about e:xtension sen ices in the countr:. 

(Circle a number for each statement) . 

I I Strongly I Agree Disagree I Strongly 

;\grce Disagree 
..... ·-

lxtension sen ices arc not I 
.., 3 4 I effccti\'c due to p_9or funding I 

Extension services arc inenccti'c 
I I 

.., 3 4 

I due to lack of personnel 
Extension sen ices arc incffcctiYc I 2 3 4 

due t<. inadequate infom1ation 
I 

tlO\\ - ----· -

Extension sci"\ ices nrc incnccti\c I 
.., 3 4 

due to nccati\e attitude of 
l .,meers ~ " I 

<)9. In your opinion. which of the following factors would you rank the highest as a crith.:al 

constrni: t to Jdoption or n.:commcndcd tcchnolog~ and fanning practices in the stud~ 

area? (C irclc only a single number which corre~pond to~ our choice) 

I. Fann ,iLc :!. I and tenure 3. Labour a\ ailabil ity 

-L Fann credit 5. Social attributes 6. Economic attributes 

7. Technical attributes 8. infonnation acccssibilit: 
9. input supplies I 0. Other!>. please specify--·---------------·--------------
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Ql 0. In your opinion. which of the foliO\\ ing factors most in Oucncc t:·mncrs' dc~isions to scdi: 

m "rc ir:formation and adopt new tcchnolog: and fanning practices'? 

(Circle onl) a single number which correspond to your choice) 

I. \ttributcs of the techno log) 2. Distance of infonnation source 

3. Ski lls as~ociatcd with the tcchnolog) 4. Reduction of labour requirements 

5 Fann size 6 .. \' ailability of funds 

7. Others. please.: spcci fy-------------------------------------------------

Technology impact 

Qll. In )our opinion. \\hat would you sa) the adoption rate of the.: follo,,ing agricultural 

inouts in ) c•ur area or operations? 
(Circk a number) 

I I ligh ~tedium Low I 1\:o 
Adoption , Ad~etion Adoptit'n Adoption 

Fcrtili.tcr 

I 

I I 
.., 3 4 

--
~leans or l.md preparation I I ") 

., 
-1 .) 

Pesticide!' lnsccticidt:s I I I 
..., 3 -1 - -

\'accinaiion-- I I I 
., ., 

-1 - .) 

Dipping I I 
") 

., 
-1 - .) 

_1\ 

~ Grade lin:stod. I I 
, 

I 
... 4 - .) 

I I 
., 

I 3 -1 [I'm ironmcntal friendly practices -

Ql~. On a liJ..:crt-s~ak of 1-to-4 (i.e. I = E:-.:trcmcl) significant. and 4 = Extn:mcl) 

msignificant). hO\\ "ould you ron" the impact of nc'' agricultural technology and 

t~m11ing practices adoption a~ the~ relate to the followlllg measures of producti' it) in 

)t)llr area of operations? (Circle a number). 

I 

r- - --
Ext rem~ Extremely I ~OillC\\ hnt SOillC\\ hat 

Signi ficam ~ignificant ln"-i£nifican!_ Insignificant 1 l-- -- ~ -1 ~\nnual ~d-ca-.h r:mn I 
..., 
- .) 

tlll:OillC 

( rop ~ide! rcr hectare I ") ... 
.) 4 

----, 

r i,rodm:e -(quanti ty) per 
~-

I 
, 3 -1 -

I nnimal 

I Commcrc ;i!i.tation per farm I I ") 3 4 I -
--

tCon-.traints to pmctitiom:rs' cflec.:ti,·cncss) 
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Q 13 What would YL1U say is the most important limiting factor in your duty as an agent of 

ngricullur-31 dc\clopmcnt? 
I. Dec:ining funJing 
:2. Communication gap between extension and research 
3. Jnadcqu.ttc super. ision 
4.1nadcquatc support by junior staff 
5. Lack of pcr::.onncl 
6. Lack of contiuuous training 
7 lmHkquate cooperation by fanners 
S. Inept coordination bct\\CCn field and headquarters 
9. Lack of transport 
I 0. I napproprimc technology 
II. Other. plca-.e specify -----------------

Q 14. On a liken-scale of 1-to-4. ''here I = E'\trcrncly satisfactory. and 4 = L\trcmcly 

unsatisfactory. how would you rank the folio" ing interactions among researchers. 

C\tcns ) 11 Stall~ and farmers in your srherc of operation? 

E:-..tremcl~ Somewhat Somewhat E:-..trcmcl} 
1:\ati<.I.JctClr. 1 Smic;facton· l 'nsatic;fhctor;· Unc..11ic;factor. 

') ... 
I 

Bet\\ ecn Rcs~:arch and I I 
4 

I - .) 

~ 
I [·.;tcn-;ion ~tafT 

~fktwecn Rcseard~ and I ') 

I 
., 

4 .) 

l·armers I lkt,,ccn ["\tension staff I 
I 

') 3 4 

and htnncrs 
\mong Researchers. I ") 3 4 

Lxtension stall. and 
f·armcrs 

()15 . In your opinion. ho\\ would you describe the degree of satisfaction "ith the current 

~tructurc and administration of agricultural e'\tcnc;ion sen ices in the countr;? 

I L'\tremcly .... .~tisficd 2 Some" hat satisfied 
3. ~OiliC\\hnt dis.,atislicd -1 . E:-.tn:ml!!y dissatisfied 

()16 . ,\mong the t'bllo" ing extension sen icc approaches. "h ich onc(s) do you oil en usc in tht: 

diiTt•sionladoption process in your area ofjurisdiction? 

1. Individual ••rproach 2. Grour approach 

I. ProgrcssiH: lhnm:r approm;h -1. Contract Ianning approach 

~- lntegrotcd (package) approach 6. Fanning systems approach 

7. Trainir~ a1 J , ·isils s~stcms approach 
X. Othcr~. plc.t..,l! spCl. if'> -------------------------

<)17 For the fcld bound stare once vital infonnation is fonnul:ncd and made available for 

transfer t , fanners . '' hich method (s) do you often usc lor infonnation dissemination 

purroses? 
1. Radio 2. Television 3. 1'\ewspapers 4. Demonstrations 

'·I idd-trip~ 6. Group discussions 7. Local barazas 8. lndi' idual fanner' isits 

. 0 'lCrS. plea ,c spc~ify ------------·----------·---------------------
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Ql S. A s a field-stan· you need a continuous flow of agricultural infonn.lti,m to keep a breast 

with the changing circumstances and fanners' needs. Thus there is need for frequent in

servicl: training sessions. In the last three (3) years (i.e. since ; 990). how often have )ou 

allendl.!d sul:h training sessions or seminars? 
(Circle a number). 

I. Fort>lightl) 2. T" ice in a year 3. Every quarter of a) car 

-!. Once every ) car 5. Others. please specify ----------------·--------·-----··-----

Q 19. The c .trrent stmcturc and administration of E:\tcnsion sen ices in the country arc 

centralized (i.e. decisions arc made at the Headquarters and passed do\\ m'ards). 

\\'hat is your opinion about the call to have [:-..tension sen ices decentralized b) bringing 

the sen ices under the super\ ision and e:\ccution of the Uni,·cr:,it~ systems in the 

country? (Ci rcle a number). 
I. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Disagree -!.Strongly disagree. 

Q20. In term of qualification. Kenya e:\tcnsion staff are generalists rather than specialists in 

their educational bad. ground. In ) our opinion what should be the right quali lication of 

the ficld-stafr? (Circle a number}. 
I. Generalists 2. Specialists 3. Combination of I &2. 

I\ 

Q21 . (a) Programme planning Process in [:-:tension Sen ices is important because it helps you 

1'1 est.tbli<.hing a concise swtcmcnt on "h~ and ho" to initiate projects and meet set 

objcct, ,·c~. Do you subscribe to the list of those "ho support Programme Planning'? 

(Circll! a number). 
I. Yes 2. '\o 

Q21. (b) I ryes. "ould you plcac;c sho" us a cop~ of the latest Programme Plan you may 

l,a ve '? ----------------------------------------------------------· -----

Q22. Gi,cn your c:-..pericnee and vision as an agricultural policy-maker or practitioner. "hat 

-;olutJons \\Ould you propose to O\crcome the constraints alluded to above (sec QJ3). 

(Circle only one number'' hich correspond to your choice) 

·. 1\l >rC public funding for research work 
2.1\h1fC fumiJng for [ '\ten..,ion \\Orl-. 
3. More Fanner participation in rcsean:b and e:\tcnsinn work 

-4. 1\hre fnan~.ial credit to f.1nners 
5. /\II nf the ul'<J\e 
r). Soluti<..,ns I. 2. and 3. but not -!. 

Q23. (a) \\'hat nrc <>omc of the positi\c comments that you may ha\'e concerning ne\\' 

agricultur.ll Ll:~hnolog~ di frusion/adoption in Kenya ? 

Q2-l. (b) What arc some of the short-comings you may have obserYcd concerning 

di ff'i.l!'ion ladoption of new agricultural technologies in Kenya? 

-\:--:YOTHER C0\1\IF:\TS 

X:-..~\.:\\\.\.'\XXXX\.\.'\X\.\:\'\'\X:\:\'\\\'\\.:\:\\.'\'\:\:\:\:\'\:\X:\:\X'\ \.:\:\X:\'\:\\.'\
'\\.:\'\ 
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